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Abstract

New high-resolution 1 .0  - 3.4 pm spectra o f carbon-rich W olf-Rayet stars (W C ) 

are presented. The line identifications are discussed and some 20  new identifications are 

given, due to neutral helium and ions o f helium, carbon, oxygen and magnesium, notably 

the strong C IV 4p-4s doublet near 1.435 pm . It is shown that the infrared features are 

sufficient to define the subtypes, and that the optical classification lines refer to unrelated 

parameters: the ionization and the composition o f the wind.

Recombination lines are used to derive the C /H e ratio in six W C  and one W O  stars. 

The validity o f the assumptions is examined: the data are shown to be consistent with 

the lines being optically thin and formed by recombination; the increase in free-free 

optical depth with wavelength is used to estimate the effect o f the wind stratification. 

The derived C /H e ratios for W C  stars are higher for earlier subtypes, they are much in 

excess over the solar value, and agree well with the results o f other analyses. For the W O 

star, the C /H e ratio is even higher, but lower than predicted by evolutionary models.

Using new high-resolution spectra, the He I 2p-2 s triplet and singlet profiles near

1.083 and 2.058 pm are analyzed, and shown to yield better estimates o f the wind ex

pansion velocity (uoo) than conventional methods (based on the violet edge o f ultraviolet 

resonance lines, or the width o f optical emission lines). It is demonstrated that the veloc

ities from the absorption trough o f ultraviolet resonance P Cygni lines are contaminated 

by the companion O-star wind in W R + O  binaries. The infrared He I profiles are fitted 

to derive v ^  in a sample o f 41 galactic W R  stars o f all subtypes. The derived Uqo tend 

to be higher in earlier subtypes. In general they are lower than those from the other 

methods, implying that the previous estimates o f the mass-loss rates are also too  high.

The presence o f emission subpeaks on the infrared He I lines is noted for the first time. 

These are widespread among W R  stars, regardless o f the subtype or the presence o f an 

O-star companion. The subpeaks are believed not to vary with time and are suggested 

to be the signature o f asymmetries in the wind.
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Introduction

The advent o f stellar spectroscopy revealed the existence o f a class o f unusual stars 

with amazingly broad and strong emission lines (with equivalent widths o f  up to 100 

nm). The first three o f these objects were discovered by W olf and Rayet (1867) in the 

constellation o f Cygnus. Over 170 W olf-Rayet (W R ) stars have since been identified in 

our Galaxy (van der Hucht 1991) and a few hundred more in other galaxies. The unusual 

features o f the W R  spectra make them particularly difficult to interpret in terms o f the 

physics o f the stellar atmosphere, and their nature remained a mystery for decades. 

Many questions are still unanswered today. However this does not make these stars less 

interesting, as testified by the abundant recent literature on the topic. In the last decade, 

17 reviews and conference proceedings related to W R  stars were published (see van der 

Hucht 1991).

W hat then makes W R  studies so attractive? W R  stars are known to have very 

strong winds, and these challenge our understanding o f the physics o f stellar winds. 

They are believed to be evolved massive stars, and hence are crucial to our knowledge 

o f the evolution o f these stars. The distribution o f the various W R  subtypes differ 

with galactic radius and between galaxies, which may reflect differences in massive star 

formation history or in local metallicity. Their winds transfer substantial amount o f 

momentum, o f energy, as well as o f processed stellar material to the interstellar medium. 

Moreover, being very luminous and easy to identify spectroscopically, W R  stars can be 

used to provide unique information on the massive star content and the environment o f 

distant galaxies. Each one o f these aspects makes it worthwhile to further study these 

amazing stars. Some debated questions o f W R  research are briefly presented here.

1
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1.1 Description and classification

Progress toward understanding the nature o f W R  stars starts with the identification of 

their numerous emission lines. These do not coincide in wavelength with the absorption 

lines commonly seen in the spectra o f other stars. They are indeed due mainly to helium, 

and to ionized carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, and represent a wide range o f  ionization 

and excitation, while hydrogen is absent from most spectra. The continuous spectrum 

is typical o f a hot star.

For a long time, many optical lines remained unidentified. Their identification al

lowed the separation o f W R  stars into two parallel sequences dominated respectively (in 

addition to helium lines) by lines o f nitrogen (W N ) and carbon and oxygen (W C ). This in 

turn led to the suggestion that these groups reflected different atmospheric abundances 

(Beals 1938). Each improvement in spectral resolution and each extension to new spec

tral regions call for a new examination o f the consistency o f line identification, hence o f 

the classification and interpretation. As an example, we can mention the work o f Edlen 

(see e.g. Edlen 1956) which provided decisive progress in line identifications, especially 

through the recognition that carbon transitions involving high principal and azimuthal 

quantum numbers have hydrogen-like wavelengths and relative strengths. Another ex

ample is provided by the ultraviolet observations, which have confirmed that no nitrogen 

lines are present in W C  spectra (W illis et al. 1986). In chapter 2 a set o f liigh-resolution 

infrared spectra will be presented, including spectral regions not observed previously at 

such resolutions. The task o f identifying the lines is one o f the purposes o f  that chapter.

Beals’s classification scheme was subsequently revised by various authors. The classi

fication system in use today is that o f Smith (1968), further extended to new subtypes by 

van der Hucht et al. (1981). W N subtypes range from W N2 to W N 9; W C  subtypes from 

W C4 to W C9. A  few stars are intermediate between W N  and W C , showing both N and 

C III lines, and are labelled W N /W C . The W 0 1 -W 0 4  subtypes were added by Barlow Sz 

Hummer (1982), and are characterized by optical spectra dominated by oxygen lines (in 

particular, the 0  VI doublet near 382.3 nm is as strong as the He II and C IV features)
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and a very high excitation (no He I or C ill lines are present). The subtypes are defined 

so that the spectra o f earliest subtypes (smallest numbers) have lines o f highest level o f 

ionization, following the convention used for normal absorption-line stellar spectra. In 

the case o f the latter spectra, it has been possible to interpret the classification in terms 

of the physics o f the star (temperature, mass) and its evolutionary status. However it is 

not known what physical meaning the W R  subtype may have. The main reason is that 

classical stellar atmosphere models cannot be applied to their emission line spectra. Thus 

the W R  spectral characteristics cannot be related directly to the effective temperature 

and gravity o f the star.

Empirical correlations have been looked for between W R  subtypes and derived stellar 

parameters, such as mass or absolute magnitude, but no convincing relation could be 

found. This leads to the question whether the W R  spectra can be appropriately described 

by a simple, one-dimensional, classification scheme. In some respect all W R  spectra are 

indeed different. This complexity is most striking for W N  stars. For these subtypes, 

Hiltner & Schild (1966) felt the need to introduce another parameter indicating the 

width o f the emission lines: broad-line spectra are labelled W N -B , narrow-line W N- 

A. Furthermore, some but not all W N spectra show hydrogen lines, irrespective o f the 

subtype (Vacca & Torres-Dodgen 1990; Hamann et al. 1991). For W C  subtypes, there is 

a correlation between the width o f their emission lines and the subtype: earliest subtypes 

exhibit the broadest lines, as already noted by Beals (1938). However a close examination 

o f the W C subtype classification reveals inconsistencies, as will be discussed in chapter 

2.

Therefore caution is required before drawing any conclusion based on the W R  clas

sification, since the ordering in subtypes must be considered as tentative, as long as the 

spectral differences are not understood.
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1.2 Stellar winds

The indication that W R  stars have strong outward winds comes from  the study o f their 

line profiles. Indeed several lines in the optical region exhibit profiles similar to those 

seen in the spectrum of P Cygni, with a broad emission com ponent and a blueshifted 

absorption component. For this and other stars (e.g. Novae), it was early noted that 

the absorption is always shifted towards shorter wavelengths. The first satisfactory 

explanation o f that fact was given by Jacob Halm, who was a lecturer at the University 

o f Edinburgh and assistant to the Royal Astronomer for Scotland. Halm (1904) suggested 

that these profiles observed in spectra o f Novae were caused by an expanding atmosphere 

(see frontispiece):

The natural assumption being th a t the gases o f the outside layers at D D ’ in 

consequence o f cooling by expansion, are at a lower tem pera ture  than the pho

tosphere, absorption lines, characteristic o f the substances o f the atmosphere, 

appear in the otherwise continuous photospheric spectrum . But since all these 

atmospheric particles move towards  us, the ir lines must be displaced tow ards the 

most refrangible side o f the spectrum, in accordance w ith  D opple r’s princip le  . . .

There are tw o reasons why these absorption-lines, instead o f being narrow  and 

sharply defined, as in normal spectra, should be broad and hazy. F irst, the 

m otions o f the gaseous particles towards us are not un ifo rm . W e may take it fo r 

certain th a t considerable differences must exist in the am ount and d irection  o f 

these m otions which should tend to  broaden the lines. Secondly, the density o f 

the atmosphere near the surface may be considerable . . .

We tu rn  now our a ttention  to  the radiations em anating from  those parts o f the 

expanding atmosphere inside the segments D B C and D ’ B ’ C  [no t occu lting  by, 

nor projected in fro n t of, the ste llar disk]. Obviously the spectrum  produced by 

these radiations must show b righ t lines, characteristic o f the same substances 

which cause the absorption spectrum  in fro n t o f the star. But since in th is  case 

there are as many m otions towards as from  us, the centres o f these lines —
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which are also broad and hazy, ow ing to  the effects o f density and divergence o f 

directions —  must appear in the ir norm a l positions (pp. 523 -524 ).

The absorption can only come from material in front o f the star, from  gas cooler 

than the photosphere. Since the absorption is shifted toward shorter wavelengths, it 

must originate in gas moving toward the observer, that is, flowing away from  the star. 

The emission originates from an extended envelope around the star. The gas m oving out 

perpendicularly to the line o f sight contributes to unsliifted emission, whereas material 

in front and behind it contribute respectively to blueshifted and redshifted emission. The 

observation o f redshifted emission implies that the envelope is geometrically extended 

and optically thin in the continuum. The large shifts o f the absorption component and 

the width o f the emission indicate that the velocity o f the wind is very large, typically 

several times the escape velocity. The material is thus being lost from the star. Thirty 

years after Halm’s paper, the model o f an expanding atmosphere was applied to W R  

stars by Beals (1934). More recently, ultraviolet observations have revealed the presence 

o f P Cygni profiles in virtually every OB star more luminous than M{,0/ =  -6 .

The wind maximum outflow velocity, or terminal velocity (uqo), has traditionally 

been measured at the violet edge o f the absorption component o f ultraviolet resonance 

P Cygni lines (a resonance line refers to a permitted transition whose lower level is the 

ground state o f the ion). This and other methods to derive t>oo are discussed in chapter 

4. For W R  stars, is typically a few 1000 k m s- 1 . Their mass-loss rates can be best 

derived from the free-free flux at radio wavelengths, provided that distance, mean mass 

and charge per ion are known (e.g. Wright & Barlow 1975). One source o f uncertainty is 

the ionization balance o f the outer wind. Derived values o f M for W R  stars are among 

the highest observed, log M ranging between -5.1 and -4.1 (M g y r - 1 ) (A bbott et al.

1986).

That the wind flow is accelerated by radiative pressure is suggested by the fact that 

strong winds are typical o f all hot and luminous stars, as was revealed by the observation 

o f their ultraviolet spectra. The theory o f radiatively driven winds has been formulated
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by Castor et al. (1975). The acceleration is due to both the continuum (mainly by 

electron scattering) and line forces. The theory was improved by relaxing the assumption 

that the radiation was a point source, leading to an increase o f the predicted outflow 

velocities, now in agreement with the observations (Pauldrach et al. 1986).

However the theory o f radiatively driven winds cannot explain the high kinetic energy 

o f W R  winds, because o f their high mass-loss rates and high velocities. The momentum 

provided by the radiation field ( L * /c ) is much less than the momentum transferred to 

the mass outflow (M uqo). The momentum transfer o f each photon is about

A p =  hu/c ~  6 X 10- 2 ' [M K S ] 

while the momentum o f each wind particle actually is

P >  tti hvoo ~  6  X 1 C T 21 [ M K S ]

Each particle therefore has to absorb about 106 photons in order to obtain such high 

velocities, yet the wind has to be optically thin except in some lines. For the whole gas 

in the wind, we must estimate the number o f photons per particle. Despite uncertainties 

in L*, calculations show that for W R  parameters the ratio M v ^ c/  L* reaches values 

~  30, and perhaps even higher (Barlow, Smith & W illis 1981; Schmutz, Hamann & 

Wessolowski 1989). This is known as the wind momentum problem. Neither multiple 

scattering nor chemical composition effects seem sufficient to initiate these mass-loss 

rates (see the review by Willis 1991). An alternative is to consider asymmetric winds, 

e.g. the two-component wind proposed by Poe, Friend & Cassinelli (1989): the fast polar 

wind is detected by the ultraviolet resonance lines; the slower, denser equatorial flow is 

the main contributor to the radio flux.

1.3 Basic parameters

To understand the physics and evolutionary history o f W R  stars, one would like to 

determine their effective temperature, luminosity, radius, mass as well as their chemical
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composition. Only a brief overview is given here, with the aim o f  giving the range o f 

values o f the various parameters and, more im portantly perhaps, an impression o f their 

uncertainties. Indeed, due to the complexities o f the W R  atmospheres, these quantities 

are not well known and are in general model-dependent. In particular, the spectral 

formation in both the line and continuum is dominated by their strong stellar wind. The 

concepts o f photosphere and o f effective temperature may not be appropriate because the 

radius where the optical depth r  =  2 /3  is a strong function o f wavelength. As a result, 

the position o f W R  stars in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram is difficult to pinpoint. 

Classical model atmospheres do not apply to W R  stars because the assumptions o f 

hydrostatic equilibrium and plane parallel geometry do not hold.

1.3.1 Effective temperatures

No direct estimate o f the effective temperature can be made reliably from the shape 

o f the continuum, because in spherical atmospheres the radius o f continuum formation 

varies with wavelength. Various methods to derive effective temperatures have been ap

plied to W R  stars: Zanstra temperatures (M orton 1973), continuum fitting using model 

atmosphere (e.g. Hillier 1986), and the study o f the brightness variations in eclipsing 

binaries (Cherepaslichuck et al. 1984). These studies yield discrepant estimates, some

where between 2 x 104 and 9 X 104K. Although early subtypes exhibit lines o f  higher 

ionization and excitation, there is no clear confirmation that they are hotter than the 

late subtypes.

Schmutz et al. (1989) analyzed the helium spectrum o f thirty W R  stars, using non- 

LTE models o f spherically expanding atmospheres, and derived effective temperatures 

around 3.5 x 104 K for most subtypes, and above 5.0 x 1 0 4 K for W N2-3 stars. From 

the analysis o f the ionization o f their surrounding nebulae, Rosa & Mathis derived the 

effective temperature o f five W R  stars, in excellent agreement with those derived by 

Schmutz et al. (1989).
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1.3.2 Magnitudes and luminosities

The magnitude M „ can be derived for W R  stars that are members o f clusters and associ

ations with known distances or that belong to the LM C. The most recent estimates are 

given in papers by van der Hucht et al. (1988) and by Vacca & Torres-Dodgen (1990). M „ 

decreases with increasing subtype, but there is a large dispersion even within subtypes.

The most common method o f estimating the luminosity is to calculate a bolom etric 

correction from the effective temperature, and then apply it to the observed absolute 

visual magnitudes (Barlow et al. 1981). Derived luminosities are in the range -8  >  Mf,0; 

>  -10, and even brighter for late W N  subtypes. Theoretical models were used by Schmutz 

et al. (1989) and Schmutz (1990) to derive B .C ., around -3 for W C  stars, in the range 

-3 to -5 for most W N stars, -6  for W N2-3 stars. Schmutz estimates that neglecting the 

effects o f line blanketing or the metal bound-free continua leads to errors in B.C. o f no 

more than 1 mag.

1.3.3 Masses

For W R  stars which are spectroscopic binaries, it is possible to derive mass ratios (from  

line velocities) and also, if the inclination o f the orbital plane is known (from  polarimetry 

studies), the individual masses. Complications arise from the facts that (a) the lines 

are not produced in static atmospheres and (b ) the W R  and O stars winds may be 

interacting. Values for W R  masses have been determined for only 22 stars and range 

between 5 and 48 M q (Cherepashchuck 1991). The W N6-7 stars are more massive than 

the W C  stars, in line with the hypothesis that the latter are more evolved, given their 

compositions (section 1.4).
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1.4 Chemical composition

It is generally asserted that W R  winds have non-solar chemical com positions, their winds 

having a low H /H e ratio and a high C N O /H e ratio, and that the dichotom y between the 

W N and W C  sequences is due to differences in C and N abundances. Such assertions 

are o f grave consequences on our understanding o f the evolutionary history o f  W R  stars 

and o f hot luminous stars in general, since such chemical com positions would indicate 

that W R  stars are highly evolved objects (see next section).

The work on the derivation o f W R  abundances has been reviewed by W illis (1982) and 

by Hillier (1990), where the principal references can be found. Here we will concentrate 

on the discussion o f the above mentioned assertions.

Peculiar compositions axe first and foremost suggested by the spectral appearance o f 

the W R  stars. The absence o f hydrogen lines is derived only indirectly. The He II ( n - 4 )  

Pickering lines between even principal quantum numbers n fall at the same wavelength as 

the hydrogen Balmer lines (^  — 2). In most W R  stars, these lines are not systematically 

stronger than the helium lines with odd n, thus indicating that there is no or little 

contribution from hydrogen. Only a few W N  stars show the presence o f hydrogen. The 

presence in W R  spectra, o f strong C, N, O lines o f different excitation suggests that these 

elements are overabundant in W R  winds. W N  spectra are characterized by the absence 

o f C III lines (although C IV is present, e.g. 155 and 581 nm). Early identifications of 

N lines in W C  spectra have been corrected: no nitrogen lines are seen in W C  spectra. 

These spectral characteristics are very strong indications that W R  stars are chemically 

evolved objects. However could solar abundances not explain their spectra?

Bhatia & Underhill (1986) argue that the apparent weakness o f visible hydrogen 

lines is due to excitation conditions and blending. However, if the He II and H I lines 

are formed predominantly by recombination, their line strengths will react to physical 

conditions in the same way. It can be verified (see Laniers et al. 1991) that collisions 

do not play a dominant role, by examining the He n line ratios: the level populations
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decrease indeed faster with excitation potential for collisional excitation than for the 

recombination case. That the weakness o f hydrogen lines is due neither to peculiar 

excitation conditions nor to blending is confirmed by the observation o f  a very different 

hydrogen spectrum from stars with similar excitation, as was demonstrated for various 

W N subtypes (W illis 1982).

To estimate the CNO composition, Bhatia & Underhill (1988) have calculated a 

grid o f models, solving the radiation field in the Sobolev approximation at a single 

representative point o f the atmosphere, following Castor &: van Blerkom (1970). They 

assume a solar composition, and try to explain the unusual W R  line strength ratios by 

unusually high temperatures. In the same way, they argue that the differences between 

W N and W C subtypes are due to the higher temperature (excitation) o f the former. 

However, their predicted line strengths disagree with the observations by huge factors 

(see their table 43). Extension o f their work to transitions involving high energy levels 

demonstrate that their assumptions are not valid (Nugis 1991). Moreover, their model 

cannot account for the presence o f the high excitation 0  VI doublet near 382 nm in W C  

stars, and its absence in W N stars.

The failure o f solar-composition models vindicates the efforts toward explaining W R  

spectra in terms o f unusual abundances. These efforts have been successful, but the work 

o f abundance determination has only just started.

Hydrogen relative abundances (H + /H e+ + ) are easily determined from the Pickering 

decrement. Castor & van Blerkom (1970) have shown that lines between high energy 

levels are optically thin and have small departure coefficients bn from the pure recom 

bination case. The derivation o f the H + /H e++ ratio is then straightforward, provided 

some estimate o f the He I contribution is made. This method was applied to a large 

number o f optical W N spectra by Conti et al. (1983) who concluded that only a third 

o f W N  winds had significant abundances o f hydrogen, although still lower than solar. 

Similar methods were used by Hillier et al. (1983) to analyze the infrared He II n - 8 lines 

in one W N5 spectrum (HD 50896), and by Vreux et al. (1990) to analyze the He II n -6
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lines in the far red, leading to similar results.

More sophisticated models, in which the radiation transfer equation and the statisti

cal equilibrium equations are solved self-consistently, have been developed in the last few 

years by Hillier and the Kiel group (see e.g. Hillier 1991 and Hamann 1991). These m od

els confirm the earlier analyses, but are so far limited to a small number o f stars. Also, 

these models often fail to reproduce correctly the observed line profiles: the predicted 

displaced absorption are much too strong.

The single representative point modelling o f ultraviolet and optical lines in W N  spec

tra yield low C /N  and high N /H e ratios. These results are supported by the analyses 

by Nugis (1991) who solved the statistical equilibrium equations taking into account the 

wind stratification, and by the detailed model o f HD 50896 (W N 5) by Hillier (1988) as 

well as by the analysis o f ring nebulae around W N stars (Rosa & Mathis 1990). For 

W C stars, recombination analyses o f optical and o f infrared lines (Torres 1988; Smith 

& Hummer 1988) yield high C /H e ratios (between 0 .1  and 0 .8  by num ber). The high 

carbon content o f the W C  stars is confirmed by the form ation o f dust around them (see 

e.g. Williams et al. 1991). The main problem with the recombination analyses is that, 

due to the stratification o f the wind (Hillier 1990), different ions may recombine in dif

ferent volumes, contrary to the assumptions made in such studies. This problem will be 

discussed in more detail in chapter 3 and a solution will be proposed. From single rep

resentative point modelling o f ultraviolet lines Smith & W illis (1982) obtain values one 

order o f magnitude lower. The discrepancy was explained by Hillier (1989) as due to an 

overestimate o f the wind temperature in the analysis by Smith & W illis because they did 

not include low temperature dielectronic recombination in the form ation o f C III A 230 

nm. Hillier’s modelling o f the W C5 star HD 165763 as well as Nugis’s (1991) analyses 

confirm the result o f the recombination analyses. However it should be noted that the 

agreement between observed equivalent widths and those predicted by Hillier’s model 

is not yet completely satisfactory for low-ra lines. This suggests that opacity effects or 

peculiar line formation processes affect these lines and that recombination lines involving 

high-n levels (which are not strongly temperature dependent) should be preferably used, 

as demonstrated by Nugis (1991). This also motivates the analysis o f recombination
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lines o f chapter 3.

The determination o f the relative abundances o f heavier elements is o f high interest, 

as they put strong constraints on evolutionary models. However this is an even more 

difficult task, mainly because line blending prevents us from observing lines from  some 

ions o f a given element and thus o f reliably estimating their ionization stage. Nugis (1991) 

found a O /H e ratio o f 0 .2 -0 .5 for W C stars, well under the predictions o f  evolutionary 

models. In their analysis o f fine structure lines in the 10-13 pm  spectrum o f 7  Vel 

(W C 8 ), Barlow et. al. (1988) derive a ratio N e/H e ~  10~3, a factor o f  two larger than 

the solar value, but much lower than predicted by evolutionary models.

Non-solar compositions seem to offer the best and simplest explanation for W R  spec

tra.. Among the questions still unsolved are the differences in abundance ratios and in 

wind stratification between e.g. W C stars, and the possible relation o f these with spectral 

subtypes.

1.5 Evolutionary status

Underhill (1991) claims that W R  stars are young stellar objects. According to her, 

their effective temperature (possibly ~  2.5 x 104li ')  and their masses are compatible 

with main sequence stars. However we know that their effective temperatures are highly 

uncertain. She also argues that W R  stars are buried in circumstellar plasma, because 

o f their infrared excess. These can however be explained by free-free emission from the 

wind. She also believes that W R  stars are surrounded by a disk or a ring, but this by 

itself does not indicate their age. She claims that their mass-loss rates must be moderate, 

because o f the momentum problem (see section 1 .2 ).

The non-solar composition o f W R  winds provides the strongest argument to the hy

pothesis that W R  stars are evolved massive stars which have lost most o f their hydrogen- 

rich outer layers during previous mass-losing phases. Indeed, the observed abundance
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ratios agree well with the ratios predicted by evolutionary models (e.g . Maeder & Meynet 

1987, Maeder 1990). In this hypothesis, the CNO anomalies can be naturally explained, 

as the products o f core nuclear fusion appearing at the surface o f the star. The W NL 

(W N 6-9) stars correspond to the CN equilibrium phase (where hydrogen is still present), 

the W N E to CNO equilibrium (no hydrogen) and the W C  stars to the He-burning phase, 

with the W O stars in the most advanced stage. Some questions are not yet answered, 

such as the low derived O and Ne abundances in W C  stars and the low  derived C abun

dances in W O  stars.

Other arguments can be put forward against the hypothesis that W R  stars are young 

objects. First, the galactic distribution o f W R  stars is similar to that o f O stars, and they 

are found in regions o f small interstellar extinction (van der Hucht et al. 1988). Secondly, 

objects have been observed (the O fpe/W N 9 stars) which correspond to a transition 

between Of stars and W R  stars. Some o f these objects are luminous blue variables, hence 

are undergoing huge mass losses and are in advanced stages o f evolution, as demonstrated 

by their spectral type and by the composition o f their ejecta (Humphreys 1991). Thirdly, 

some W R  stars are in binary systems with O supergiants. Such massive stars are at 

least 3 x 106 yr old, and cannot have very young massive pre-main sequence stars as 

companions, since the expected contraction rate o f these is much shorter (5 x  104) (see 

Lamers et al. 1991).

1.6 Thesis overview

The tremendous advances in W R  research during the recent years has put us closer to 

understanding o f W R  spectra.. At the same time, it points out to areas where future 

work should focus. As is almost always the case in astronomy, new breakthroughs are the 

direct result o f new observational opportunities. It can therefore be expected that the 

advent o f improved infrared arrays, offering increased sensitivity and spectral resolution, 

will enable new progress in this particular field.
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The topics that will retain our attention in the next chapters are taken from some 

o f the most crucial questions raised by the recent work reviewed above. They have been 

chosen to take the greatest advantage o f the new potentialities opened by advances in 

infrared spectroscopy. Chapter 2 will present new high-resolution spectra and deal with 

the identification o f lines and the question o f the meaning o f the W C  subtypes differences. 

In chapter 3, the chemical composition o f the W C  and W O  stars will be derived, with 

special attention to the ionization stratification o f the wind. In chapter 4, the methods 

to determine the wind terminal velocities are discussed, a new m ethod is introduced, and 

revised velocities are given for a large sample o f galactic W R  stars. W e also examine the 

density structure o f W R  winds and discuss the substantial differences found even within 

subtypes. Finally, we raise the attention to the widespread presence, among W R  stars, 

of asymmetric He I emission lines, and we briefly study their possible origin.



P.R.J. Eenens 1991. PhD. Thesis (U n ive rs ity  o f  Ed inburgh)

Spectral characteristics 

of W C  and W O  subtypes

We present high resolution (R  ~  3 00 -600 ) infrared (1 .0 -3 .4  ¿¿m) spectra o f  a sample o f 

W olf-Rayet stars o f subtypes W C 5 -9 . The line identifica tions are tho rough ly  discussed and 

some 20 new identifica tions in the W C spectra are given, notably the C IV 4p-4s doublet 

at 1 .435/im , observed previously but not identified, He I 5p-3d (a t 1 .299 /xm ), He II 17-7 

(a t 1 .344 /im ), He II 16-7 (a t 1.381 ¿rm) and He II 14-9 (a t 3.145 /urn). W e also identified 

satellite lines o f the C IV 10-9, 9-8 and 8-7 and C III 7-6 arrays, several o ther lines o f 

C III and lines o f oxygen ( 0  III, 0  V, 0  V i). W e also suggest th a t the features near 1.745 

/im , 2.408 yum and 591 nm are due to  Mg II. We show th a t the infrared features, in 

particu la r the helium lines, can be used to  identify  the W C subtypes and to  help understand 

the physical meaning o f the ir spectral differences. We find th a t the spectrum  o f W R  146 

is anomalous: the degree o f ion ization and the carbon features indicate a W C 6 subtype, 

the line w idths a W C4, and the strong helium and weak oxygen features a W C8. The 

W 0 2  spectra is characterized by extrem ely broad lines (y ie ld ing  a w ind ve loc ity  o f 4500 

km s - 1 ) and the absence o f He I and C III lines, as well as o f C IV lines w ith  A n = 0 . A 

short spectrum o f W R 102 (W O l)  reveals the presence o f helium, con tra ry  to  w hat has 

been claimed. In both W O spectra, the emission lines are asym m etric. The w ork described 

in th is chapter has been done in co llaboration w ith  P.M W illiam s. A  shorter version has 

been published (Eenens, W illiam s &  Wade, 1991. Mon. Not. R. astr. Soc. 252 , 300).

15
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2.1 Introduction

The discovery and definition o f W olf-Rayet (W R ) stars were based on their strong broad 

optical emission lines. First steps in understanding these stars could only come with 

the identification o f their lines, which led to the separation o f W R  stars into two groups 

and to the hypothesis that W N and W C  stars have different chemical com positions. 

The W C  (and similarly the W N ) stars were further classified, according to the relative 

strength o f lines o f different ionization potentials: 0  v  559.0 nm, C III 569.6 nm and 

C IV 580.8 nm (with ionization potentials o f respectively 113.9, 47.9 and 64.5 eV ). This 

was meant to give an ionization sequence in analogy with the M K classification but, 

unlike the latter, which was so successful in mapping to fundamental stellar quantities 

(temperature and indirectly, mass), the W C  classification cannot be directly related to 

the stellar temperature or other physical parameters. Yet we know that W C  stars with 

different spectral subtypes have different distributions with galactic radius, and between 

galaxies. This can be interpreted as differences in evolutionary paths (van der Hucht et 

al. 1988). The spectral characteristics therefore reflect im portant differences in stellar 

properties and deserve further investigation. It is however not clear whether ionization 

is the only factor determining the W C4-9 classification.

Torres et al. (1986) have quantified the ratios o f the three classifying lines. From their 

comments it appears that in some cases the subtype definitions are self-contradictory in 

the sense that the two criteria lead to two different subtypes, e.g. W C 6 and W C 7 for 

HD 193793 =  W R  140 (the W R  numbers are from the sixth catalogue, van der Hucht et 

al. 1981). This happens for one out o f four  o f the early-type (W C 4-7) stars for which 

the two defining ratios are given. The same proportion o f ‘anomalous’ early-type stars 

is present in the attempt to quantify the classification by Smith et al. (1990). Their Fig. 

3 shows clearly that the situation is even worse for late types. This chapter will suggest 

that W R  146 (M R  1 1 2 ) is yet another anomalous W C  star. These anomalies can have 

two origins. A  first possible explanation is that the two classification criteria point to two 

independent physical properties, e.g. ionization and C /O  abundances. The classifying 

line ratios would then effectively be placing the stars in a two-dimensional classification.
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Another possible reason is that one stellar parameter (e.g . ionization) determines the 

subtype, but one of the classifying lines is affected by peculiar excitation mechanisms. 

Hillier (1990) has suggested that this is the case for the 569.6 nm C III line. Torres (1988) 

was first to note that this C in line does not behave like the other optical C ill lines, an 

observation confirmed by Conti et al. (1990) who compared that line to the 465.0 nm 

C III line.

To solve the dilemma, and try to understand what determines the W C  (and W O ) 

spectral appearance, it is necessary to investigate the behaviour o f a large number o f 

lines (to obviate blending problems), especially lines between high energy levels which are 

believed to be formed by simple recombination (to  avoid peculiar form ation mechanisms). 

Both ionization and composition differences in the wind would be better assessed by 

including lines o f helium, which is thought to be the most abundant ion. As this chapter 

intends to show, infrared spectra are most appropriate for this task, because o f the 

increased wavelength base, the number o f unblended or weakly blended lines between 

high energy levels, and the presence o f strong helium lines. Our purpose here is indeed to 

extend the spectral coverage from 1.0 to 3.5 pm , for a representative sample o f W C  stars 

including two anomalous stars. A  W O  spectrum is added for comparison. Filter-wheel 

spectra (R  ~  100) o f a number o f W R  stars in the 1.5-4.1 pm  region show rich emission 

line spectra (e.g. Williams et al. 1980; Williams 1982; Smith & Hummer 1988). However 

no high resolution spectra o f W C  or W O stars have been published covering the entire 

1.0-1.8 pm  region; only two W C  stars have been observed previously at high resolution 

at 2 pm , but only in a part o f the K window: W R  140 by Lambert & Hinkle (1984) 

and 7  Velorum by Hillier & Hyland (see Aitken &: Roche 1984). Our observations are 

presented in section 2.2 and the spectra are described in section 2.3.

Another reason to study the infrared spectral characteristics o f W R  stars is the hope 

to be able to determine the W C  subtype from infrared spectra alone. This could prove 

very helpful for highly reddened stars, such as those discovered in infrared surveys. An 

attempt was made for W N and W C subtypes in the far red (0.7 - 1 pm ) by Conti et 

al. (1990), but they conclude that this part o f the spectrum is not sufficient to discern 

the subtypes. In section 2.4, we will show that this should be possible with infrared (1.0
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-  3.5 pm ) spectra and we discuss the characteristics o f two ‘anomalous’ stars. A  third 

important use o f infrared spectra is the addition o f a large number o f lines to the input 

to stellar models: a quantitative analysis o f the spectra will be given in chapter 3.

In section 2 .5  we discuss the line identifications. One reason to dwell on this is that 

the presence o f strong unidentified lines (e.g. near 1.435 pm ) might hide unexpected 

ionization states or unexpected elements, a.nd thus decreases the confidence in the iden

tification of the other lines (to  which unknown transitions might contribute) and in their 

use to determine ionization degrees and chemical com position. Another reason is that 

the identification of lines o f several ionization stages o f each species ( e.g. M g) are needed 

to assess their total abundances.

2.2 Observations

We observed at wavelengths between 1.0 and 3.4 pm  a selection o f eight WE, stars, 

spanning almost all W C subtypes, and a W 0 2  star. They are listed in Table 2.1, with 

their W R  numbers and spectral subtypes from the sixth catalogue (van der Hucht et 

al. 1981), and the terminal velocities o f their winds (from Section 2.6.3 and Table 4.2). 

We also used a spectrum of W R  102 (W O l)  covering the 1.05-1.26 pm  region. For 

W R  146, that catalogue gives the erroneous coordinates from the atlas o f Stevenson &; 

Sanduleak (1977). We measured the following 1950 coordinates on the Palomar plate: 

R A  =  20,l33m59.04s and D ec  =  +41°12/18.7//. The spectral type o f this star was given 

as W C4 in the sixth catalogue, but has recently been changed to W C 6 by Smith, Sliara 

& Moffat (1990) because the peak flux o f the C III line at 569.6 n m  is twice that o f 0  V 

at 559.0 nm. The spectral subtype o f the W O  stars is from Barlow & Hummer (1982). 

W R  86  is an optical pair (Jeffers et al. 1963) and two stars are spectroscopic binaries: 

W R  113 (see the sixth catalogue) and W R  140 (W illiams et al. 1987).

The W C spectra as well as that o f W R  142 were taken with the cooled grating 

spectrograph CGS2 on the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope in 1983 and 1988, with
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Table 2.1: The programme stars

HD/other Spectral Vqo

type (km s- 1 )

W R  88 MR 70 WC9 1125

W R  113 CV Ser W C 8 + 0 1700

W R  135 HD 192103 WC8 1525

W R  86 HD 156327 W C7+abs 1825

W R  140 HD 193793 W C 7 + 0  2825

W R  146 MR 112 WC6 2700

W R  111 HD 165763 WC5

W R  4 HD 16523 WC5

2150

2750

W R 142 ST3 =  Sand 5 W 02 4500

W R  102 Sand 4 WOl 4500
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an additional CGS2 spectrum (the 3 -pm  spectrum of W R  111) obtained through the 

service observing programme in 1990. The aperture was 5” . The spectra were taken with 

the 633 / mm - 1 grating in the first order, except for the 3 pm  spectra and for the 1983 

spectra (1.5—1.8 pm  spectra o f W R  113, 135, 140, 146 and 2.00-2.25 pm  spectra o f W R  

8 6 , 113, 135, 140 and 146), which were taken with the lower resolution (300 /m m - 1 ) 

grating in the first order. We do not have 1 pm  spectra o f W^R 4, nor 3 pm  spectra 

o f W R  4 and 8 8 . The resolving power at 2 pm , which is determined by the detector 

size, is approximately 400 (750 km s- 1 ) with the 300 /m m - 1  grating, and ~  600 with 

the other grating. All spectra were fully sampled. A  new blocking filter (used to sort 

out the different orders o f the gratings) was made available only a few months before 

our 1988 run, and this enabled us to observe for the first time at high resolution the 

whole spectrum between 1.0 and 1.5 pm. The spectra were wavelength calibrated using 

an Argon lamp (1983) or a Krypton lamp. The W R  102 star was included in the UKIRT 

service observing programme, and was observed on 1991 June 28 by Tom Geballe, who 

provided us with a calibrated calibrated CGS4 spectrum covering the 1.05-1.26 pm  

region.

All nights had good photometric conditions. To eliminate as much as possible the 

instrument response and the atmospheric features, all spectra have been divided by 

spectra o f stars observed with the same instrumental configuration and at comparable 

zenith distances as the W R  stars. However, where the atmospheric transmission on 

Mauna Kea falls below ~  seventy percent (between 1.35-1.42, 1.81-1.94, 2.51-2.93 and 

3.20-3.33 pm ), the spectra might be distorted. The spectral types o f the ratioing stars 

were chosen so as to avoid strong features at our resolution in the wavelength region 

used. We assume that, at our spectral resolution, the spectra o f the ratioing stars do 

not deviate significantly from that o f a black body, and multiply the ratioed spectra by 

a black body spectrum, to give a relative F\ scale to the resulting spectra. The spectra 

o f the five W C stars for which we have the greatest wavelength coverage are reproduced 

in Figs 2.1-5. The spectra o f W R  4 and W R  113 are similar to those o f W R  111  and 

W R  135 respectively and are not shown here. The spectrum o f W R  142 is reproduced 

in Fig 2.6.
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2.3 The W C  spectra

2.3.1 1.0-1.5 pm  region

Between 1 and 1.5 pm, the spectra o f the W C6-9 subtypes are dominated by the He I

1.083 pm  line, which presents a conspicuous P Cygni profile in the W C 5-8 subtypes. 

This line is strongest in the W C9 star (W R  8 8 , Fig. 2.1a) and is progressively weaker 

in the earlier subtype stars (Fig. 2 .lb —I f ) while He II (e.g. the 10-6 array at 1.282 pm ) 

strengthens. This He I line will be studied in chapter 4.

Another conspicuous contributor is the C IV 8-7 array at 1.191 pm. A lthough weaker 

than the C Ill/H el blend at 1.199 pm  in the W C9 star, it is stronger than the blend in 

W R  135 (W C 8 , Fig. 2.1b) and gets stronger in the earlier subtypes. The strength o f the 

1.191 pm  feature, relative to the He II 7-5 array, becomes greater with earlier subtype, 

but the spectrum of W R  146 breaks the sequence. A  comparison o f this spectrum (Fig. 

2 .1e) with those o f W R  111  (W C 5, Fig. 2 .I f )  and W R  140 (W C 7, Fig. 2 .Id ) indicates 

that the C IV lines are as strong in W R  146 as in the W C 7 star, although weaker than 

in the W C5 star, while the He II lines are as strong in W R  146 as in the lower excitation 

star. The C IV /H e ll  ratio in W R  146 is lower than expected for its subtype. The C III 

lines (e.g. 9-7 at 1.256 pm  and 7-6/11-8 at 1.375 pm ) are present in all subtypes, but 

are the strongest in W R  111. The line near 1.435 pm  behaves like the C IV 1.191 pm  

array, which supports the C IV identification o f the former. Another strong feature is 

seen, near 1.16 pm : a comparison with neighbouring strong lines in the W C 5 -7  subtypes 

reveal that its main contributor must be He II 7-5. The identifications are discussed ion 

by ion in the section 2.5 and summarized in Table 2.3.

The later the subtype, the narrower is the line width. But there are two exceptions: 

W R  140 has much broader lines than the other W C 7 star (W R  8 6 ), and W R  146 has 

broader lines than the W C5 star (W R  1 1 1 ).
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2.3.2 1.5-1.8 pm  region

In the W C5-8 subtypes (Fig. 2 .2b-f), there is only one strong feature in this region, 

namely the C IV 9-8 array at 1.736 pm. However in the W C 9 star (W R  8 8 ), C II at 

1.785 pm  is as strong, and He I 4d-3p at 1.701 pm  is stronger. The He II 12-7 array at 

1.693 pm  becomes stronger than the 1.701 pm  line in earlier types. Again W R  146 is 

similar to W R  140 in C IV strength and line breadth.

2.3.3 2.00-2.25 pm  region

Except for the W C9 star, this spectral region is dominated by the C IV 3d-3p triplet 

around 2.078 pm , which shows the same strength in W R  146 as in W R  140 (Figs 2.3b- 

3f). The triplet is quite weak in the W C9 spectrum (Fig. 2.3a), where it is resolved. It 

is also resolved in the 2 - pm  spectra o f W C9 stars presented in chapter 4 (see Fig 4.2), 

where differences within that subtype are discussed. The weak red wing o f  the C IV 

triplet, seen near 2.09 pm  in W C9 spectra, is due to C III 8f-7g. The 2p-2s He I singlet 

(2.058 pm ) presents a P Cygni profile, and its absorption component is stronger in later 

subtypes, unlike what is seen in the triplet (1.083yum), where it is stronger in earlier 

subtypes.

The persistence o f the 2.11 pm  H e l /C m  blend in W R  111  (where the He I contri

bution should have substantially decreased) confirms that the C in lines do not weaken 

in early subtypes.

In W C  stars, the main contributor to the broad feature near 2.113 pm  is the C hi 8-7 

array (see section 2.5.2 for a discussion). The blend is resolved in W C 9 star, revealing 

also the presence o f a line at 2.108 pm , due to the C III 5p-5s singlet.

He II 15-8 (2.038 pm ) is very weak in the W C9-7 subtypes (hence sometimes difficult 

to confirm). It is not detected above the noise in our W^C6 spectra. This holds for the
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higher-resolution 2 -pm  spectra o f W C  stars presented in chapter 4.

2.3.4 2.25-2.50 pm  region

This includes two blended arrays, C IV 10-9 and 13-11 at 2.427 pm , and C III 11-9 and 

13-10 at 2.480 pm. The C iv blend is weaker than the C ill blend in the W C 9 star 

(Fig. 2.4a) and progressively stronger in the earlier types (Fig. 2 .4b-4f). The blend 

near 3.2 pm  is centred around a longer wavelength in the W C 9 spectrum than in earlier 

subtypes, because the main contributor is C hi 5p-5s (2.325 pm ) in the former, and C iv

17-13 (2.138 pm ) in the latter. The 2.278 pm  feature is absent from the W C 9 spectrum, 

confirming its identification as C IV 15-12.

2.3.5 3.0—3.5 pm  region

The strongest feature is a H e l l /C m /C iv  blend at 3.1 pm  in all subtypes, but the 

strength o f C IV 11-10 at 3.282 pm  increases towards earlier subtypes (Fig. 2.5). Despite 

the low resolution, we believe that we detected the He I 10-5 line near 3.04 pm  in W C  

7-8 subtypes. A W C9 spectrum is needed to confirm this. Again the spectra o f W R  140 

and W R  146 are very similar.

2.4 Infrared classification

The traditional subtype definitions are based on a comparison o f (optical) C IV and 0  V 

lines with a C III line, and do not involve any He line. In the infrared, the spectral 

appearance o f the different subtypes is consistent with their optical spectra, confirming 

that the latest subtypes show the lowest ionization, both o f carbon and helium. From 

the striking differences between spectra (section 2.3) it is clear that the infrared features
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alone are sufficient to differentiate subtypes. The features best suited to that aim are 

discussed below and some equivalent-width ratios are given in Table 2.2. Due to our 

small sample, these ratios can only be taken as tentative criteria. W e do not include the 

W C4 subtype for which we have no spectrum (the W C 6 classification is adopted here 

for W R  146, and is supported by the discussion below).

The W C9 type stands out because o f strong He I and weak C IV features. In the 

J window, late subtypes (W C 8-9) can easily be discriminated by comparing the 1.191 

pm C IV and the C ill 1.199 pm  lines. These lines are close in wavelength, which frees 

their ratio from uncertainties in flux calibration and dereddening. They are blended in 

early subtypes, but these can be separated by the ratio o f the 1.282 pm  line and the 

1.083+1.094 pm  blend. In W R  111 (W C 5) and W R  140 (W C 7) the O V 1.111 pm  line 

becomes as strong as the C IV 1.139 pm  line. However, the former line does not seem 

to be present in W R  146. The ratio o f the blends near 1.1 and 1.2 /¿m can also be used 

to identify the subtype, but W R  146 is anomalous, being then placed between W C 8 and 

W C7. Since this ratio is determined by the H e/C  ratio, the anomalies in the spectra 

o f W R  146 can be characterized by an unusually high H e/C  ratio for its subtype (the 

subtype being defined by ionization ratios). In the H window, similar comments can be 

made about the ratio between the H e l/H e ll blend near 1.7 ^m and the 1.736 //m  C IV 

line: it is a good indicator o f subtype, but assigns a W C 8 subtype to W R  146, because 

o f its high H e /C iv  ratio. The O v blend near 1.55 pm  is absent in late types, very 

weak in W C6-7, stronger in W C5. In the K window, the subtype can be identified by 

comparing the features at 2.11, 2.165 and 2.48 pm  to those near 2.08, 2.19 and 2.43 pm  

respectively. In the L window, the comparative strength o f the 3.1 and 3.28 pm  features 

can be used to differentiate subtypes. In W R  146, it is no surprise that the latter line 

(C IV ) is as weak as for a W C7-8 subtype.

As in the optical, the spectra, o f the ‘anomalous’ W R  140 present striking differences 

from W R  86  (and other W C 7 stars). The lines in W R  140 are twice as broad as in 

W R  8 6 . The FW HM  of the lines are approximately 3300 and 1700 k m s - 1  for W R  140 

and W R  86  respectively. The difference is due to the higher turbulence and terminal 

velocities in W R  140. Terminal velocities (v ^ )  are given in Table 2 .1 . They have been
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WC9

WC8

WC7

WC6

WC5

Table 2.2: Observed equivalent-width ratios

A 1.1° 1.19 1.28 1.70 2.08 2.43 3.09

A 1.26 1.20 1.1“ 1.74 2.11 2.48 3.28

He/C C I v / 111 He II/I H e/C  C iv /m  C iv /m  H e/C

W R  88 4.3 0.4 0.17 1.2 0.9 0.3

W R 113 1.5 1.0 0.18 0.4 2.2 1.0 4.0

W R  135 1.9 1.4 0.18 0.4 3.4 1.3 2.0

W R  86 0.8 >2 0.18 0.2 5.0 1.3 2.0

W R  140 0.8 >2 (0.27) 0.2 4.9 (2.6) 1.7

W R  146 (1.1) >2 0.29 (0.4) 5.0 3.5 (2.6)

W R  111 0.5 >2 0.37 0.1 7.0 3.8 1.4

W R  4 - - - 6.0 4.0 -

Notes.—  Numbers in brackets indicate ‘anomalous’ ratios. 

“ total EW  of the 1.083 and 1.094 pm  features.

6 total EW  of the 1.191 and 1.199 pm  features.
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derived from the absorption component o f the 1.083 and 2.058 p,m lines (see chapter 4). 

From Table 2.1 (see also Fig 4.11) it is clear that the correlation between subtype and 

Voo is broken by W R  140 and W R  146. The degree o f ionization, both  o f carbon and 

helium (see Table 2.2), is much higher in W R  140 than in W R  8 6 . However the C /H e 

line ratios are similar in W R  140 and W R  86  (and W R  111). W ithin the same subtype 

we thus find two stars with very different spectral characteristics, the broader line widths 

being observed in the star with higher ionization degree.

The spectrum of W R  146 is in many ways similar to that o f W R  140. The line widths 

are identical (within 10 %). These extremely broad lines (40 % broader than in the W C 5 

star W R  111) could be explained by turbulence in the wind. This is consistent with the 

fact that both W R  146 and W R  140 are non-thermal radio sources (Felli &: Massi 1990). 

The carbon and helium ionization degrees o f W R  146 are even higher than those o f W R  

140 but still lower than in W R  1 1 1 , which places W R  146 in an intermediate subtype, 

in support o f its classification as W C 6 . However it is interesting to note that the C /H e 

line ratios in W R  146 are less than half those o f W R  140 or W R  111: the He lines in 

W R  146 are much stronger than expected and the low C /H e ratio is at the origin o f  the 

‘anomalous’ spectra. We also note that the weak infrared O V  lines indicate a subtype 

earlier than W C7. The traditional one-dimensional classification system is not sufficient 

to fully characterize the W C spectra and to account for the particular behaviour o f  stars 

like W R  146.

2.5 Line identification in W C  spectra

Line identification is made difficult by the great intrinsic width o f most lines, which 

increases blending and makes more uncertain the position o f the line centre. However 

an increase in resolution, compared with the CVF spectra o f Smith & Hummer (1988), 

enables us to resolve more blends and to make more reliable line identifications. W e also 

observed over a wider wavelength range and can look for the presence and compare the 

strengths o f a greater number o f transitions o f each ion.
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Wavelength pm
F ig . 2 .2 a —2 c: 1.5-1.8 pm spectra o f W R  88, W R  135 and W R  86.
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Wavelength pm
F ig . 2 .2 d —2f: 1.5-1.8 pm  spectra o f W R  140, W R  146 and W R  111.
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WE 88

Wavelength fim
F ig . 2 .3 a -3 c : 2.00-2.25 pm  spectra o f W R  88, W R  135 and W R  86.
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Wavelength (jm
F ig . 2 .3 d —3f: 2.00-2.25 pm spectra o f W R  140, W R  146 and W R  111.
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F ig . 2 .4a—4 c : 2.25-2.50 pm spectra o f W R  88, W R  135 and W R  86.
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Wavelength pm
F ig . 2 .4 d —4 f: 2.25-2.50 pm spectra o f  W R  140, W R  146 and W R  111.
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Wavelength /¿m 
F ig. 2 .5 a -5 b : 2.9-3.5 pm  spectra of W R  135 and W R  86.
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Wavelength pm
F ig . 2 .5 c—5e: 2.9-3.5 pm  spectra o f W R  140, W R  146 and W R  111.
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The wealth o f observed lines resulting from the increase in resolution and in wave

length range required a new work o f identification. To do this, we began with the hy- 

drogenic approximation so successfully applied for W R  stars since Edlen’s (1956) study 

in the far-red. As demonstrated by Edlen for the C IV ion, most o f  the intensity o f  a 

group o f transitions between fixed principal quantum numbers ( n and n') concentrates 

in the transitions between high azimuthal quantum numbers I  which fall close to the 

wavelength o f the hydrogen-like transition, while the transitions between s, p  and d lev

els, which fall at different wavelengths, appear as faint satellite lines. The wavelength of 

the hydrogen-like transition is given by

A =  (2.1)
nz n,z

where R  is the constant o f Rydberg (R  =  109737.3 cm - 1 ) and Z * is the apparent charge 

o f the ion, as seen by the electron involved in the transition. In the case o f C IV (triply 

ionized carbon), the recombining electron sees a nucleus o f charge + 6 , surrounded by 3 

electrons, henceforth Z* =  3. It follows that the hydrogenic transitions o f ions o f different 

species but same Z * will coincide (e.g. He II and C II), and that if Z* is halved, the new 

hydrogenic wavelengths are those o f the transitions between even quantum numbers o f 

the original ion (e.g. Paschen 5 =  H 5-3 coincide with He n 10-6 at 1.875 pm ). From 

these two properties we forsee that many o f the strongest W R  features will be blends o f 

lines from different ions.

We have calculated wavelengths in the hydrogenic approximation for atoms and ions 

up to eight times ionized. In the case o f C III, this approximation is not always sufficient, 

as will be discussed in section 2.5.2, where a refined method is introduced. We also 

computed all transitions between the energy levels given by Garcia & M ack (1965) for 

He I and by Bashkin & Stoner (1975) for He II, C i-iv , N i-v , 0  i -v m , Ne i-ii and 

Si i-iv . It slioidd be kept in mind that these tables stop at different principal and 

azimuthal quantum numbers for different ions, which makes the search for satellite lines 

incomplete, so not all contributors to the observed lines are identified. However for most 

lines a satisfactory identification is found.

We then looked for coincidences between observed and calculated wavelengths. The
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observed wavelengths, measured at the center o f the broad lines, can sometimes be an 

approximation, mainly because o f blends, but also because o f possible asymmetry o f  the 

line profiles, such as P Cygni profiles. That is why we relied mainly on the measurements 

o f the spectra o f W R  88  (W C 9) which have the narrowest lines.

For many lines, the thousands o f energy levels we used generate far too  many candi

dates. The selection o f candidates takes into account firstly the most likely candidates 

for the strongest lines. These are the hydrogenic arrays with small A n . We then looked 

for their satellite lines. The candidates are rejected if other, stronger, lines o f the same 

ion are absent from the spectra. In particular, forbidden transitions are expected to 

be weaker. However when the search for candidates was not successful with only per

mitted transitions, we also calculated wavelengths o f forbidden ones (e.g . for the 2.062 

pm  feature, see chapter 4, section 4.9). The contribution to an observed feature can 

be estimated from the relative strengths o f other transitions o f the same series. These 

criteria o f consistency were extended to the whole observed spectral range and, when 

needed, to the optical (Torres & Massey 1987), near infrared (Vreux, Dennefeld & An- 

drillat 1983) and ultraviolet (W illis et al. 1986). We also compared with the infrared 

spectra published by Aitken, Roche & Allen (1982), Aitken & Roche (1984), Barnes, 

Lambert & Potter (1974), Hillier, Jones & Hyland (1983), Lambert Sz Hinkle (1984) and 

Smith & Hummer (1988) as well as our own high-resolution 2 -pm  spectra (see chapter 

4). Finally, the relative contribution of He and C transitions to the observed features 

were confirmed quantitatively through the recombination analysis reported in chapter 3 . 

Table 2.3 gives for each feature o f our W C  spectra, the main contributors and possible 

blends. About twenty new identifications are indicated. W hen no azimuthal quantum 

number is indicated, the hydrogenic wavelength is given.

2.5.1 Helium lines

Helium I

In the following text and in Table 2.3, the hydrogenic transitions with Z =  1 are labelled
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Table 2.3a: W C  line identifications in the J window

Main contributors Other contributors Notes

A (pm) A (pm)

1.055 C iv 12-9 very weak in W C 9

1.083 He I 2p-2s f strong; P Cygni profile

1.094 He II 12-6 
He I 6-3

1.111 0  V 9-8 * in W C 5 , W C 7

1.139 C IV 8d-7p f * weak; not in W C 9

1.163
1.163 
1.166

He II 7-5 
C IV 14-10 
C in 12-8

1.164
1.167

C III 7d-6p Ì 
He II 11-6

) strong 

)
)

1.191 C iv 8-7 1.193 0  v 12-10 weaker than the 1.199 feature

1.199 C III 4p-4s f 1.197
1.200

He I 5d-3p J 
C III 16-9

) strong 
)

1.212 C in 3d-3p * in W C 9 ; weak

1.224 C IV 8p-7d * weak; not in W C 9

1.244 O III 4d-4p * weak

1.256 C III 9-7 1.253
1.255

He I 4p-3s f 
C III 7f-6d t

1.282 He II 10-6 
He I 5-3

1.281 C III 15-9 ) strong 

)

1.299 He I 5p-3d Î * 1.297 He I 5d-3p in W C 9 ; weak

1.307 C IV 16-11 1.315
1.298

He II 18-7 
C IV 8s-7p o

) not in W C 9 ; weak 
)

*

0

t

1

new identification 
doublet 
triplet 
multiplet
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Table 2.3b: W C  line identifications between the J and H windows

Main contributors Other contributors Notes

A (pm)  A (pm)

1.344 He II 17-7 * weak

1.356 C III 7f-6g Î *

1.374 C ill 7-6 ) strong
1.376 C III 11-8 )

1.381 He II 16-7 * 1.385 C I II 7g-6h J

1.395 C IV 13-10 1.398 C ill 14-9
1.395 C IV 11-9 1.399 C III 7g-6f J

1.427 He II 15-7 wing o f the 1.435 feature

1.435 C IV 4p-4s o * strong

1.458 O vi 11-10 * weak

1.476 He II 9-6 1.473 C ill 7d-6f J
1.476 C IV 18-12

1.489 He II 14-7 1.491 C IV 15-11

* new identification
o doublet
f triplet
t multiplet
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Table 2.3c: W C  line identifications in the H window

Main contributors Other contributors Notes

A (pm)  A (pm)

1.501 C IV 9p-8s o *

1.509 He I 4p-3s in W C9; weak

1.524 C III 7s-6p f * weak

1.554 O v 10-9 1.553 O v 13-11 not in W C8-9; weak in WC6-

1.572
1.575

He II 13-7 
C ill 13-9

1.570 He I 15-4

1.590 C III 7p-6d Î * 1.588 He I 14-4 weak in W C5

1.610 He I 13-4 in W C7-9; weak

1.623 C in 7p-6d * weak

1.635
1.637

C IV 17-12 
C in 3d-3p * 1.640 He I 12-4 mainly He I in W C9

1.663 C IV 9d-8p f weak; not in W C9

1.680 He I 11-4 in W C7-9; weak

1.693 He II 12-7

1.701 He I 4d-3p t strong in W C9

1.736 C IV 9-8 1.736 He I 10-4 strong

1.745 Mg II 6s-5p o * WC8-9

1.785 C II 4d-4p o strong in WC9

1.790 C IV 9p-8d f *

1.800
1.801

C I II 10-8 
C iv 14-11

) difficult atmosphere 
)

* new identification
o doublet

triplet 
î multiplet
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Table 2.3d: W C  line identifications in the K window

Main contributors

A (pm)

2.038 He II 15-8

2.059 He I 2p-2s

2.078 C i v  3d-3p f

2.100 O V 11-10

2.108 C i l l  5p-5s
2.113 He I 4s-3p f
2.117 C III 8-7

2.139 C IV 10p-9s ©

2.165 He I 7-4
2.165 He II 14-8

2.189 He II 10-7

2.278 C IV 15-12

2.318 C IV 17-13
2.325 C i l l  5p-5s f

2.347 He II 13-8

2.379 He II 19-9

2.426 C IV 13-11
2.428 C i v  10-9

2.449 C i v  10d-9p f

2.460 He II 18-9

2.480 C III 13-10
2.481 C III 11-9

Other contributors

A (pm)

2.042 He 1 6p-4s f

2.114 He I 4s-3p

2.314 He II 20-9

2.464 O vi 13-12

2.475 O v 15-13

Notes

weak

P Cygni profile 

strong except in W C9 

possibly present in W C6-7

weak; not in WC9

not in W C9

) mainly C I II in WC9
)

weak in WC9

not in W C9; weak

) strong except in W C9 
)

not in W C9; weak 

not in W C9; weak

* new identification
o doublet
t triplet
î multiplet
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Table 2.3e: W C  line identifications in the L window

Main contributors

A (pm)

Other contributors

A (pm)

Notes

3.038

3.088
3.095
3.091
3.091

3.145

3.202

3.282

He I 10-5

C III 9-8 
He II 11-8 
He II 7-6 
C iv 14-12

He II 14-9

C III 14-11

C IV 11-10

) strong 
)
)

in W C8; W C9 spectrum not available

new identification

He I, although they coincide with H and C I lines. The contribution o f H cannot be 

determined solely by the presence or absence o f lines, and here we will assume it to be 

small. The possible contribution o f C I will be examined below.

All He I hydrogenic transitions fall at the same wavelength as He n transitions be

tween doubled principal quantum numbers. Since these coincidences do not happen for 

He II transitions between odd n quantum numbers, these transitions could in principle 

serve to give an indication o f the relative contribution o f He n in the H e l/H e ll blends. 

Some unblended He I hydrogenic lines are observed in the W C7-9 spectra: 13-4, 11-4, 

7-4. The first two cannot be attributed to He II 26-8 and 22-8 since the intermediate 

transitions (25-8, ...) are absent. He II 14-8 contributes with He I 7-4 to the blend at 

2.165 pm  but its contribution can be evaluated by comparison with the strength o f the 

2.189 pm  He II 10-7 line. We note that the strength o f the He I n-4 lines decreases 

with increasing upper level n: considering only the unblended lines, the 13-4 transition
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is weaker than the 11-4 (both present in our W C7-9 spectra and perhaps in W R  146), 

while 16-4 is not detected.

The strongest among the He I 6-3 transitions (the 6f-3d triplet and singlet at 1.092 

gm ) and also the 6p-3d singlet at 1.091 /im fall near the hydrogenic wavelength and 

contribute with He II 12-6 to the feature seen longwards o f 1.083 pm . The 6d-3p singlet 

(1.105 /an) and the 6p-3d triplet (1.100 /an ) might explain the weak emission near 1.1 

/an in the spectra o f W R  88 and W R  135. The 6s-3p singlet at 1.123 pm  is not detected, 

while the triplet at 1.067 pm  might partly fill the absorption component o f the 1.083 

pm  line in W R  88. However, none o f the satellite lines o f 6-3 can be confirmed. Some 

of the He I 5-3 transitions also fall near the hydrogenic wavelength (the 5p-3d singlet 

at 1.276 /an, the 5f-3d singlet at 1.280 /an , and the 5f-3d multiplet at 1.279 pm ) and 

are blended with He II 10-6. Yet the presence o f the He I transitions is confirmed by 

the detection in the W C9 spectrum of satellite lines (the 5p-3d multiplet and the 5d-3p 

singlet near 1.30 pm , and maybe the 5p-3s singlet at 1.102 /an ). The 5d-3p multiplet 

(1.197 pm ) is masked, as are the 5s-3p singlet (1.342 pm ) and triplet (1.285 pm ). The 

4p-3s singlet at 1.509 /an is seen in W C 9, but the triplet (1.253 pm ) and the 4s-3p 

singlet and triplet (near 2.11 pm ) are blended with transitions o f other species. The 

only remaining satellite line with A n  =  1 in our wavelength range is the 4d-3p multiplet. 

It is observed at 1.701 pm, though in W C  7-9 types only.

He I 7p-4d (2.182 pm ) was identified by Lambert & Hinkle (1984) as the principal 

contributor to the feature at 2.188 pm  in W R  140. However no He I satellite line is 

seen with A n  >  2 and this star has very broad lines which makes identification more 

difficult. Our spectrum o f W R  88, with much narrower lines and with stronger He I 

lines, indicates that the main contributor is the He II 10-7 transition at 2.189 pm , as 

confirmed by the exact wavelength coincidence in the spectra o f both stars.

Tw o A n  =  0 lines o f He I are present, the 2p-2s singlet and triplet. They are 

particularly strong in the W C9 star, where most He is indeed expected to be singly 

ionized. These lines will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.
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Helium II

We observe many transitions o f ionized Helium at their hydrogenic wavelengths. These 

are transitions from upper levels nu as high as 19. Again we note that their strength 

decreases with increasing A n. The 17-7 array (1.344 pm ) is seen in all types; the

18-7 line (1.315 ¿im) is absent from the W C9 spectrum and masked in the remaining 

types. In W C 9, C II is strong and might contribute significantly to the He II lines since 

C II and He II hydrogenic transitions between same n-numbers fall at almost the same 

wavelengths.

2.5.2 Carbon lines

Carbon I

No lines o f C I have been identified in the optical spectra o f W R  stars (Torres & Massey

1987) but the strongest C I A n  =  0 lines fall at longer wavelengths. The 3p3S — 3s3P °  

triplet around 0.963 pm  is not seen in the W C8 and W C9 spectra published by Vreux et- 

al. (1983). In our spectral range, the 3d3F °  — 3p3D  multiplet (1.178 pm ), the 3d1F °  — 

3]]1D  singlet (1.689 pm ) and the 3])3D  — 3s3P °  multiplet (1.071 gm ) are not masked 

but they are not visible in the spectra o f our lowest excitation stars: W R  88 (W C 9) and 

W R  135 (W C 8). Thus there is no indication o f C I in W C  winds.

Carbon II

All hydrogenic C II transitions are masked by the corresponding He II lines but optical 

spectra (Torres & Massey 1987) suggest that C II should contribute only to the spectra 

o f W C  7-9 types. One A n  =  0 line (4d2D  — 4p2P °  at 1.785 pm ) is observed. It is clear 

in our W C9 spectra, but too faint to be certain in earlier types (in face o f the poor 

atmospheric transmission). No other line o f C II (e.g. 4d2F °  — 4p2P  at 1.422 pm ) is seen 

in our spectra.

Carbon III

The hydrogenic C III arrays are seen in all W C types: 13-10/11-9 (2.480 pm ), 11-8/7-6
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(1.375 pm ), 9-7 (1.256 pm ) and 12-10 (3.314 ^m ) are unblended, but the detection 

o f the 12-10 transition is made uncertain by the poor atmospheric transmission. Other 

arrays are expected and are indeed contributing to blends with other species: 14-11 

(3.202 pm ), 16-9 (1.200 pm ), 15-9 (1.281 pm ), 14-9 (1.398 ¿¿m), 13-9 (1.575 pm ), 12-8 

(1.166 jiim), 10-8 (1.800 pm ), 9-8 (3.088 pm ), 8-7 (2.117 pm ). In Table 2.3 we give the 

hydrogenic wavelengths.

The 8-7 array is blended with He I (at 2.113 ^m ), but, unlike He I, should be strong 

and present in all subtypes. However the flux at 2.117 pm  is very weak (as seen in 

W C 8-9), while the flux at 2.113 remains virtually unchanged through all subtypes. 

This led Smith & Hummer (1988) to suggest that the true wavelength o f the 8-7 array 

is closer to 2.113 pm  than to the hydrogenic wavelength.

To check this, we have calculated more accurate wavelengths in the quantum defect 

approximation, which introduces a corrected principal quantum number n* in the Bohr 

formula to calculate energy levels:

Z 2R r, , ,E n =  v -  +  E0 2.2)
n%

where Z  is the ionization (in this case Z  =  3), R.is the Rydberg constant and E q is the 

ionization energy. For a given I (azimuthal quantum number) the correction £ =  n* — n 

converges with increasing n, so we can extrapolate towards higher n the Grotrian diagram 

o f the C hi triplet system published by Bashkin & Stoner (1975). We use the fact that 

the wavelengths o f the transitions in an array converge for increasing I, to calculate the 

wavelength o f the strongest components. For the 8-7 transition we obtain 2.113 pm , 

which confirms the suggestion o f Smith & Hummer (1988) and settles the question o f 

the missing 2.117 pm  line.

Another confirmation can be found in the observation o f satellite lines calculated in 

this approximation. Indeed the calculated positions o f 8g-7f (2.138 pm ) and 8g-7h (2.145 

pm ) explain the weak emission observed longward o f 2.14 pm  in all subtypes. The 8h-7g 

(2.079 pm ) transition is masked in all subtypes, as is 8f-7g (2.092 pm ), except in W R  

88, where it is detected.
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W e also calculated in the quantum defect approximation energy levels for other n 

numbers. The strongest components o f the arrays fall at slightly shorter (calculated) 

wavelengths than in the hydrogenic approximation for all our unblended transitions: 9-7 

(1.253 pm ), 7-6 (1.373 pm ), 11-8 (1.371 pm ), 8-7 (2.113 ¿mi), 11-9 and 13-10 (both 

2.473 pm ). This is confirmed by the positions measured on the spectra o f W R  88, except 

for the 13-10/11-9 blend (observed near 2.478 pm ). But in lines with high n, like in 

those falling near 2.478 pm , the strongest components will have much higher I than those 

given in Bashkin & Stoner (1975) and will fall closer to the hydrogenic wavelength. We 

also note that the hydrogenic transitions o f C ill are broader than those o f C iv  or He II. 

This indicates that the wavelength o f the components o f the arrays are more spread out 

in C III.

We have calculated the position o f the satellite lines o f the 7-6 transition from  the 

energy levels given by Bashkin & Stoner (1975). Only the strongest ones are seen (ions 

in the triplet configuration Is2 2s nl, and not the Is2 2p nl). Those which are not blended 

are the multiplets 7f-6g at 1.356 pm  (this feature cannot be due to the 1.355 pm  C IV 

lld -9 p  line since it is as strong in the W C9 star as in earlier subtypes) and 7s-6p at 

1.524 jiim. Other satellite lines o f the 7-6 array must contribute to blends, as indicated 

in Table 2.3. The 8d-7f transition at 2.257 pm  is not seen.

To identify lines o f C III between levels sharing the same principal quantum number 

(A n  =  0), we examined first the spectra o f W R  88, where they are narrower and less 

blended by the weaker C iv features. However we note that, unlike He I and C iv , C hi 

shows only weak such lines. We observe two transitions between n =  3 levels. The 

3d1F ° — 3p1D  singlet at 1.212 pm  is weak in W R  88 (W C 9), absent in the other types. 

The 3d3F °  — 3p3S singlet at 1.637 pm  is seen weakly in W R  88 (the feature at 1.635 pm  

seen in earlier subtypes must be ascribed to C IV 17-12). The 3d3D °  — 3p3P  multiplet 

at 1.260 pm  is masked.

We also observe three transitions into an s level. The 5p l P °  — 5s1 S singlet at 2.108 

qm is clearly seen in the wing o f C III 8-7 in the spectra o f W R  88 (and o f other W C9
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stars, see chapter 4, Fig 4.2), but masked by the H e l /C ll l  blend in other types. In W R  

111 and W R  146 the 5p3P °  — 5s3S triplet at 2.325 pm  is masked by C IV  17-13 at 2.318 

pm  (a feature as strong as the C IV 15-12 line at 2.278 /zm), while C I I I  must be the 

dominant contribution in W C9 (where the C IV  15-12 line is not seen). The last one we 

observe is the 4p3P °  — 4s3S triplet at 1.199 pm. Weaker transitions (such as the 2.122 

pm 4d1D °  — 4p1P  singlet) are not detected.

Carbon IV

Hydrogenic C IV lines are stronger in early types than in late types. Some are sufficiently 

unblended to offer no doubt: 17-12 (1.635 pm ), 15-12 (2.278 pm ), 16-11 (1.307 pm ),

13-11/10-9 (2.427 pm ), 13-10/11-9 (1.395 pm ), 11-10 (3.282 pm ), 12-9 (1.055 pm ),

9-8 (1.736 pm ), 8-7 (1.191 pm ). The following are likely contributors to blends: 17-13 

(2.318 pm ), 18-12 (1.476 pm ), 14-12 (3.091 pm ), 15-11 (1.491 pm ), 14-11 (1.801 /zm),

14-10 (1.163 pm ). Only three o f these lines, those between even n-numbers, coincide 

with hydrogenic He II transitions.

The satellite lines which fall outside the hydrogenic array are transitions between 

s, p or d levels. They are weak and sometimes masked by other transitions, but we 

observe triplets with A n  =  1. None o f these lines are seen in W R  88, confirming their 

identification as C IV lines. The 8d-7p line at 1.139 pm  and the 8p-7d line at 1.224 /zm 

have not been observed previously. Since the 1.139 pm  feature is absent in the spectrum 

o f W R  88, it cannot be attributed to C i l l  17-9. We can therefore conclude that C I I I  

18-9 does not contribute to the feature at 1.094 pm . The C IV  8s-7p line at 1.298 pm  

is masked in a blend in broad-line spectra (W R  140, 146, 111). It is not seen in W C7-8 

types, so the feature observed in W C9 must be He I 5p-3d (1.299 pm ). The 9p-8s line 

at 1.501 pm  is too weak to confirm its presence without doubt. The feature near 1.66 

pm  has been ascribed by Smith & Hummer (1988) to 1.665 pm  Si IV  6p-6s, but Si lines 

are seen in the visible spectra o f W C8-9 types only (Torres & Massey 1987), and we 

observe this infrared feature in all types except W C 9, so the main contributor must be 

C iv 9d-8p falling at 1.663 pm. The 9p-8d line at 1.790 pm  is masked by the strong C hi

10-8 and C iv 14-11 lines at 1.800 pm. The 10p-9s line at 2.139 pm  and the 10d-9p line 

at 2.449 pm  are very weak. Therefore the contribution from C iv  1 3 d -llp  and 1 3 p -lld
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at 2.322 and 2.480 pm  respectively should be negligible.

Am ong our new identifications is the strong 4p-4s triplet o f C IV at 1.435 pm . It 

is present in the lower resolution CVF spectra published by W illiams (1982a) and by 

Smith & Hummer (1988), but it was not identified. Even with a poor atmospheric 

transmission, the line is strong enough to leave no doubt about its position. It is weaker 

than the 1.199 pm  4p-4s C III line in W C 9, whereas it is stronger in W C 8 and earlier 

types, as is expected for a C IV line. In the near infrared, the other transition o f  C IV 

between levels sharing the same principal quantum number is the 3d-3p triplet at 2.078 

pm, first observed by Williams et al. (1980), and identified and discussed by Lambert 

& Hinkle (1984). This identification is confirmed by the spectrum o f W R  88, where 

we observe the components o f the triplet at the expected wavelengths (2.070, 2.079 and 

2.084 jum).

2.5.3 Oxygen lines

Hydrogenic transitions o f 0  II-IV fall at the same wavelength as the corresponding 

transitions o f C I-IV, but we have identified a A n  =  0 line o f O III (4d-4p) at 1.244 pm , 

seen (although weakly) in the W C7-9 spectra. Other A n  =  0 lines o f O ions are masked.

The strongest hydrogenic transitions expected for O V in our wavelength regions are 

9-8 (1.111 pm ), 10-9 (1.554 pm ) and 11-10 (2.100 pm ). The 9-8 array is clearly seen 

in W C 5, but a weak feature is also observed at this wavelength in the W C 7 spectra. Its 

observation in W olf-Rayet stars had never been reported before. The weakness o f  the 

feature in W R  146 indicates a late subtype, classification as a type later than W C5. 

The 1.554 pm  line, blended with 0  V 13-11, is observed in all types but W C 9, although 

it is weak in W C7-8 and W R  146. The 11-10 array is not seen in W C8-9 but may be 

responsible for the In W C6-7 stars, weak flux is detected above the continuum at that 

wavelength, but it is not clear how much o f it is due to blending by the nearby lines. All 

this is consistent with visible spectra where 0  V is absent from W C9 types and weak in
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W C7-8 types (Torres & Massey 1987).

The strongest 0  vi lines should be the 10-9, 11-10 and 13-12 arrays at 1.079, 1.458 

and 2.464 /¿m respectively. The first one, blended with the O vi 13-11 transition, is 

absent from the spectra o f W R  88 and W R  135 (W C 8-9); but it is masked by the strong 

He I 2p-2s emission line in the remaining stars. But from consideration o f other 0  VI 

transitions, we conclude that 0  vi 10-9 does not affect the He I 2p-2s triplet line in W C  

types. Indeed the presence o f 0  vi 13-12 transition at 2.464 gm  is not clear, and the

11-10 array at 1.458 pm  is very weak. O vi hydrogenic lines have not been reported in 

the visible spectra o f W C  stars (Torres & Massey 1987), where only one A n  =  0 line o f 

this ion is detected, near 382 nm.

The presence o f infrared hydrogenic transitions o f other ions o f oxygen cannot be 

confirmed, since they would all be masked by transitions o f other elements.

2.5.4 Other ions

The presence o f Si IV lines is not confirmed, as the feature near 1.66 pm  must be assigned 

to C IV (see section 2.5.2). Thus all features observed in the 1.0-3.4 pm  region, except 

one, can be identified with transitions o f neutral and ionized helium, or ions o f carbon or 

oxygen. The remaining feature is the weak line near 1.745 pm  seen in the W C8-9 spectra 

(it is masked in broader-line stars). The wavelength coincides with that o f the M g II 

6s-5p doublet at 1.744 ¿an. This identification needs to be confirmed by the presence o f 

other Mg n lines. The remaining Mg II lines falling in the observed 1.0-3.4 pm  regions 

are all masked, except the Mg II 5p-4d doublet near 2.408 pm . A  small increase o f  flux 

above the continuum is observed at that wavelength. In the ultraviolet range, M g n 

resonance lines have been reported in W N spectra only (W illis et al. 1986). However 

recombination lines o f Mg II are expected only at longer wavelengths. The dispersion 

o f the spectra published by Torres & Massey (1987) is not sufficient to make reliable 

visual identifications o f the faintest lines, but these authors note that the line near 591
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nm remained unidentified. This is close to the wavelength o f the 592 nm Mg II 7p-5s 

doublet and we propose that identification o f the unidentified feature. Other unblended 

Mg II lines fall at longer infrared wavelengths, and observations are planned to search 

for them.

2.6 The W O  spectra

2.6.1 Comparison with the W C  spectra

The features in the infrared spectra o f W R  142 (Fig. 2.6) are much broader than in 

the W C  spectra. There are notable differences, notably the absence o f lines from lower 

excitation species (e.g. He I at 1.083 pm , C III at 1.375, 2.48 /rm). This implies that 

in the W O star the region outside which the He+ and C+++ ions recombine extends to 

larger radii, where the density is significantly lower than in the W C  winds. The strong 

A 71 =  0 C IV lines (the 4p — 4s doublet at 1.435 pm  and the 3d — 3p triplet at 2.078 pm ) 

identified in W C  spectra are also missing in W R  142, while the C IV recombination lines 

are even stronger. Indeed all the most prominent features (e.g. near 1.19, 1.74, 2.43, 3.09 

and 3.28 pm ) coincide with wavelengths o f Z *=  4 liydrogenic transitions (see Eqn 2.1). 

The extended spectral coverage, compared to previous low-resolution (C V F ) 1.47-2.50 

pm  observations (W illiams 1982), reveals the presence o f He II lines, which can be used 

to assess the C /H e abundance ratio (chapter 3).

2.6.2 Line identifications

Table 2.4 gives the line identifications for W R  142. The features are so broad that 

we expect severe blends and only hope to identify the strongest transitions (hydrogenic 

transitions with small A n ). The lines are mainly due to oxygen and carbon, but helium 

is clearly present, in particular He II 7-5, 10-6, 9-6 , 10-7. The 1.163 pm  7 -5  transition is
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2.6a—6b: 1.0-1.8 pm spectra of W R 142.
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Fig. 2 .6c—6 e: 2.0-3.5 spectra of W R 142.
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partially overlapping the 1.153 and 1.191 pm  features, so its presence was confirmed by 

fitting three gaussian profiles at the corresponding wavelengths, using DIPSO (Howarth 

& Murray 1990), the spectral analysis software package provided by s t a r l i n k . This also 

yields an estimate o f the relative fluxes in the three lines. Using the same procedure, 

the presence o f the He II line was also confirmed in our spectrum o f W R  102 (W O l) , 

contradicting the claim made by Dopita et al. (1990) that no more helium is present 

in this star. Indeed their spectra did not cover the wavelengths o f the strongest He II 

transitions (5 -4  at 1.012 pm  and 7 -5 ), and were unfortunately compared to those o f 

W N stars, where many helium lines are seen which are not present in W C  spectra or 

W O spectra.

The wavelengths o f hydrogenic transitions o f O IV coincide with those o f C IV and 

there is no direct way to estimate the relative contribution o f carbon and oxygen. Infor

mation about this has to be sought from the other lines from these ions. The strongest 

satellite lines are unfortunately blended in the hydrogenic array. The strong A n  =  0 

infrared lines o f C iv seen in W C spectra (4p-4s at 1.435 ;im  and 3d-3p at 2.078 /¿m) 

are not present here, which apparently indicates that the C iv /O  iv  abundance ratio is 

much lower in the W O  star. There is however another explanation for the weaker C IV 

features in W R  142. Indeed, the 2.078 pm  triplet shares its upper level with the 38.4 

nm 3d-2p resonance line (Fig. 2.7) and it can only be seen in emission if the latter line is 

optical thick, because a branching ratio of 3 x l0 4 favours the decay through the ultravi

olet transition (see Lambert & Hinkle 1984). The absence o f the infrared line in the W O 

spectrum implies that the C IV recombination line emitting region is located at greater 

distances from the star than in the case o f W C stars, hence receives less far-ultraviolet 

radiation.

Similar optical depth effects might also explain the absence o f the 1.435 pm  doublet 

(for which the transition probability is not known). That optical depth effects in the W O 

wind, rather than a different chemical composition, might be the reason for the absence 

of the carbon lines, is strengthened by the fact that the C iv 3p-3s doublet near 580 nm 

is strong in the optical spectrum o f W R  142 (as shows the spectrum published by Barlow 

& Hummer 1982). In this last case, a branching ratio o f only ~  140 slightly favours the
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Fig. 2.7 Partial Grotrian Diagram for C IV. Energies (vertical axis) are in cm h

ultraviolet 3p-2s transition. Another way to assess the relative contribution o f O iv  to 

the Z *=  4 hydrogenic transitions is to look for other 0  iv  transitions. There is no clear 

infrared detection o f 0  iv transitions with A n  =  0, the best candidates (3d 2D° - 3p 2S 

at 1.160 pm  and 4d 2P0 - 4p 2S at 1.282 and 1.307 pm ) being blended by He II lines. In 

the optical range, the O iv 3d-3p and 3p’-3s’ multiplets near 340 nm are absent (Barlow 

& Hummer 1982). Yet another indication is given by the ionization stage o f oxygen. 

This is known to be high, as demonstrated by the presence o f strong transitions o f O VI, 

suggesting that lower ions, such as 0  IV, are less abundant. We therefore assume that 

carbon is the main contributor to the Z * ~ 4 hydrogenic arrays. W illiams (1982) identifies 

also C iv 14-11 and 12-10 in the 1.8-2.0 pm region, not included in our observations. 

We do not confirm the presence o f C iv 15-12 at 2.278 pm.

0  v gives rise to strong transitions with A n  =  1 (9 -8 , 10-9, 11-10). From the 

presence o f the 14-11 transition at 1.153 pm  we infer that O v  12-10, 13-11 and perhaps 

15-12 contribute to the observed features. There are only five 0  v i candidates in our 

spectral regions. The A n  =  1 transition is strong (10 -9 ). The A n  =  2 transitions (13-11 

at 1.079, 14-12 at 1.374 pm , 15-13 at 1.719 pm and 16-14 at 2.117 pm ) are masked by 

the wing o f other lines. The 16-13 transition at 1.259 pm is absent. There is no clear
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evidence for higher ions o f oxygen. The O vn  candidates are absent: 14-13 at 2.282 

pm  and 15-13 at 1.263 pm . The main contributor to the feature near 1.08 pm  must 

therefore be O VI 10-9 and 13-11 and not O VII 11-10 (1.072 pm ). The O VIII 17-15 

transition at 1.447 pm  is not observed. The ionization potential o f O vn  being over five 

times higher than that o f 0  v i, a stronger case would be needed to conclude that 0  v n  is 

present, although Torres &: Massey (1987) list some 0  VII and O VIII transitions falling 

in the optical region.

2.6.3 The line profiles and the wind velocities

W ith the increased resolution o f CGS2, the line profiles are resolved and reveal an asym

metry common to the lines and blends o f He II, C IV , 0  V in the spectra o f W R  142 as 

well as W R  102: the intensity progressively decreases from the blue edge to the red edge 

(Fig. 2.8). However the lines are not redshifted like P Cygni lines. The similarity o f 

the profiles in lines o f different ions and in lines from two stars rules out the explanation 

by a blend (e.g . by the O IV hydrogenic arrays falling at slightly shorter wavelengths 

than the predicted hydrogenic wavelength). Part o f the line radiation emitted beyond 

the star must therefore be absorbed or scattered in the continuum (the velocity shifts do 

not allow absorption in the line by foreground ions). Consequently, most o f  the observed 

line emission must come from radii beyond that extended absorbing/scattering region. 

This is consistent with our earlier comment that the recombination line emitting region 

is located at greater radii in the W O case than for the W C stars.

The terminal velocities (t>oo) o f the W R  142 and W R  102 winds can be estimated 

from (half) the full width at zero intensity (FW ZI) o f the emission lines (no P Cygni lines 

have been observed: both stars are too faint for IUE). From F W Z I/2  o f the strongest 

features (Fig 2.8) in the infrared spectrum of W R  142, we obtain Uqo ~  4500 ±  500 

km s-1 (taking into account the instrument broadening). This is much lower than the 

value o f 7400 km s-1 derived by Torres, Conti & Massey (1986) from a relation between 

excitation potential and optical line width. However their values for W C  stars are sys-
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Table 2.4: Line identifications in the spectrum of W R  142

Main contributors Other contributors Notes

A ( H  A (a*m)

1.055 C IV 12-9

1.079 O vi 10-9/13-11*

1.111 0  V 9-8 * weak

1.153 0  V 14-11 *

1.163
1.163

He I I  7-5 
C I V  14-10

1.167 He I I  11-6

1.191 C IV 8-7 1.193 O v 12-10

1.282 He II 10-6 weak

1.396 C IV 11-9 1.395 C IV 13-10

1.458 O vi 11-10/15-12

1.476 He 11 9-6 weak

1.554 0  v 10-9 1.553 0  V 13-11 weak

1.736 C IV 9-8

2.100 O V 11-10 weak

2.189 He II 10-7 weak

2.427 C IV 10-9/13-11

3.091
3.091

C I V 14-12 
He I I  7-6/11-8

3.105 0  vi 14-13

3.282 C IV 11-10

new identification
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tematically higher than currently accepted values (see chapter 4). Kingsburgh & Barlow 

(1991) derive a value o f 5500 km s_1. From an examination o f their spectra o f Sk 188 

(W 0 4 + 0 7 )  they conclude that the F W Z I/2  of the 580 nm C IV 3p-3s line (after correc

tion for doublet separation) gives the best agreement with the velocity shift (uyacfc) o f the 

absorption component o f C IV at 155 nm. However there is a large dispersion o f  FW ZI 

of optical lines and no correlation between the FW ZI and the FW H M  (Kingsburgh, pri

vate com m unication), indicating different shapes for the emission features, and possible 

problems with blending and continuum fitting. The infrared spectra are less crowded 

and all the lines have similar FW H M , FW ZI and shape (Fig. 2.8), suggesting that, in 

the absence o f ultraviolet spectra, the infrared lines are more appropriate to derive 

than the 580 nm line. We propose that the best optical line might be the O VI doublet 

near 382 nm, as its half FW ZI agrees with that o f the infrared lines. For W R  102, the

1.191 pm  line yields a similar Uqq (4500 ±  500 km s_1), in agreement with both the 382 

nm and the 580 nm doublets.

A o f 4500 km s-1 is extremely high even to W R  standards (see Tables 4.2 and 

4.3). The high momenta o f W O  winds are a puzzle (see chapter 1, section 1.2). This 

seems related to the other peculiarities o f the W O  stars: e.g. their high ionization and 

the large radii o f the main emission region.

2.7 Conclusions

We have obtained high resolution 1.0-3.4 pm  spectra o f W C  stars and one W O  star and 

found line identifications consistent with the entirety o f the spectra. Increased resolution 

and wavelength coverage has enabled new identifications o f lines, has significantly raised 

the number o f unblended transitions, and has led to a higher confidence in the line as

signments. The quantum defect approximation has been used successfully for C III lines, 

leading to a better agreement between predicted and observed wavelength, compared 

to the hydrogenic approximation. The strongest lines are, as expected, the hydrogenic 

bands with low A n , but very strong lines between levels sharing the same principal
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Velocity km /s
F ig . 2 .8 : Profiles of the O V  line at 1.111 pm  (___ ), of the C IV lines at 1.191 ( ),

1.395 (_ _), 2.427 (___ ) and of the H e ll/C IV  blend at 3.091 pm  ( . . . ) .  All the lines have identical

asymmetric profiles, the line at zero intensity being centered around the rest velocity, while the 

peak is shifted toward negative velocities, indicating that the flux in the red side of the emission 

(with positive velocities) is reduced compared to the violet side.

quantum number are also identified. The latter deserve special attention, because o f the 

particular conditions in which they are formed and because they can help to resolve the 

ambiguities in the identification o f the hydrogenic lines. The spectra o f He n and o f C ill 

are rather similar in all W C  subtypes, which differ mainly by the He I, C II and C iv  

lines. Oxygen does not seem to contribute greatly to the infrared spectrum o f W C  stars, 

but the few unblended lines could help assess the abundance o f that element.

W e suggested that several weak optical and infrared features in the W C 8-9  spectra 

are due to  M g II. If confirm ed, these identifications will be im portant to  assess the 

ionization and abundance o f  m agnesium  in W C  stars and to  exam ine the reason for the 

low  neon abundance (com pared  to  m odels predictions) derived for the W C 8 star 7  Vel 

by Barlow  et ol. (1988). These authors suggest that alm ost all 22Ne has already ben 

converted, at least as far as 25M g and 26M g. Indeed nucleosynthesis studies predict that
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magnesium can be formed during the hydrogen-burning stage, through additional cycles 

(taking place alongside the CNO cycle), or during the helium-burning phase and the 

carbon-burning phase (see e.g. Maeder 1987; Trimble 1991).

The infrared spectrum o f the W 0 2  star (W R  142) is dominated by lines o f C IV, 

He II and O V—VI. It differs from the W C  spectra by the absence o f lines o f lower 

ionization species, the absence o f A n = 0  C IV lines, the asymmetric emission profiles 

and the extremely broad width o f the lines. All these characteristics point to differences 

in the ionization and density structure o f the wind, and suggest that the line-emitting 

region is found at larger radii from the W O star than from the W C  stars.

Noticeable infrared spectral differences between W C  subtypes argue the possibility 

of classifying the W C  stars on the basis o f their infrared spectra alone. In the absence 

o f a more complete sample, it is not yet possible to give definitive infrared classification 

criteria. However in the hope o f fostering more observations and o f helping identify 

heavily reddened stars meanwhile, the most promising line ratios have been provided as 

tentative criteria.

Our study o f high energy level lines o f He I, He II, C III, C IV and O V confirms 

that the W C  subtypes define an ionization sequence and that the spectra o f anomalous 

stars (for which different lines indicate different subtypes) can probably be explained by 

unusual C /H e ratios, indicating that the two traditional optical criteria might refer to 

two different properties o f the stellar wind: ionization and possibly chemical com posi

tion. Further investigation is needed to understand better the relation between the W C  

subtype and these two (and other) physical parameters hence the evolutionary status o f 

the stars. Some advantages o f the infrared observations are outlined in section 2.1.

The next chapter will present a quantitative analysis o f the spectra presented here, 

to determine ionization and abundance ratios. More W C  and W O  stars need to be 

observed, to provide better infrared classification criteria, and to investigate the origin 

of the infrared spectral differences between subtypes, especially the anomalous stars. In
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the long term , we intend to extend this investigation to  W N  stars.



P.R.J. Eenens 1991. PhD. Thesis (U n ive rs ity  o f  Ed inburgh)

Abundances in stratified 

winds

Infrared (1 .0 -3 .4  /zm) recom bination lines o f six W C stars are analyzed fo llow ing  the 

method o f Hummer, Barlow &  Storey (1982). Improved spectral resolution and increased 

wavelength coverage give more consistent abundance estimates, fo r a larger num ber o f 

recom bination lines, compared to  previous studies. Some low-energy level trans itions are 

found to  be op tica lly  th ick  or formed through other processes. There is a clear decrease 

o f derived ionic abundances w ith  wavelength, a ttribu ted  to  an increase in continuous free- 

free opacity. Based on th is observation, it is shown th a t the ion ization s tra tifica tion  o f 

the w ind can be estimated, and tha t C /H e  abundance ratios can be reliably determ ined by 

defining a zone in the ste llar w ind, the same fo r all ions, in which ionic abundances are 

derived, thus overcom ing previous d ifficu lties inherent in the method. The derived C /H e  

range from  0.07 (W C 9) to  0.41 (W C 5), confirm ing the trend w ith  W C subtype (ion iza tion  

degree) fo r our small sample, w ith  however the exception o f the anomalous W R 146, which 

has a low C /H e  ra tio  and a very high ionization degree. A lower lim it o f 0.6 is found 

fo r the C /H e  ra tio  in the wind o f the W O star W R 142. The research described in th is 

chapter has been carried out in co llaboration w ith  P.M W illiam s. A shorter version has been 

accepted fo r publication (Eenens & W illiam s, 1992. Mon. Not. R. astr. Soc., in press).

62
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3.1 Introduction

It is generally accepted that W olf-Rayet (W R ) stars are evolved massive objects and 

that their spectra reflect anomalous abundances in fast winds. The stars o f the nitrogen 

sequence (W N ) exhibit strong He, N and C lines, while H is weak or absent. The stars o f 

the carbon sequence (W C ) are characterized by strong lines o f  He, C and O ions and the 

absence o f H lines. Evolutionary models (Maeder & Meynet 1987; Maeder 1990) predict 

for evolved massive stars enhanced abundances o f He and N with depletion o f H, during 

the CNO cycle, followed by enhanced He, C and 0  during the He-burning phase. It has 

been argued that the W N  and the W C stars correspond to these two phases respectively, 

the core abundances being revealed by their strong winds, as was first suggested by 

Paczynski (1973, see especially the discussion p. 158). The model abundances in the 

latter phase are not equilibrium values, and thus we expect the W C  stars to exhibit a 

range o f C /H e abundances as materials from more or less advanced He burning appear 

in the stellar wind. The most direct way to check these evolutionary models is therefore 

the derivation o f abundances in W C winds. Another reason to study W C  abundances is 

that it is not clear what determines the spectral characteristics o f  the W C  subtypes. The 

original intention o f the W C  subclassification was to provide an ionization sequence, and 

it classifies the stars according to ther appearent degree o f ionization. It has now been 

suggested (Smith & Maeder 1991) that the C /H e abundance is the primary determinant 

of the W C  subtypes. However our observations show that the W C  stars do not fit a 

one-dimensional classification sequence: W C stars with similar ionization degrees (hence 

identical subtype) can indeed exhibit very different C iv /H e n  line strength ratios (see 

chapter 2).

Unfortunately, the determination o f abundances in W R  winds is not straightforward, 

because their temperature, densities and ionization structure are uncertain. Detailed 

modelling cannot be easily performed for many stars, and has been applied so far to 

only one W C  star (Hillier 1989). Recombination analysis provides a simple m ethod o f 

deriving relative abundances. It was first proposed by Hummer, Barlow & Storey (1982) 

and applied successfully to optical and infrared lines o f W C  stars by Torres (1988)
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and Smith & Hummer (1988) respectively, yielding C /H e abundances in good agreement 

with the results obtained with the most sophisticated models (see Hillier 1990). However 

the possible differences in C /H e abundance between W C  subtypes are not yet clearly 

established, as the correlation proposed by Smith & Hummer (1988) is based on rather 

poor-resolution spectra, for which the continuum level and hence the line fluxes are very 

uncertain. Since their work, we have revised some line identifications, in particular those 

concerning the contributions to the features near 1.48, 1.57, 1.64, 1.66, 1.79 and 2.11 pm  

(chapter 2). The analysis by Torres is uncertain for low ionization ions. For early W C  

subtypes, there are no strong He I lines in the optical spectra. The only C III line she 

used (569.6 nm) yields abundances in discrepancy with optically thin C III lines, and is 

believed to be affected by peculiar excitation mechanisms (Conti, Massey & Vreux 1990; 

Hillier 1990) while the method assumes that the lines are formed by recombination. 

Furthermore these analyses were based on the assumption that the line emitting region 

is the same for all ions. It is however very likely that the stellar winds are stratified, 

as was demonstrated in the case o f early W C subtypes by Hillier (1989). Stratification 

can affect derived abundance ratios if different ions recombine in different volumes with 

different electronic densities. This is the m ajor weakness o f the previous recombination 

analyses. The abundances in W O winds is even more uncertain, as is the role o f their 

possibly different ionization structure (see chapter 2) in the formation o f their spectra.

This chapter analyzes infrared recombination lines, with special attention given to the 

assumptions involved. The improved spectral resolution o f our observations enables more 

reliable flux measurements to be made. The increased wavelength base provides more 

numerous lines o f each ion and thus reduces the uncertainties in the derived abundances, 

in particular those due to possible peculiar excitation mechanisms. It also allows us to 

detect any wavelength dependence o f the results. The reduction and calibration o f  the 

data with an estimate o f errors are presented in section 3.2. The method o f analysis is 

described in section 3.3. The validity o f its assumptions is discussed in the W C  case in 

section 3.4, together with the results. In section 3.5 we derive C /H e abundance ratios 

from the spectrum o f W R  142 (W O ). Conclusions are given in the last section.
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3.2 Flux calibration

For this analysis, we have chosen six W R  stars, o f subtype W C5 to W C 9, as well as one 

W O star, for which we possess spectra covering the 1.0-3.4 pm  region (except for the 

W C9 star spectra, which unfortunately do not cover the 3- pm  region). The spectra have 

been described in chapter 2. The programme stars are listed in Table 3.1.

Each observed W R  spectrum has been divided by that o f a calibrating star and 

multiplied by a black-body curve at the temperature o f the calibrating star to give relative 

Fa- T o calibrate the spectra in absolute units o f flux, two methods were used, yielding 

comparable results. The first made use o f the observed magnitude o f the calibrating 

star to derive the fluxes o f the W R  stars. However because the calibrating stars, chosen 

for their spectral types, are not always photometric standards, the magnitudes o f the 

calibrating stars themselves had to be derived by comparison with other stars, thus 

increasing the uncertainties. Also the small focal plane apertures used for spectroscopy 

give less reliable photom etry than the apertures used in photometry.

The second, and more direct, method uses the broad band photom etry o f the W R  

stars themselves to determine the flux in the continuum at the effective wavelength o f 

the filter. The J, H, K, L ’ magnitudes are from Williams, van der Hucht Sz The (1987) 

or Williams (unpublished data), and are given in Table 3.1.

These observed photometric data must be corrected for the contribution o f the emis

sion lines, in order to obtain the magnitude magcont o f the continuum flux. These 

corrections are derived from the formula:

, .B W  +  E W
magcont mng0t)S 2 .blogy B W  3.1)

where B W  is the filter bandwidth and E W  is the total equivalent width o f  the emission 

lines observed in the spectral region o f each filter, weighted by the filter transmission 

(which drops considerably towards the edges o f the filters: e.g. 30 % near 1.083 pm ).
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Table 3.1: Observed and emission-line free magnitudes of the
programme stars

Name Type E j_ w J
UTo&s Ulconi

H
mob, Ulcont

K
mobs U1 cont

L’
m obs m cont

W R  88 WC9 1.44 9.07 9.11 8.62 8.64 8.13 8.16

W R  135 W C 8 0.35 7.30 7.35 7.19 7.19 6.83 6.92 6.38 6.48

W R  86 W C7 0.75 7.47 7.51 7.12 7.15 6.71 6.79 6.30 6.39

W R  140 W C 7+ 0.60 5.65 5.70 5.51 5.54 5.19 5.27 4.84 4.92

W R  146 W C 6 2.15 7.13 7.18 6.15 6.18 5.60 5.68 4.90 4.99

W R  111 WC5 0.25 7.32 7.39 7.14 7.18 6.68 6.90 6.41 6.57

W R  142 W 02 1.65 9.87 9.99 8.92 9.02 8.68 8.73 7.79 7.82

Since each spectral region is calibrated separately, two checks can be made for the 

flux calibration. First, where adjacent windows overlap, the calibrated continuum fluxes 

must be identical. Secondly, the continuum slope must vary as a smooth function o f 

wavelength. These checks were performed satisfactorily, confirming the accuracy o f  the 

calibration. Note that by themselves these checks are sufficient to provide a relative

calibration, which is the one needed here, to study possible dependence o f abundances

on wavelength.

The dereddening law  o f  Howartli (1983) was adopted:

A x/Eb - v  =  X ( x )  =  [ (1.86  -  0 A 8 x )x  -  O .ljz  (3 .2 )

where x  =  1/A , A in pm , with

R  =  A y  / E b - v  =  3-1 (3-3)

E b ~ v  =  1-21  E i -v  (3-4)
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The Eb-v values, from van der Hucht et al. (1988), are given in Table 3.1. For W R  146, 

only broad-band V  is available and no estimate o f E b - v is known. The V  -  H  colour o f 

W R  146 was derived (6.07) and compared to that o f other W R  stars to estimate E v ~h  

and a value o f 2.6 was extrapolated for E b - v > assuming no intrinsic reddening by dust 

(the A logF\ versus A curve shows no infrared excess). It should be noted that errors 

in the flux calibration or in the reddening correction will have no effect on the relative 

strength o f neighbouring lines, hence on the relative abundances derived from them.

Another possible source o f error, besides the blending o f lines, is the drawing o f  the 

continuum, for which great care was taken. This is indeed a delicate and subjective task, 

especially (1) where the spectra are noisy or crowded with lines and (2) at the edges o f 

the spectral windows. For this latter reason (and because o f the low detector response), 

the flux o f the 1.055 pm  line could not be determined reliably. The first difficulty is 

lessened by the broad spectral range and the good signal to noise ratio o f our spectra; the 

latter by comparing the slope o f the continuum at adjacent windows. The uncertainty 

in the continuum affects more heavily the faintest lines, and will be kept in mind when 

measuring line fluxes. However, except for the weakest lines, the uncertainty in the flux 

should be less than 10 percent.

Line fluxes were measured by fitting Gaussian profiles, using d i p s o  (Howarth & 

Murray 1990), the spectral analysis software package provided by STARLINK. Although 

the profiles are not necessarily Gaussian, this method has two advantages: it allows us 

to estimate the relative contribution o f lines partially overlapping, and to check that 

sensible widths and central wavelengths are returned. We have tried indeed to resolve 

the blends as much as possible but, unlike Smith & Hummer (1988), we prefer to treat 

each case individually, since blending conditions vary greatly from star to star.

The lines analyzed here are listed in Table 3.2, together with the identifications o f 

the m ajor contributors. Other transitions are known to coincide in wavelength with the 

lines studied here (chapter 2). However they are expected to make very little or no 

contribution to the flux o f the W C  features, because stronger transitions o f the same ion
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are themselves observed to be very weak. Indeed the 0  v 12-10 array (1.193 p m ) and 

the O V 15-13 array (2.475 pm ) should be even weaker than O v  9-8 (1.111 pm ); C in

15-9 (1.282 pm ) than C i n  14-11 (3.202 pm ); and He I I  20-9 (2.314 pm ) than He I I  18-9 

(2.460 pm ). The contribution o f the emission component o f He I 2p-2s singlet to the 

strong 2.078 pm  line is expected to be relatively small, as confirmed by the position o f 

the centre o f the feature. The 1.476 pm  blend has not been corrected for the unknown 

contribution by C I I I  7d-6f and this might explain the large C IV  abundances derived 

from that feature. The contribution o f C I I I  5p-5s to the blend at 2.113 pm  is not known 

and this might explain discrepancies with other C I I I  lines (Smith & Hummer 1988); the 

flux o f this feature will not be used here. In the case o f the W O  star, the broad lines 

and the unknown oxygen spectrum make the estimate o f relative contributions to blends 

very uncertain.

3.3 Recombination analysis

The relative abundances were derived following the method o f Hummer et al. (1982). 

This method assumes that the lines are formed by recombination and are optically thin, 

and that different ions i recombine in equal volumes V{ o f the stellar winds. The validity 

of these assumptions will be discussed in the following section. The flux in the line is

F - ^ L N’ N‘ d v <3-5>
where Q =  h uui a ui is the recombination efficiency, a ui is the effective recombination 

coefficient, d is the distance o f the star and Ne and N t are the electronic and ionic 

densities. If two ions recombine in the same volume, the electronic density N e is the 

same so that the ratio o f two lines yields relative abundances (by number):

F'/Qt- =  *  (3.6)
Fj/Qi

Because the free-free opacity increases with wavelength, the volumes o f recombination 

sampled at large wavelengths will be smaller, and so the derived F /Q  ratios are expected 

to decrease with wavelength. Given the small number o f lines, we begin by looking for
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a linear wavelength dependence:

l o g ^ -  -  l ° (J~Q~ =  /l( A"' ~  Ai )  ( 3 -7 )

This effect was noted for He II and C IV by Hummer et al. (1982) and by Barlow, Roche 

& Aitken (1988), who compared near and far infrared observations. It might also explain 

the discrepancy between optical and infrared determinations (Smith h  Hummer 1988). 

This wavelength dependence o f F /Q  will be taken into account here to extrapolate values 

of F /Q  for the He II 12-6 and 10-6 contributions to the 1.094 and 1.282 pm  lines and 

(in the case o f W R  135) for interpolating the contribution o f He II 13-7 and 12-7 to the

1.57 and 1.70 pm  features.

Hummer & Storey have calculated tables o f recombination coefficients for case B 

recombination (i.e. optical thin wind, except for Lyman photons) allowing for collisional 

redistribution for H I, He II (Hummer & Storey 1987) and c IV (Hummer & Storey, 

in preparation). Unfortunately for He I only a few values have been published (see 

Hummer et al. 1982; Smith & Hummer 1988). To allow a comparison with Torres 

(1988) and Smith & Hummer (1988), the Q values used here are for the same electronic 

temperature (T e =  30000 Iv) and density (log Ne =  11). For C II and C III, the LTE 

coefficients given by Smith & Hummer (1988) will be used. These lead to lower limits 

for the ionic abundances.

It is worth including in the analysis as many strong, unblended lines as possible, even 

those without calculated Q values, in order to reduce the uncertainty due to the flux 

measurement o f faint and blended lines and to confirm any wavelength effect. Indeed 

equations (6) and (7) imply that the ratio o f the fluxes F o f two lines o f similar wave

lengths a  and ¡3 o f the same ion is a constant for all stars since Fa /Fp =  Q a /Qp- A  

check on unblended lines confirms that this is true within the errors on the flux. From 

the spectrum of a given star, it is therefore possible to derive for a line (o f flux F j ) an 

“astrophysical” recombination efficiency Q , =  F j/ X , where the relative ionic abundance 

X  (normalized to And2 =  1) is calculated from other transitions o f the same ion (taking 

into account the variation o f F /Q  with wavelength). The astrophysical Q can in turn 

be used to derive relative abundances F /Q  from the same line observed in the remaining
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stars.

“Astropliysical” Q values are derived for four lines and are given in parenthesis in 

Table 3.2. For c IV 3d-3s the average calculated by Smith & Hummer (1988) is adopted 

here. For the He I 2p-2s, 6-3 and 5-3 transitions at 1.083, 1.094 and 1.282 pm , the 

“ astrophysical” Q values were derived using the spectra o f W R  88, where He I lines 

are strongest and least blended. To do so we first derived F /Q  for the four other He I 

lines in the near infrared spectrum o f this star (1.610, 1.690, 1.701 and 2.165 pm ); next 

we determined the variation o f F /Q n ei with wavelength (assuming a straight line in 

the log F /Q , A plane). We then extrapolated the value o f F /Q  for the J window lines 

(F /Q  given in brackets in Table 3.2); and divided by them the fluxes in the lines to 

obtain our estimates o f Q. Where needed, the observed fluxes were corrected for the 

He II contribution (F /Q n e ii are extrapolated in the same way). W hen compared with 

the recombination coefficient tables published for H I and He II, these “ astrophysical” 

values for He I 6-3 and 5-3 seem a reasonable extrapolation. Although the abundances 

derived in the other stars from these transitions are less reliable than those from known 

values o f Q, they are still very useful, first to confirm the consistency with other lines, 

and secondly to help estimate the contribution o f these transitions to blends. For the 

He I 2p-2s transition, they will serve to estimate the deviation from the optically thin 

case.

When blending is too severe and it is not possible to resolve the lines by fitting 

Gaussian profiles, F /Q  can still be derived for one line, normally the main contributor, 

by correcting for the flux o f the remaining significant contributors. These corrections 

will assume the lines in the blend to be optically thin. The flux o f a blending contributor 

is estimated from its extrapolated F /Q  and both values are given in brackets in Table 

3.2. For nearby blends o f the same two ions i and j ,  it is possible to derive their relative 

abundances independently from other lines, if all four Q values are known, using the 

formula:
r  m  m  , ,
F* ~  Q2 _  Qi ^

$4 Qa
where F\ +  F2 and F3 +  F4 are the total fluxes of the respective blends. W hen the ratios
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Q 2/Q4 aild Q 1 /Q3 have similar values, equation (8 ) becomes very sensitive to errors 

in the measured fluxes. This formula simply expresses that F\/Q 1 =  F3/Q3 — X , and 

F2IQ 2 =  F4/Q4 =  Xj ,  because both blends are due to the same two ions, assuming 

110 wavelength effects. The easiest way to deal with such effects is to reduce the lines 

to a mean wavelength. For a pair o f blends occurring in the same wavelength region, 

this formula is particularly useful, since it reduces the errors due to wavelength and 

calibration effects. It will be used here for the blends at 1.48 and 1.49 pm  in W R  8 8 , 

135 and 8 6 , and for the blends at 1.09 and 1.28 pm  in W R  1 1 1 . No brackets are then 

used in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 gives for each transition, the recombination efficiency Q, the total relative 

flux Ftot in the feature, the flux Faltr attributed to each contributor to blends and the 

relative abundance F /Q . Bracketed F /Q  indicate values interpolated from other lines 

and used to evaluate the contribution o f the ion to the blend. Bracketed Q designate 

“astrophysical” values. Abundances in W C winds are derived independently from  five 

lines o f He 1 (excluding 2p-2s), eight o f He II, one o f C I I ,  three o f C i l l  and eight o f C IV ,  

including many lines between high energy levels.

3.4 Results and discussion: the W C  stars

3.4.1 The optically thin assumption

Before drawing any conclusion on the ionic and elemental abundances, it is necessary to 

discuss the assumptions made in our analysis. The first two assumptions are (1) that the 

lines are formed by recombination and (2) that they are optically thin. Although devi

ations cannot be completely ruled out, it is possible to estimate whether these are valid 

approximations by comparing the relative abundances (corrected for wavelength effects) 

o f a significant number o f lines, since it is unlikely that peculiar formation mechanisms 

or line optical depth effects will affect them all in the same proportion. First, most
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Table 3.2a: Line fluxes and abundances in W R  88

X transition Q Ftoi F a t t r F /Q
(pm) ( i o - 27) ( i o - 17) ( 1 0 - 17) (1 0+ 10)

1.083 He I 2p-2s (41) 17700 (432)

1.094 He II 12-6 4.03 1433 (161) (40)
1.094 He I 6-3 (3.00) (1272) (428)

1.191 C iv 8-7 204 840 4.12

1.282 He II  10-6 5.79 1685 (214) (37)
1.282 He I 5-3 (3.75) (1471) (392)

1.381 He II 16-7 1.20 masked

1.427 He I I  15-7 1.44 51 35.4

1.476 He II 9-6 6.95 278 234 33.7
1.476 C iv 18-12 7.40 44 6.0

1.489 He II 14-7 1.74 114 59 33.7
1.491 C iv 15-11 9.33 56 6.0

1.572 He II 13-7 2.10 201 (69) (33)
1.575 C ill 13-9 14.9 102 6.9
1.570 He I 15-4 - . 1 0 (30) (300)

1.610 He I 13-4 .189 64 337

1.680 He I 11-4 .310 123 397

1.693 He I I  12-7 2.53 74 29

1.701 He I 4d-3p 1.96 457 233

1.736 He I 10-4 .419 353 (126) (300)
1.736 C I V  9-8 99.1 227 2.29

1.785 C II  4d-4p 21.7 322 15

2.078 C I V  3d-3p (265) 382 1.44

2.165 He I 7-4 .881 232 206 234
2.165 He II 14-8 1.16 (26) (22.8)

2.189 He I I  10-7 3.59 81.8 22.8

2.278 C I V  15-12 7.12 - - -

2.318 C iv 17-13 4.13 72.3 (3.5) (0.85)
2.325 C ill 5p-5s 6.05 68.8 11.4

2.347 He II 13-8 1.40 25.7 18.3

2.427 C I V  13-11/10-9 64.5 55.1 0.85

2.480 C III 13-10/11-9 36.7 164.7 4.49

3.145 He I I  14-9 .812 no spectrum available

3.282 C I V  11-10 27.7

t Fluxes are in W  m -2  pm~ l
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Table 3.2b: Line fluxes and abundances in W R

A transition Q F«oi F a t t r F /Q
( p m ) ( i o - 27) ( i o - 17) ( 1 0 - 17) (1 0 + 10

1.083 He I 2p-2s (41) 36000 878

1.094 He II 12-6 4.03 3227 (887) (220)
1.094 He I 6-3 (3.00) 2340 780

1.191 C iv 8-7 204 8507 41.7

1.282 He 11 10-6 5.79 3788 (1274) (220)
1.282 He I 5-3 (3.75) 2514 670

1.381 He II 16-7 1.20 264 220

1.427 He II 15-7 1.44 masked

1.476 He 11 9-6 6.95 1822 1431 206

1.476 C IV 18-12 7.40 391 53

1.489 He II 14-7 1.74 851 358 206

1.491 C IV 15-11 9.33 493 53

1.572 He I I  13-7 2.10 627 (422) (201)

1.575 C III 13-9 14.9 164 11

1.570 He I 15-4 - .1 0 (41) (410)

1.610 He I 13-4 .189 - - -

1.680 He I 11-4 .310 - - -

1.693 He II 12-7 2.53 1284 (481) (190)

1.701 He I 4d-3p 1.96 803 410

1.736 He I 10-4 .419 2484 (172) (410)

1.736 C IV 9-8 99.1 2312 23.3

1.785 C I I  4d-4p 21.7

2.078 C iv 3d-3p (265) 5199 19.6

2.165 He I 7-4 .881 -2 5 5 - 8 4 - 9 5

2.165 He II 14-8 1.16 (171) (147)

2.189 He II 10-7 3.59 529 147

2.278 C iv 15-12 7.12 113 15.9

2.318 C iv 17-13 4.13 315 (61) (14.7)

2.325 C I I I  5p-5s 6.05 254 42

2.347 He I I  13-8 1.40 182 130

2.427 C IV 13 -11 /10 -9 64.5 872 13.5

2.480 C I I I  13 -10 /11 -9 36.7 598 16.3

3.145 He II 14-9 .812 88 108

3.282 C iv 11-10 27.7 288 10.4
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Table 3.2c: Line fluxes and abundances in W R

X transition Q Ft ot Faitr F/Q
(pm) (io-27) (io-17) (10-17) (10+10)

1.083 He I 2p-2s (41) 11800 288

1.094 He I I  12-6 4.03 995 (403) (100)
1.094 He I 6-3 (3.00) 592 197

1.191 C iv 8-7 204 8570 42.0

1.282 He I I  10-6 5.79 1237 (579) (100)
1.282 He I 5-3 (3.75) 658 175

1.381 He II  16-7 1.20 masked

1.427 He II  15-7 1.44 masked

1.476 He II 9-6 6.95 912 669 96.3
1.476 C I V  18-12 7.40 243 32.8

1.489 He II  14-7 1.74 474 168 96.3
1.491 C iv 15-11 9.33 306 32.8

1.572 He I I  13-7 2.10 541 (179) (85)
1.575 C I I I  13-9 14.9 347 23.3
1.570 He I 15-4 -.10 (15) (153)

1.610 He I 13-4 .189 28 148

1.680 He I 11-4 .310 49 158

1.693 He II 12-7 2.53 515 215 85
1.701 He I 4d-3p 1.96 (300) (153)

1.736 He I 10-4 .419 2815 (64) (153)
1.736 C I V 9-8 99.1 2751 27.8

1.785 C II 4d-4p 21.7 - - -

2.078 C I V 3d-3p (265) 5480 20.7

2.165 He I 7-4 .881 195 112 127
2.165 He I I  14-8 1.16 (83) (71.6)

2.189 He II  10-7 3.59 257 71.6

2.278 C I V  15-12 7.12 140 19.7

2.318 C iv 17-13 4.13 186 (76) (18.3)
2.325 C I I I  5p-5s 6.05 110 18.2

2.347 He II 13-8 1.40 100 71.4

2.427 C I V  13-11/10-9 64.5 1089 16.9

2.480 C III 13-10/11-9 36.7 663 18.1

3.145 He I I  14-9 .812

3.282 C I V  11-10 27.7 349 12.6
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Table 3.2d: Line fluxes and abundances in W ]

A transition Q F tot F a t t r F/Q
(pm) ( 10~27) ( 10~15) ( 10- 15) ( 10+1

1.083 He I 2p-2s (41) 538. 13.1

1.094 He II  12-6 4.03 53 (16) (3.9)
1.094 He I 6-3 (3.00) 37 12.3

1.191 C IV 8-7 204 478 2.3

1.282 He I I  10-6 5.79 75 (22) (3.8)
1.282 He I 5-3 (3.75) 53 14.1

1.381 He II  16-7 1.20 masked

1.427 He I I  15-7 1.44 masked

1.476 He I I  9-6 6.95 blend
1.476 C I V 18-12 7.40

1.489 He I I  14-7 1.74 blend
1.491 C IV 15-11 9.33

1.572 He II  13-7 2.10 11.4 (7-5) (3.6)
1.575 C I I I  13-9 14.9 2.9 0.2

1.570 He I 15-4 - . 1 0 ( 1 .0 ) (9.7)

1.610 He I 13-4 .189 — 1.3 6.90

1.680 He I 11-4 .310 - 2.6 8.40

1.693 He II  12-7 2.53 -2 4 .0 8.9 3.5
1.701 He I 4d-3p 1.96 (15.1) (7.7)

1.736 He I 10-4 .419 142. (3.) (7.7)
1.736 C I V  9-8 99.1 139. 1.40

1.785 C I I  4d-4p 21.7

2.078 C I V 3d-3p (265)

2.165 He I 7-4 .881
2.165 He I I  14-8 1.16

2.189 He II 10-7 3.59

2.278 C I V  15-12 7.12

2.318 C I V  17-13 4.13
2.325 C I I I  5p-5s 6.05

2.347 He II 13-8 1.40

2.427 C iv 1 3 -11 /10 -9  64.5

2.480 C III 13 -10 /11 -9  36.7

3.145 He II 14-9 .812

3.282 C I V  11-10 27.7

256.7

9.5

11.8

8.4

7.5

4.3

56.9

19.1

22.2

5.7
(3.8)

(4.3)
3.2

0.97

6.47
(3.29)

3.29

1.18

(1.04)
0.53

3.07

0.88

0.52

0.8
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Table 3.2e: Line fluxes and abundances in W R

A transition Q F(0t F a t t r F/Q
( p m ) (io-27) ( 10~ 14) 1—* o

1 ( 10+ 13

1.083 He I 2p-2s (41) 104 2.51

1.094 He II 12-6 4.03 12.3 (5.7) 1.41
1.094 He I 6-3 (3.00) 6.6 2.2

1.191 C iv 8-7 204 60.37 0.30

1.282 He II 10-6 5.79 15.0 (7.4) 1.3
1.282 He I 5-3 (3.75) 7.6 2.0

1.381 He II 16-7 1.20 masked

1.427 He II 15-7 1.44 masked

1.476 He II 9-6 6.95 blend
1.476 C IV 18-12 7.40

1.489 He II 14-7 1.74 blend
1.491 C IV 15-11 9.33

1.572 He II 13-7 2.10 blend
1.575 C in 13-9 14.9
1.570 He I 15-4 ~ .1 0

1.610 He I 13-4 .189 0.3 1.6

1.680 He I 11-4 .310 (0.50) ( 1.6)
1.693 He II 12-7 2.53 6.2 2.56 1.0

1.701 He I 4d-3p 1.96 (3.14) ( 1.6)

1.736 He I 10-4 .419 17.48 (0.7) ( 1.6)
1.736 C IV 9-8 99.1 16.8 0.17

1.785 C II 4d-4p 21.7 -

2.078 C IV 3d-3p (265) 33.10 0.12

2.165 He I 7-4 .881 1.75 0.97 1.10

2.165 He II 14-8 1.16 (0.78) (0.67)

2.189 He II 10-7 3.59 2.40 0.67

2.278 C iv 15-12 7.12 0.92 0.13

2.318 C iv 17-13 4.13 blend
2.325 C ill 5p-5s 6.05

2.347 He II 13-8 1.40 blend

2.427 C IV 13-11/10-9 64.5 6.62 0.10

2.480 C III 13-10/11-9 36.7 1.27 0.03

3.145 He 11 14-9 .812

3.282 C iv 11-10 27.7 2.0 0.07
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Table 3.2f: Line fluxes and abundances in W R

A
(pm)

transition Q
(IO“ 27)

Fioi
(io-15)

F a t t r  
( 10- 15)

F/Q
(io+12;

1.083 He I 2p-2s (41) 210 5.12

1.094
1.094

He II  12-6 
He I 6-3

4.03
(3.00)

26 21
5

5.3
1.7

1.191 C I V 8-7 204 243 1.19

1.282
1.282

He I I  10-6 
He I 5-3

5.79
(3.75)

33 27
6

4.7
1.5

1.381 He I I  16-7 1.20 masked

1.427 He I I  15-7 1.44 masked

1.476
1.476

He I I  9-6 
C I V 18-12

6.95
7.40

blend

1.489
1.491

He I I  14-7 
C iv 15-11

1.74
9.33

blend

1.572
1.575
1.570

He I I  13-7 
C in 13-9 
He I 15-4

2.10
14.9
~.10

9.7 (7.8)
1.8
(0 .1)

(3.7)
0.12
( 1.2 )

1.610 He I 13-4 .189 -

1.680 He I 11-4 .310 -

1.693
1.701

He I I  12-7 
He I 4d-3p

2.53
1.96

10.3 8.3
(2 .0 )

3.3
( 1 .0)

1.736
1.736

He I 10-4 
C iv 9-8

.419
99.1

65.9 (0.3)
65.6

(0.7)
0.66

1.785 C I I  4d-4p 21.7 -

2.078 C I V  3d-3p (265) 156.2 0.59

2.165
2.165

He I 7-4 
He I I  14-8

.881
1.16

2.2 0.5
(1.7)

0.57
(1.45)

2.189 He I I  10-7 3.59 5.2 1.45

2.278 C iv 15-12 7.12 3.8 0.53

2.318
2.325

C iv 17-13 
C I I I  5p-5s

4.13
6.05

3.9 (2 .2 )
1.7

(0.54)
0.28

2.347 He I I  13-8 1.40 2.0 1.45

2.427 C I V  13-11/10-9 64.5 34.9 0.54

2.480 C I I I  13-10/11-9 36.7 9.9 0.27

3.145 He I I  14-9 .812
D3.282 C I V 11-10 27.7 8.0
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near-infrared lines are due to transitions between relatively high energy levels, and are 

more likely to be formed by recombination (some lines between very low energy levels are 

known to be affected by other formation mechanisms, such the C I II  lines involving n =  

3, as discussed by Hillier 1989). Secondly, the weakest lines are expected to be optically 

thin, as shown e.g. by Hillier el al. (1983) for He II lines in the W N5 star W R 6 . Finally, 

the zone o f the wind under consideration here is characterized by a steep expansion 

acceleration (see section 4.2), which enhances the probability o f photon escape.

There is indeed excellent consistency (especially for He II  and C IV ,  see Table 3.2 and 

Fig. 3.1) between the abundances derived from various lines, consistency which brings a 

confirmation o f the method as well as the line identifications. For instance, the difference 

between values obtained with He II 10-7 and 13-8, both near 2.5 pm , is less than 20 % 

(a tenfold improvement compared to Smith & Hummer 1988). Even lines between low 

energy levels, such as C IV  3d-3p, yield consistent results, and thus behave to a first 

approximation like optically thin recombination lines. The exception o f the blends near 

1.48 and 1.49 pm , which give systematically high C iv abundances, can be explained by 

the unknown contribution o f C III 7d-6f to the first feature, and the subsequent slight 

underestimation o f He II in both blends. The 1.435 pm  C IV 4p-4s doublet does not 

behave like the other C iv lines (the ratio o f its flux to that o f neighbouring C IV lines 

differs between stars), a sign that the optical depth in the 4p-2s line (24.5 nm ) varies 

from star to star. We have therefore not included this line here.

As regards C m ,  there is more spread. The 1.575 pm  line is difficult to correct for 

blending, especially in the lower-resolution H window spectra (W R  135, 140, 146), and 

the F /Q  from this line will not be included in the abundance ratios. However the higher- 

resolution spectra yield more reliable abundances, and these tend to be larger than those 

from longer-wavelength lines (assuming that the recombination coefficients scale like the 

LTE coefficients used here). In the case o f W R  135, the discrepancy shown by the 5p-5s 

transition (2.325 pm ) is not explained.

There is some discrepancy in F /Q  within the He I lines o f the H window, but less
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than found by Smith & Hummer (1988) who omitted the C III contribution at 1.637 

pm. The line at 1.701 pm  gives lower abundances than the other lines in the H window. 

This line is probably not optically thin, especially in W R  8 8 , where it is very strong 

and the wind velocity is slower, which increases the probability o f re-absorption by 

decreasing the mean Doppler shift between emitted photons and nearby He atoms. The 

two remaining lines in the H window are rather weak in early subtypes, which makes the 

He I abundances more difficult to assess. However, the two recombination lines in the 

J window (at 1.094 and 1.282 pm ) yield consistent results and so confirm the derived 

abundances. (The determination o f He I abundances is made difficult for W R  140 and 

146, by the increased line width and blending and the relatively lower resolution). The 

He 2p-2s line at 1.083 pm  does not give consistent results. This is not a surprise, as the 

lower level o f  the transition is metastable and the line is very strong, thus more likely to 

be optically thick especially in late subtypes, where He+ is more abundant and the wind 

slower. Since the “ astrophysical” Q for this line was derived from the spectrum o f W R  

88  assuming it to be optically thin, the derived F /Q  in e.g. W R  111  will be too  low.

3.4.2 The equal volumes assumption

The main assumption o f the recombination analysis is that for all ions the lines are 

formed in the same or in equal volumes, in apparent contradiction to the ionization 

stratification o f the wind. Indeed the ionization o f W R  winds is believed to fall off with 

increasing radius in the wind. This has been discussed for the helium ionization by 

Barlow et al. (1988), and confirmed for this and other ions by atmosphere models (see 

Hillier 1990).

However the continuous opacity restrains the region o f the wind accessible at different 

infrared wavelengths, and this fact will enable us to derive reliable abundances in a 

defined portion o f the wind.

Indeed the derived F /Q  decrease with increasing wavelength, as expected from  the
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WR 88 = MR 70 (WC9)

WR 135 = HD 192103 (WC8)

Wavelength /xm

Fig. 3.1a:

Individual values o f the derived ionic abundances (F /Q ) for W R  88 and W R  135 determined 

from each line, plotted against the wavelength of the line. The vertical separation for two ions 

give their abundance ratios. The slope of the linear fits (solid lines) indicates the extent o f the 

emitting volume. For C4+ and He++, the F /Q  clearly decrease with wavelength. This is because

a smaller volume of gas is sampled.
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WR 86 = HD 156327 (WC7+)

WR 140 = HD 193793 (WC7+)

Fig. 3 .1b : As for Fig. 3.1a, but for W R 86 and W R 140.
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WR 146 = MR 112 (WC6)

WR 111 = HD 165763 (WC5)

Fig. 3.1c: As for Fig. 3.1a, but for W R  146 and W R  111.
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increasing continuous opacity. This is true for He II and C IV  as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, 

where linear fits to the data (log F /Q  versus wavelength) are drawn. The F /Q  o f the 

He I and He II lines at 1.094 and 1.282 /an are not included because for either ion they 

depend on assumptions on the slope o f the other. Nevertheless the total flux in these 

blends put constraints on both slopes, which turn out to be consistent. Other lines were 

also left out: the 1.083 /an He I triplet (optically thick) and the C IV transitions near 

1.483 /an (affected by blending with C I I I ) .  Uncertainties in the slopes h o f  the linear 

fits o f log F /Q  are dominated by the uncertainties in the fluxes and were determined to 

be ~  20  % adopting a 10 % accuracy in the fluxes. The slopes h ~  — 0.30 /im " 1 and 

are similar for all ions, except for W R  88  where flc iv  ~  — 0.55 /im - 1  and possibly for 

W R  140 where apparently /¿Hell ~  —0.15 /an - 1  (determined from only three points). 

For C ill, no precise slope can be derived, for lack o f correct recombination coefficients. 

However the non-LTE corrections bn to be applied to the LTE coefficients used here 

should be o f the same order for all transitions between similarly high levels, such as 13-9 

(1.575 /im ), 13-10 and 11-9 (2.48 /im ) and an estimate o f the run o f F /Q  with A can be 

made by comparing these features. The deblending o f the former feature is most reliable 

in W R  8 8  and W R  8 6 , and it gives a slope similar to that o f He II.

The negative slopes confirm that we see deeper in the wind at decreasing wavelengths. 

Let us call V\ the recombining volume sampled when observing at a wavelength A pm. 

The slopes are an indication o f the ratio o f the quantity o f recombining ions in the 

volumes V i- 3  and V3: a flat slope means that the ion recombines only outside the 

3 pm  photosphere, while for a. steep slope a large proportion recombines within that 

photosphere. For an ion such as He ++ (observed through He I I  lines formed when 

recombining) with a slope h =  — 0.3 /¿m_1, X 3/X\ =  0.25 meaning that only 25 % o f 

the observed line flux originates outside the 3 pm  photosphere. If the flatter slope for 

W R  140 is real, its He ++ recombination domain might remain dense up to larger radii 

than for the other stars. For a slope h =  — 0.55 /m i-1  (C IV  in W R  8 8 ), X 3 / X 1 =  0.08. 

Cherepashchuk, Eaton & Khaliullin (1984) have determined the radial optical depth in 

the W R  atmosphere o f V444 Cyg: in their model o f this star, Vx and V3 correspond 

roughly to radii o f 5 and 8 R© respectively, which is a region o f rapid increase in the 

wind expansion velocity (see their Fig. 7 and 8 ). According to Hillier s (1989) model for
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W R  111, at such radii the emission is still dominated by C iv and He I I ,  in agreement 

with our results for this star (section 4 .3 ).

Let us consider now two ions in a given star. If the slopes are similar for both ions 

(e.g. He ++ and C 4+ in W R  135), their recombining volumes are comparable not only 

within V i _3  but also outside the 3 pm  photosphere. Otherwise, as in the case o f W R  

8 8 , the recombining volume o f the ion with the flatter slope extends to larger radii: for 

this late subtype, the stellar radiation is less efficient in ionizing carbon to C4+, and C IV 

gives way more rapidly to C I I I ,  while at the same stellar radius He++ is still abundant. 

A  difference o f slope between He I and He II cannot be determined here above the error- 

level. Note that if the ionization decreases with radius, a lower ion cannot have a steeper 

slope than a higher ion.

These properties allow us to define a. zone o f the wind suitable for the derivation 

o f abundance ratios: this zone is limited by the photospheres at two different infrared 

wavelengths e.g. 1 and 3 pm , and does not depend on the ion under consideration. As 

an extreme case, one ion could show a flat slope, meaning that only higher ionization 

stages can be found in the Vi_3  volume. If the slopes for two ions are equal in the 

observed wavelength range, then their abundance ratios are given by the ratio o f  their 

F /Q  measured at any wavelength in that range. Otherwise both F /Q  must be first 

corrected for the fraction emitted outside V 3 , to ensure that only emissions from V i _3  

are compared. I11 this way, the assumption o f equal volumes is satisfied in any case. 

Furthermore in that volume the same T e and ne can be assumed in the calculation o f 

the recombination coefficients. The recombination analysis can thus be used to derive 

reliable abundances ratios.

3.4.3 Ionic and elemental abundances

The relative abundances for He+ , He++ and C4+ can readily be estimated on Fig. 3.1. If 

the slopes for the two ions are similar, their abundances ratios are given by the vertical
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Table 3.3: Relative abundances (by number)

Type H e+
H e++

C ++
H e++

p3-f
H e++

C 4 +
H e++

C3+
C 4+

c
H i

W R  88 WC9 10.2 0.5 0.26 0.06 4.5 0.07

W R  135 WC8 ~  1 - 0.12 0.11 1.1 0.12

W R  86 W C7 1.7 - 0.28 0.28 1.0 0.21

W R 140 W C 7+ 2.0 - 0.17 0.28 0.6 0.15

W R  146 WC6 1.7 - 0.04 0.16 0.3 0.07

W R 111 WC5 0.4 . 0.21 0.37 0.6 0.41

distance between the linear fits; otherwise, a correction must be made for the difference 

in slope i.e. for the unequal emission volumes (Table 3.3). The dissimilarities between 

subtypes are striking: the He+ /H e++ ratio decreases from W C9 to W C 5, while the 

C4+ /H e ++ ratio increases toward early subtypes, with the exception o f W R  146. Before 

concluding that the ionization and the C /H e ratio decreases with increasing subtype, 

the uncertainties must be discussed.

The errors in the ionic abundances are largest when the lines are weakest and when 

consequently the number o f corresponding points to establish the slope (Fig. 3.1) is 

smallest (e.g. He I in early subtypes). However the ion would then also have a smaH 

weight in the total elemental abundance and little effect on a conclusion about the trends 

o f C /H e with subtype. Trends for the ionization degree require more caution. The 

errors in the ionic abundances can be estimated to be 20 % for He+ (in late subtypes), 

He++ and C4+. Note that the C IV lines have not been corrected for the possible O 

IV contribution, and that C4+ abundances might therefore be slightly overestimated. 

However the strength o f the 2.08 pm  feature (C IV only) and the absence o f strong 

optical o iv  lines indicate that the o IV  contribution to hydrogenic C iv  features is not
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important. Also the He++ abundances in W R  88  were not corrected for the contribution 

o f C II to the features assigned to He I I ;  hence the C /H e ratio is underestimated for this 

star, but this effect is small since most helium is singly ionized, and the conclusions are 

not affected.

The errors might be higher for C3+ because the recombination coefficients are un

known. Using LTE coefficients leads to underestimating the abundances. Therefore our 

C3+ abundances, and the total carbon abundances, can only be taken as lower limits. 

However the good agreement for C3+ abundances derived from different lines with LTE 

coefficients show that, to a first approximation, they can only be mistaken by the same 

multiplicative factor for all stars, and while individual ionization degrees cannot be de

termined with accuracy, it will still be possible to compare the ionization degrees between 

stars. Furthermore, the agreement for C /H e in the case o f W R  111  with the results o f  the 

analysis by Hillier (1989) suggests that this factor will not be large. W e also note that 

a systematic error, however large, in the C3+ abundances will not change the conclusion 

about the increase o f C /H e with subtype.

Except for the W C9 star W R  8 8 , the C++ abundance in the V'1_3  zone is unlikely to 

be significant, because the slope for C IV shows that C4+ is still abundant outside that 

zone, making it difficult to explain the simultaneous strong emission from recombining 

C2+ (see Hillier 1989). We can therefore assume that carbon is present mainly in the 

form of C3+ and C4+ in the V i_3  zone. In W R  8 8 , the sharp decrease in C4+ with 

infrared wavelength (hence with radius in the V"i_3  zone) indicates that the ionization 

decreases strongly in that zone. This is confirmed by the fact that lower ionization satges 

are observed in the spectrum of this star, e.g. the strong C I I  line near 1.78 pm , not seen 

in early subtypes.

The sample is very small and inferred correlations with subtypes should only be taken 

as tentative. It is clear however from Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.3 that the differences between 

late and early subtypes are significant. First, the ionization degree, quantified by the 

C4+ /C 3+ ratio, is smaller for late subtypes than for early ones, as expected from the
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subtype definition. However this is not true for W R  140 and 146, both having this ratio 

too strong, as if the ionizing power o f the star was stronger in these two cases. Additional 

ionization may be caused by x-ray emission shown by these stars. The C 4+ /C 3+ ratio 

correlates well with the He+ + /H e+ ratio. (The He+ abundance is uncertain in W R  135).

The C /H e ratio is much higher than the solar value (4 x 10- 4 ), confirming that the 

W R  winds exhibit products o f advanced phases o f evolution. The C /H e ratio decreases 

clearly with subtype, a trend well above the estimated errors. Again W R  146 is an 

exception and, to a lesser extent, W R  140, both having low C /H e. This behaviour might 

be related to the presence o f anomalously strong winds and non-thermal radio em ission 

in these two stars.

3.5 C /H e abundances in W O  winds

When trying to derive abundance ratios from W O spectra, one is confronted with serious 

difficulties. First, the the spectra show less unblended lines than the W C  spectra. We 

will therefore make no attempt to derive a correlation between F /Q  and wavelength, 

but will assume that C iv and He II, having similar ionization potentials, recombine 

in the same region o f the wind. Secondly, the contribution o f oxygen ions is unknown, 

as the ionization stage o f this species is uncertain. Following the discussion o f line 

identifications in chapter 2 , we will assume that carbon is the principal contributor to 

the Z * = 4 liydrogenic arrays, blending is a serious problem in the case o f the W R  142 

spectrum.

Table 3.4 give the dereddened calibrated fluxes o f the main C iv  and He n lines, to 

gether with the recombination coefficients Q, and the resulting F /Q . The recombination 

coefficients are for the same temperature and density as assumed for the W C  winds, as 

these parameters are not known. An increase o f the temperature by a factor o f  ~  2 

would not change the resrdts beyond the estimated uncertainties.
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Table 3.4: Line fluxes and abundances in W R  142

A transition Q F t ot F a t t r F/Q
(pm) (1 0 -27) (1 0 -15) (10~15) (10+12)

1.163 He II  7-5/11-6 25.2 24.0 15.3 0.61
1.163 C IV 14-10 14.0 (8.7) (0.62)
1.191 C IV 8-7 204 127 0.62
1.396 C I V 11-9/13-10 54.8 40.0 0.73
1.736 C IV 9-8 99.1 48.8 0.49
2.427 C I V 13-11/10-9 64.5 26.6 0.41
3.091 He I I  7-6 10.9 11.5 7.76 0.71
3.091 C IV 14-12 8.69 (3.74) (0.43)
3.282 C I V  11-10 27.7 11.9 0.43

The He II F /Q  from the 3.091 pm  blend is an upper limit, as we did not include the 

(unknown) contribution o f 0  vi (see Table 2.4). The relative contribution o f  O v  to the

1.191 pm  feature is probably negligible. The resulting F /Q  from the different lines show 

a good internal agreement, restoring some confidence in the validity o f the m ethod in 

the case o f W R  142. A  comparison between the two 3- pm  features yields a C iv /H e  II 

ratio o f 0 .6 , while the lines near 1.2 pm  give a ratio o f ~  1 .0 . W e can take 0.8 ±  0.2 as 

our best estimate. From the absence o f He I and C in lines, we can assume that carbon 

and helium are mainly in the form of C++++ and He+ + , and that the above ratio gives 

a reasonable estimate o f C /H e.

3.6 Conclusions

Relative abundances were derived for W R  stars o f various W C  subtypes. An improve

ment in infrared spectral coverage and resolution, compared to previous work, has en

abled us to obtain excellent agreement between abundances measured from different 

lines, thus demonstrating that the recombination analysis used is consistent. A  few dis

crepant lines are affected by self-absorption (He I at 1.083 and 1.701 pm  in late subtypes)
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or non-recombination formation mechanisms (C iv at 1.435 pm ).

The derived ionic abundances decrease with wavelength, because the observed frac

tion o f the line emitting volume is smaller at larger wavelengths. The slope o f the 

decrease gives information on the relative size o f these portions o f the wind, hence on its 

ionization structure. In the light o f this observation, the assumption that different ions 

recombine in equal volumes was examined and it was concluded that it is valid provided 

the slope o f the decrease is taking into account. This wavelength effect and the wind 

ionization structure will be further studied through the analysis o f lines in other spectral 

regions (far-red, far infrared).

There is a good correlation between the ionization degree derived from infrared helium 

and carbon lines. Since helium is more abundant than carbon, the He+ + /H e+ ratio could 

therefore be used to strengthen the estimates o f the ionization degree traditionally made 

from carbon lines only (in the subtype definition). The C /H e ratio o f the W C 5 star 

W R  111  compares well with results o f the detailed modelling o f Hillier (1989). It is 

much higher than in the sun, confirming that W R  stars are evolved objects (see chapter 

1). W ith one clear exception (W R  146), this ratio decreases towards late W C  subtype, 

suggesting that early subtypes are more evolved than late ones. However it is desirable 

to obtain abundance ratios for more stars, in order to check this trend and to study the 

abundances in anomalous stars like W R  146 (which exhibit high ionization degrees but 

low C /H e ratios). The method used here is both simple and reliable, and could easily 

be applied to a large sample o f W C  stars.

The C /H e derived for the W O  star is very uncertain, but it seems higher than that 

derived for the W C  stars, suggesting that the W O star is more evolved. However, it is 

lower than the predictions o f evolutionary models (Maeder & Meynet (1987). This may 

indicate that the spectral differences between W C and W O  subtypes do not originate 

principally from different chemical compositions, but from different wind structures, as 

suggested by the higher ionization o f the W O spectra. Oxygen abundances would be 

needed to compare the evolutionary stage o f W C and W O  stars.
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The wind velocity 

structure

New l- /m n  and 2-/xm  spectra o f W R stars are presented, showing the He I 2s-2p tr ip le t 

and singlet P Cygni profiles. It is argued tha t the absorption components are form ed in the 

outerm ost regions o f the winds and give accurate representations o f the te rm ina l velocities. 

The profiles are fitte d  using the SEI (Sobolev w ith  exact in teg ra tion ) m ethod. W e derive 

term ina l velocities fo r 41 galactic W R stars and compare them  w ith  the values obtained w ith  

other methods. The velocities given by the v io le t edge o f u ltrav io le t resonance P Cygni lines 

yield ~  20 percent higher velocities, and we argue tha t they are contam inated by turbulence 

or shocks in the w ind. This also explains the high velocities derived from  the w id th  o f optica l 

emission lines. The velocities measured at the m axim um  displacement o f the black absorp

tion  trough in u ltrav io le t lines are in good agreement w ith  our values fo r single stars; we show 

tha t the disagreement in the case o f W R + O  binaries is due to  the contam ination  by the faster 

O -star w ind. Consequently, mass-loss rates derived from  u ltrav io le t lines must be reduced in 

p roportion. Our analysis o f the He I profiles show differences in the radial s tructure  o f the 

w ind between stars o f the same subtype and having sim ilar te rm ina l velocities. O ur spectra 

also reveal the widespread presence o f strong subpeaks on top o f the He I emission lines. 

It is suggested th a t these subpeaks are the signature o f collim ated outflow s. The research 

described in th is  chapter has been done in co llaboration w ith  P.M W illiam s and has been 

published (W illia m s  &  Eenens, 1989, M on . N o t. R . astr. Soc. 240 , 445), or is being pre

pared fo r pub lica tion (Eenens &  W illiam s, 1991,M on. N ot. R. astr. Soc., to  be subm itted ).

90
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4.1 Introduction

Accurate estimates o f the mass-loss rates o f W olf-Rayet (W R ) stars are im portant for 

several reasons. First, the evolution o f W R  stars is believed to be determined mainly 

by their huge mass losses, and these rates are therefore a fundamental parameter in 

evolutionary models {e.g. Maeder Sz Meynet 1987, Maeder 1990). Secondly, the high 

derived values o f the mass-loss rates (M ) cannot be explained in terms o f simple radiation 

pressure. To understand better the physics o f W R  winds we need reliable values o f M to 

study how they relate to other stellar parameters. Thirdly, these mass losses have a 

considerable effect on the stellar environment: it is desirable to be able to quantify their 

role in enriching the interstellar medium in metals, as well as their input in momentum 

and kinetic energy.

The mass-loss rates can be derived if one knows the density and the velocity in some 

region o f the wind. The best estimates o f the density come from the radio emission, 

where -the emission i s d u e  to free-free Transitions- and -t-he -terminal veloeity-bas—been 

reached (W right & Barlow 1975). This originates at very large distances from the star, 

where the wind velocity is believed to have reached and to sustain its maximum value, 

the terminal velocity (Uoo). The other quantity needed to to determine the mass-loss 

rates, has been traditionally determined from P Cygni profiles o f resonance lines o f 

ions such as C IV ,  Si IV or N V,  by measuring the maximum violet displacement o f the 

absorption profile, that is, the velocity shift o f the point where the absorption trough 

intersects the continuum ( vej ge).

However this method o f determining raises several difficulties. First, these res

onance lines, which fall in the ultraviolet spectral region, are not necessarily formed in 

the region o f the wind where the radio emission originates, and the derived mass-loss 

rates could be affected by changes in the characteristics between different regions o f the 

wind. Secondly, the ultraviolet P Cygni profiles are different from simple theoretical 

P Cygni profiles calculated in the Sobolev approximation (see section 4.4) which predict 

a narrow absorption with sharp edges: the observed absorption profiles have a broad
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flat bottom  and the violet edges axe only slowly reaching the continuum level. A  third 

difficulty arises when the W R  star is in a binary system with an 0  star companion. 

It has been shown in the case o f 7  Vel (W C 8 + 0 )  that the ultraviolet C IV  and Si IV 

absorption lines are dominated by the O star (Barlow, Smith Sz W illis 1981). Because 

the O stars have generally faster winds than W R  stars, and because their ultraviolet 

continuum is brighter, it is difficult to estimate the contribution o f the W R  component 

to the absorption profile. Finally, blending in the crowded ultraviolet region makes it 

often difficult to determine the location of the edge o f the absorption trough.

Also, turbulence is known to be present in hot stars and it might be expected that 

turbulence distorts the ultraviolet P Cygni profiles. It has been shown in the case o f O 

stars (Hamann 1980, 1981b) that the peculiarities o f the observed ultraviolet P Cygni 

profiles (e.g . broad saturated absorption region with smooth edges) can be explained 

by turbulence. Theoretical line profiles modelling by Lamers, Cerruti-Sola & Perinotto 

(1987), shows the drastic effect o f turbulence on P Cygni profiles. It produces wide 

absorption troughs, it shifts the emission peak to longer wavelengths, and it produces a 

gradual slope in the violet absorption edge. These three effects are com m only observed 

in ultraviolet resonance lines. From their fig. 4, we see that if the turbulent velocity is 

10 per cent o f Uqo, the lines with saturated absorption components (like the ultraviolet 

resonance lines) will have vedge =  1.25 v^ .

This raises the question o f the meaning o f the vedge o f ultraviolet resonance profiles 

and o f their interpretation in terms o f v00 • Might it be that is smaller than vedge? 

Indeed, other methods have yielded wind velocities lower than the accepted value of 

Uoc,: e.g. the velocity o f the violet edge o f the C II 133.5 nm resonance line in 7  Vel 

(W illis et al. 1979), the velocities o f the narrow absorption components (N ACs) observed 

superimposed on ultraviolet P Cygni lines (van der Hucht 1982) or the velocities inferred 

from the modelling o f emission line profiles (Hillier 1987b, Hamann et al. 1988).

Because Uqq has been traditionally derived from vedge, or from the width o f optical 

emission lines (Torres, Conti & Massey 1986), these lower velocities have been discarded
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as measures o f v<*, and interpreted by postulating the existence o f a decelerating zone 

beyond the iy» region o f the W R  wind (van der Hucht et al. 1982) or the existence o f a 

second acceleration zone beyond the line-emitting region (Hillier 1987b, Hamann et al.

1988).

In particular the observation o f NACs in the ultraviolet spectra o f some W R  stars 

has until now been a puzzle. These NACs are apparently similar to those observed in 

some other luminous stars. In some Be and OB stars, NACs o f abundant ions such as 

C IV ,  Si IV and N v are seen, often superposed on the broad absorption component o f 

the P Cygni profiles o f ultraviolet resonance lines (for a review, see Henrichs 1988; more 

recent references are given in Prinja et al. 1990). The NACs are violet-shifted, their 

displacement varying with time: the NACs appear at low velocities (~  0.5vej ge) and 

asymptotically reach a velocity o f about 0.8 vedge. NACs o f different ions have identical 

velocities (there is no correlation with the ionization potential). Their typical width is 

A v  =  0.1 vedge- Several interpretations have been proposed. The latest observations are 

consistent with the NACs being caused by episodic bursts o f mass loss and the subsequent 

expansion o f a high-density shell in the stellar wind. One o f the main problems is that 

this and other models are unable to satisfactory explain why the NACs never reach vedge.

Fitzpatrick, Savage & Sitko (1982) have observed such NACs in the IUE spectra 

o f the W C 7 + 0  binary system HD 193793 (W R  140), superposed on the absorption 

component o f the Si IV  doublet near 140 nm. These NACs have a blueshift o f 2700 km 

s" 1 and a FW H M  o f 250 km s- 1 . However, while the velocity shifts o f NACs in other 

stars vary with time, this does not seem to be the case for the W R  140 NACs. Indeed 

two IUE spectra o f that star taken over a period of five months showed no change in the 

NACs shift. Furthermore other narrow absorption lines have been detected in its optical 

and infrared spectra with similar velocity shifts. He I displaced absorption lines have 

been observed in the visible spectrum o f W R  140 by Underhill (1962) and Bappu (1973). 

Their displacement velocities were in the region o f -2600 km s 1. Another He I displaced 

absorption line was identified in the high resolution 1Z ~  24 000) infrared spectrum of 

this star (Lambert & Hinkle 1984) at 2.04 pm , corresponding to a velocity o f -2650 km 

s_1; the FW H M  was 270 km s- 1 . The similarities between these velocities suggest that
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Table 4.1: Comparison between vn ac  and vedge in W R  stars

W R HD t ype Vedge 
(km s - 1 )

®NAC 

(km s- 1 )

69 136488 WC9 1800 1030 (Fe I I I )

103 164270 WC9 1400 830 (Fe ill)

140 193793 W C 7+Q 3100 2700 (Si iv)

the He I absorption line and the Si IV NACs are formed in the same region o f  the wind.

We do not know the relation between these velocities and v ^ ,  as is not well known 

for this system. Torres, Conti & Massey (1986) derive a value o f 4200 km s- 1  from the 

emission linewidths but recognize that the emission lines in this star are abnormally 

broadened by turbulence. This is presumably associated with the shocked interaction 

region where the 0  and W C 7 stellar winds collide. Near periastron, the P Cygni profile o f 

the C IV doublet near 155 nm is severely distorted (W illiams et al. 1987, 1990), vitiating 

the interpretation o f the violet edge velocity ( vedge) in terms o f v^ .

In some W R  stars NACs have been observed in the profiles o f ultraviolet Fe I I I  

transitions arising from a metastable lower level. The NACs velocities are ~  0.6 vedge 

(see Table 4.1). The lower velocities o f the NACs have been interpreted as originating 

in a deceleration zone o f the stellar wind (van der Hucht et al. 1982).

A  new, reliable method to derive v has been recently proposed by Barlow, Roche 

& Aitken (1988) and applied to the W C 8 component o f the W C 8 + 0 9  binary 7  Vel. 

The Uqo was measured from the width o f the square profile o f the 12.8 pm  [Ne I I ]  fine 

structure line to be 1520 km s- 1 . This velocity coincides with that o f the 2.058 pm He 1 

displaced absorption line, and is much lower than the value o f vœ estimated from vej ge. 

In the case o f HD 50896 (W R  6 ), doubts have been cast on the validity o f the traditional 

method to derive Vqo from the violet edge o f ultraviolet P Cygni profiles ( vedge and it
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has been suggested that is in fact given by the velocity o f the short wavelength edge 

o f the black absorption trough (vbiack (Barlow 1986). Could then the displacement o f

2.058 pm. He I absorption line be used as an alternative measure o f If this applied 

to W R  140, its Voo would be ~  2780 km s“ 1 (2650 km s-1  plus half the width resolved 

by Lambert & Hinkle), comparable to that (2900 km s- 1 ) estimated from the C I I I  line 

at 191 nm by Fitzpatrick et al. and to the values found by Torres et al. for other W C 7 

stars.

It is unfortunate that most o f the observations were o f the anomalous system W R  

140, and so new infrared spectra o f other, more normal, W R  stars were therefore needed 

to investigate the relation between the displacement o f the infrared He I absorption lines 

and i-'oo, and to examine the hypothesis that these displacements give a measure o f the 

true Vqo- This is the aim o f the work reported in this chapter.

It should be noted that the difficulties outlined above concerning the ultraviolet 

resonance lines are lessened in our method o f deriving Uco from infrared He I lines. In 

particular, since the photospheric continuum at 2 - pm  is elevated by the free-free excesses 

from W R winds, their radiation dominates the infrared continuum in binary systems even 

if the O star is brighter in the visible. Furthermore, helium is much more abundant in 

W R  stars than in O stars, thus ensuring that the main contributor to the absorption 

profile is the W R  component. There are other advantages to the helium-line method, all 

valid for both single and binary W R. The He I absorption lines arise from metastable 

levels which becom e increasingly overpopulated (relative to the LTE population) in the 

outer regions o f the wind (Hillier 1987a.). They fall in uncrowded spectral regions. They 

are observable in stars not accessible in the ultraviolet owing to interstellar reddening. 

Finally, the effect o f turbulence on lines as weak as the He I absorption lines is negligible 

even if vturb ~  0.1 v (Lamers et al. 1987).

This chapter will examine the relation between the v«, derived from infrared He I lines 

and from other lines. We first describe our various sets o f observations and the history 

behind them, and present our spectra (sections 4.2 and 4.3). To analyze our data, we
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have generated theoretical P Cygni profiles to be compared with the observed profiles, 

in order to select the parameters which give the best agreement (section 4.4). For these 

theoretical profiles, we have chosen the SEI (Sobolev with exact integration) method. 

The reason for this choice is ( 1 ) the need to allow for turbulence in order to better 

understand the profiles and (2) a fuller use o f the information contained in the P Cygni 

profiles, compared with a simple measurement o f a line displacement. The results are 

new insights into the structure o f the stellar winds (section 4.5) and satisfactory fits 

from which is determined (section 4 .6). The reasons for the derived values lower 

than traditional methods ( vee[ge) and for the discrepancies with recent work (v&;acfc) are 

discussed in sections 4.6 and 4.7. Using the revised values, and our sample (more than 

40 stars) which covers all W N  and W C subtypes, we study the relation between and 

subtype (section 4.8). Finally, we give a tentative study o f the asymmetries (subpeaks) 

o f the He I emission profiles (section 4.9). Conclusions are given in section 4.10.

4.2 Observations

A  first set o f spectra around the 2.058 pm  He I 2p-2 s singlet were obtained in order 

to test the feasibility and the validity o f the infrared method o f determining v ^ . The 

targets included stars with known NAC velocities (see Table 4.1). They were taken with 

the cooled grating spectrographs FIGS, on the Anglo Australian Telescope (A A T ), and 

CGS2 on the United Kingdom Infra-Red Telescope (U KIRT). Both instruments scan the 

spectrum by moving the grating to obtain wavelength coverage and complete sampling. 

Tw o stars were reobserved at higher resolution through a Fabry-Perot étalon in tandem 

with CGS2.

The A A T  FIGS observations (W R  60, 69, 81 and 8 6 ) were made on 1987 September 

4 and 6 . The higher resolution (240 I  m m -1 ) grating was used in the second order but 

the resolution o f our data was effectively determined by the image size. The resolving 

power could have been as low as 400 (750 km s " 1) if the 3.5 arcsec entrance aperture, 

chosen to obviate seeing noise as the spectra were scanned, was uniformly illuminated.
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In practice, the observed widths o f the He I lines show that the resolution achieved 

during observations o f W R  60, 69 and 81 must have been 77 ~  1200, corresponding to 

a ~  1 arcsec seeing disk. During the observation o f W R  8 6 , the seeing was 2.5 arcsec, 

corresponding to 77 ~  500. The wavelength calibration was taken from atmospheric 

features.

The UKIRT CGS2 observations (W R  135, 140) were made on 1987 August 20. The 

higher resolution (637 I m m - 1 ) grating was used in the first order. The resolution was 

determined by the detector size to be 77 ~  600. This was confirmed by observations o f 

the 2.099 pm  Ar I line from a discharge tube, which gave a FW H M  o f 560 km s- 1  for a 

uniformly illuminated slit and the ‘worst case’ resolution for these observations.

On 1988 October 19-20 we reobserved the spectra o f W R  135 and W R  140 in the 

region o f  the He I profile at higher resolution through a scanning Fabry-Perot etalon 

(U KIRT FP2) in front o f the CGS2, which acted as order isolator. For this purpose, 

we used the 300 i  m m - 1  grating on account o f its greater efficiency here. Wavelength 

calibration was from the 2.0215 pm  Ivr I line from a discharge tube and the resolution 

o f the system was measured to be 115 km s- 1  also from a Ivr I line.

As observing conditions were not stable enough for more FP observations, we took 

grating spectra o f W C  5-6 and W N 5-7 stars to examine the range o f spectral type over 

which the He I line would be strong enough to measure. The He I line was too  weak 

in the W C5 stars to allow a useful measure of its displacement. It is weakly present in 

the other subtypes. We also observed the W N 7 + 0  binary CQ Cep (HD 214419 =  W R  

155), which has been known to exhibit complex behaviour in optical (notably 389 nm) 

He I absorption (see section 4 .6 ). Our spectrum shows a strong 2.058 pm  He I displaced 

absorption, but observations at higher resolution are needed to study the profile.

In view o f the promising results obtained from this limited set o f spectra (see e.g. 

Willis 1991) a larger set o f observations were subsequently taken, in order to obtain 

new Vrxi measurements for a large sample o f galactic W R  stars and to study further
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the relation between velocities obtained through different methods. Several reasons 

governed the choice o f the programme stars. Care was taken to cover all W C  and W N  

subtypes. However, since the 2.058 pm. He I 2p-2s profile is partly blended in early 

W C  and late W N , it was decided to observe the 1.083 pm  equivalent triplet as well. 

To allow comparisons between the profiles and the absorption displacements, both lines 

were observed in a subset o f stars. Among the programme stars we included many stars 

observed in the ultraviolet range (with IUE), for which a comparison with vedge was 

possible. The observation o f stars not accessible to IUE will provide the first derivation 

o f Voo from  absorption profiles. Also, we included known binaries to examine the influence 

o f the 0  star companion on the P Cygni profiles.

The new 2 - p m  spectra were taken with the cooled grating spectrograph FIGS at 

the Anglo Australian Telescope in April o f 1989. The high-resolution grating (240 I 

m m - 1 ) grating was used in the second order. An aperture o f 2.1 arcsec, a little smaller 

than the one used for our 1987 spectra, was chosen to ensure a generally better resolving 

power, but without significantly increasing the seeing noise. The instrumental profile and 

resolution were estimated from the telluric emission lines seen in the sky-background 

spectra. These spectra, obtained when chopping the secondary mirror, are normally 

subtracted from the main beam spectra to cancel the sky features. The 2.0400, 2.0556, 

2.0722 pm  OH lines show an approximately gaussian profile; wavelengths given are in 

vacuo. Their measured FW HM  yielded a resolution 7Z ~  900 (v =  330 k m /s).

Because a precise wavelength measurement is o f the uttermost im portance here, 

special care was taken in this respect. The wavelength scale was calibrated by measuring 

the position o f the telluric absorption features present in the spectra before ratioing. 

Since this method is uncertain when these features coincide with stellar features, a 

confirmation was sought through the accurate measurement o f the centre o f the sky- 

background emission lines. From the latter, the uncertainty is estimated not to exceed 

30 km s“ 1.

The new 1- pm  spectra were taken with the cooled grating spectrograph CGS2 at
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the U.K. Infra-Red telescope 011 1990 June 28. The 637 I m m - 1  grating in the second 

order provided an increased resolution compared to our 1987 spectra and to the spectra 

presented in chapter 2. To determine the instrumental resolution and to check the 

wavelength calibration, the spectra o f several planetary nebulae were obtained with the 

same instrumental configuration on the same night. From the width o f the 1.083 pm  

emission line in these spectra we derive a resolution 1Z ~  640 (v ~  470 km s- 1 ). From 

its position we checked the wavelength calibration, and found an upper limit o f 20  km /s 

to the A shift over the whole observing night.

The two lines o f interest (near 1.08 and 2.06 pm ) are difficult to observe from ground- 

based telescopes because o f strong telluric absorption features at nearby wavelengths, 

especially the 1.0832 pm  feature (see e.g. Lennon & Dufton 1989) and the 2.06 pm  C O 2 

band. Fortunately, the telluric features are much reduced in strength at the altitude o f 

UKIRT. In order to eliminate the telluric features, each W R  spectrum was divided by 

that o f  a standard star, observed around the same time and at a short angular distance. 

An error in the wavelength calibration o f either spectrum would result in a series o f 

ripples in the radioed spectrum: the absence o f ripples confirms the accuracy o f our 

calibration.

The programme stars are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The W R  numbers and spectral 

types are those o f the catalogue by van der Hucht et dl. (1981), with revisions in the 

case o f W R  63, W R  98, W R  147 (Massey & Conti 1983), o f W R  14, W R  143, W R  146 

(Smith et al. 1990) and o f W R  125 (Torres, Conti & Massey 1986).

4.3 The spectra

The strongest line in the 1.06 — 1.12 pm region is the He l 2p-2s triplet at 1.083 pm . It 

has a P Cygni profile in all spectra, except in the WN3 star W R  97 (absorption only) 

and the W C 9 star W R  88  (emission only). The shape o f the emission component will 

be discussed in section 4.5. As noted in chapter 2 from a smallei sample, the absorption
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component is stronger in earlier W C  subtypes. The He I 6-3/H e II 12-6 blend near 1.094 

/im  is present in all spectra. A very weak line is seen near 1 .1 1  pm  in the W N3-5 

subtypes (N V 9-8) and in the W C5 and perhaps in some earlier W C  subtypes ( 0  v  9-8).

Typical 2- pm. spectra are presented in Figs 4.1 -  4.4. It is interesting to note that the 

the 2.058 pm  He I 2p-2s singlet does not behave like the triplet equivalent. In W N5-6 

subtypes, it is seen in absorption only, superposed on the broad 2.038 pm  He II emission 

line. In later subtypes (W N 7-9), the He I line has an emission com ponent, weaker than 

the absorption. However the emission is stronger than the absorption in two o f the three 

W N 8 stars (W R  40 and W R  105). In W R  105, the 2.06 pm  emission is even stronger 

than the 2 .1 1  pm  feature.

In all W C  stars the He I 2p-2s singlet has a displaced absorption component. Contrary 

to what has been noted for the 1.083 pm  line, the absorption is strongest in the W C 9 

subtype (see e.g. the spectra o f W R  81 and W R  88  —  in other W C9 stars, this effect 

is cancelled by the increased continuous level caused by the dust in their winds). In 

W C6-7 stars, the emission component is blended by the strong C IV triplet near 2.08 

pm , but it contributes to a small but detectable bump in the wing o f that feature. In 

the narrow-lined W C8-9 stars, the He I emission component is no longer blended. It is 

still weak in W C 8 subtypes. In some W C9 stars (W R  73, W R  8 8 ), its strength is similar 

to that o f the components o f the C IV triplet. In these two stars, and apparently in 

all earlier W C  subtypes, the absorption and emission components o f the He I P Cygni 

profile are o f similar strength. In the remaining W C9 stars (W R  70, 92 and 103) the 

emission is substantially stronger than the absorption and than the C IV triplet. This 

indicates that the two sets o f W C9 stars present very different conditions in their winds 

(see section 4.5).

Besides the He I line, several other features are seen in the 2 .0 2  -  2.13 region. For 

W C subtypes, their identification has been discussed in chapter 2 . We can add here a 

few comments on the W N spectra, and on disparities within W C  subtypes.
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2 .0 4  2 .0 6  2 .0 8  2.1 2 .1 2

Wavelength p.m

Fig. 4 .1 : A A T FIGS (1989) 2- pm  spectra of broad-line W C stars. The difference in the shape

of the C IV  profile reveals that the relative strength of each component o f that triplet (2.070, 

2.079 and 2.084 pm) is not constant.
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W avelength  p m

Fig. 4 .2: A A T FIGS (1989) 2 -pm  spectra of narrow-line WC9 stars. The relative strength of

the He I 2.058 pm  emission (compared e.g. to the 2.11 pm  He II feature) is not constant within 

the W C9 subclass. The components of the C IV triplet (2.070, 2.079 and 2.084 pm) are resolved, 

but do not have the same relative strength in both stars. Other lines are He II 15-8 near 2.038 

pm, C ill 5p-5s near 2.108 pm  and C III 8-7 near 2.113 pm.
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Wavelength /urn
Fig. 4 .3 : A A T FIGS (1989) 2- pm  spectra of early WN stars. The 2.058 pm  He I line is seen

mainly in absorption. In the W N 6 star, it is superposed on the 2.038 pin He II line, and much 

narrower than the emission features.
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Wavelength fan

Fig. 4 .4 : A A T FIGS (1989) 2 -pm  spectra of W N 8 stars. The relative strength o f the 2.06 pm  

and the 2.11 pm  emission features is not constant even within the same subclass.
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He II 15-8 (2.038 pm ) is strong in W N5-6 subtypes, weaker in earlier W N  subtypes. 

It is very weak in our W N9 spectrum (hence sometimes difficult to confirm). Hillier et al. 

(1983) identified N V 11-10 (2.100 pm ) in their spectrum of W R  6 (W N 5). W e confirm 

the presence o f a weak line in our spectrum o f that star. It is however absent from later 

W N subtypes. The feature around 2.115 pm , seen in all W N  spectra, is probably a blend 

o f N i l l  8-7 (2.117 pm ) and He I 3p-4s (2.113 pm , triplet and singlet). The C IV 3d-3p 

triplet is resolved in the W C9 stars. The relative strengths o f the three components 

(at 2.070, 2.079 and 2.084 pm ) vary from star to star. This is also the case for earlier 

subtypes, as is apparent from the various shapes o f their blend. For W R  88  the peak 

fluxes o f the three components are in the ratio 1.7:2.7:1.0 and for W R  103 0.7:1.3:1.0, 

while the weighted Einstein coefficients gu A “ are in the ratio 2.5:6.0:1.0. The observed 

ratios indicate varying optical depths in the triplet components.

4.4 The line profile fitting

The He I P Cygni profiles were fitted using the SEI (Sobolev with exact integration) 

m ethod described by Lamers et al. (1987). The reason for using the SEI m ethod is that 

accurate methods like the Comoving Frame method (Hamann 1981a) are very elaborate, 

while the Sobolev method, which is simple to use, is not always accurate. The approx

imation introduced by Sobolev (I960) makes use o f the fact that, in an expanding (or 

contracting) atmosphere, which is optically thin to the continuum and optically thick 

to the lines, a line only interacts with radiation at frequencies that are within a ther

mal Doppler width o f its co-moving frequency (v  +  It assumes that the velocity 

gradient dv/dr is much larger than Vihjl, where £ is a characteristic lengthscale over 

which the density changes. In other words, the Sobolev length vth/ (% )  must be smaller 

than t. Discrepancies between observed and calculated profiles show that the Sobolev 

assumption is not always valid (section 4.1). It must break down in the terminal veloc

ity region (where the velocity gradient is approaching zero) or when velocity law is not 

m onotonic. In his comparative study o f the Sobolev method and the Com oving Frame 

m ethod, Hamann (1981a) concluded that the main discrepancy lay in the exact integra
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tion o f the transfer equation and only to a small extent in the calculation o f  the source 

function. This prompted Lamers et al. (1987) to create a new m ethod, which they called 

Sobolev W ith Exact integration (SEI), in which the source function is calculated in the 

Sobolev approximation, but the equation o f transfer is solved exactly. A  comparison o f 

SEI profiles with the Comoving Frame method profiles shows an excellent agreement for 

a wide range o f parameters.

In the SEI method, the stellar wind is specified by two functions: the radial optical 

depth t ( v )  and the velocity law v (r ). Velocities are normalized to the terminal velocity:

w (r) =  « (r j/v o o , (4.1)

and the distance r is normalized to the photospheric radius R:

x =  r/R  (4.2)

The adopted velocity law parameterization is o f the form proposed by Castor & Lamers 

(1979)

w (x) =  w0 +  (1 -  «>o)(l -  1/x )0  ̂ (4-3)

where wo is the normalized velocity at the photosphere. The free parameter ¡3 describes 

the steepness o f the velocity law. The radial optical depth is parameterised by:

r (w ) =  (T / I)(w )a i[ 1 -  (4.4)

where I  is a normalization parameter

fWl
1 = 1  (w )a i[l -  (w )1'^]012 dw (4.5)

J  w o

and T  is the integrated optical depth

T =  [  r (w )d w  (4-6)
J w 0

The role o f the parameters aq and « 2  is examined in section 4.5. The turbulent velocity 

is assumed to be constant and isotropic, and is represented by a Gaussian broadening 

profile with a Doppler width o f vturb-

The parameters determining the velocity law were fixed at the values wq — 0.0 1  and

0 =  1 and we assumed Wturb =  0.15. Indeed a change in Wturbi wo 01 0  had little effect
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on the shape o f the profile (the effect o f w t u r b on weak lines is not significant). Also, this 

analysis was mainly interested in deriving v^ . This left four free parameters: T ,

and o.'2 • Their values were taken as those giving the best agreement between observed and 

theoretical profiles. The theoretical profiles were first convolved with the instrumental 

profile, assumed to be ga.ussian and to have the FW HM  derived in section 4.2. As this 

method assumes a spherically symmetric wind, the subpeaks described in section 4.9 

were ignored here. Observed and theoretical profiles could be compared interactively, as 

the SEI method is very efficient (a new fit was produced and plotted in ~  30 seconds on 

a microvax 3800 late night). This procedure was greatly helped by the realization that, 

to a first approximation, each parameter relates to a different aspect o f the profile. For 

example, au determines the shape o f the emission profile: only with a large value o f a\ 

could we reproduce a flat-topped profile.

However the value o f was determined not only from the displacement o f the 

absorption profile, but from the entire profile (especially the position o f the red edge 

o f the emission). This property provides the main advantage o f the SEI fitting over a 

simple measurement o f the displaced absorption trough. It will also reveal ‘ discrepancies’ 

between the velocities given by the absorption and the emission components. A  smaller 

displacement o f the absorption could mean that not enough density remains to absorb 

the continuum when the gas reaches the region. A  smaller displacement o f the red 

edge o f the emission coidd mean that the a large fraction o f the receding part o f  the 

wind is occulted by the photosphere. Except for one star in our sample (W R  108), we 

did not observe such discrepancies above the estimated uncertainties.

The uncertainties in the derived parameters can be estimated by comparing the theo

retical profiles obtained by offsetting the parameters from the adopted values. Significant 

changes in the profiles occur when Woo is changed by 50 km s- 1 . The other parameters 

(T , Q| and a 2) may be in error by up to 25 percent. Examples o f profile fits are shown 

in Fig 4.5.

W hen the emission component is absent or blended (2 -pm  spectra o f W C 6 - /  and
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Velocity km s 1

in WC stars.

Fig. 4.5a: Examples of SEI fits (continuous line) to the observed 1.083 pm  profile (triangles)
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-4 0 0 0  -2 0 0 0  0 2000 4000

Velocity km s -1

Fig. 5 .4b : As for Fig 4.5a, but for WN stars.
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- 4 0 0 0  - 2 0 0 0  0 2 0 0 0  4 0 0 0

Velocity km s -1

Fig. 4.5c: As for Fig 4.5a, but for the 2.058 pm  line.
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W N5-6 stars, l - / /m  spectrum o f the W N3 star), we simply took as the maximum 

displacement at the bottom  of the absorption profile. However this is degraded by the 

instrumental profile. To estimate the intrinsic widths o f the He I absorptions, we con

volved a series o f square profiles with the instrumental profile to match the observations. 

To obtain an estimate o f Uqo we then subtracted half the deduced intrinsic width from 

the line centre velocities. The reasonable agreement between the values derived from  the 

FP and grating spectra o f W R  135 and W R  140 encourage us to believe in the validity 

o f this procedure.

4.5 The He i triplet and singlet profiles

4.5.1 The strength of the emission

W hile the He I 2p-2s triplet at 1.083 pm  is observed in emission in all W C  and W N  

subtypes (with the exception o f the W N 3), this is not the case for the 2.058 pm  singlet. 

The reason can be found in the Grotrian diagram shown in Fig 4.6. In both cases, 

there is an alternative transition out o f the upper level into the Is 1S level, at ultraviolet 

wavelengths. In the triplet configuration, the 2p-2s transition is more probable than the 

decay through the 2p 3P° - Is XS semi-forbidden intercombination line (59.1 nm ). On 

the contrary, the 2p-ls singlet (at 58.4 nm) is highly favoured above the 2p-2s singlet 

by a branching ratio o f ~  908 and the 2.058 pm  emission line should not be strong.

Yet the 2p-2s singlet is seen in strong emission in several stars. This implies that for

those stars the 58.4 nm line is optically thick and that the region o f the wind where 

He+ recombines is probably denser than for the remaining stars (without emission at

2.058 pm ). A  denser wind is expected if its velocity is slower. This is consistent with 

the fact that the strongest 2.058 pm  emission is observed in the latest W N  and W C  

subtypes, those with smaller Uqq. However this is not the full picture: among the stars 

having similar ( 1000  km s_1), there are significant differences in the strength of

the He I emission (examples are given by the W N 8 and the W C9 subtypes, see section
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Fig. 4 .6 : Partial Grotrian Diagram for He I. Energies (vertical axis) are in cm - 1 .

4.3 and Fig 4.4). This tells us that the velocity o f the He+ recombining region is not 

univocaly related to v<», and that either the ionization structure or the velocity law can 

vary between stars with similar v^ .

4.5.2 The shape of the emission profile

Flat-top emission profiles can be explained by a line-emitting region geometry such as an 

optically-thin hollow sphere with constant velocity (e.g. Kuhi 1973). This is confirmed 

by our line fitting. For such profiles we derive a high value for a 1? corresponding to 

a wind where the He+ density is significant only at large radii, where is already 

reached. This implies that He+ recombines only in the outer regions o f the wind, and 

is consistent with an outward-decreasing ionization. This is illustrated in Fig 4.7 which 

shows the optical depth as a function o f velocity (hence radius) for two typical values o f 

ot\, corresponding to a square (ax =  4) and a rounded (ax =  1) emission profile.

singlet tr iplet

2 s 'S  2058 /im S p 'P 0 2 s3s  2 p 3P°
_ °  1.083

l s ^

10
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IO

N orm alized  v e lo c ity

Fig. 4.7: Optical depth r(iv) as a function of the normalized velocity, for oq =  l (continuous 

line) and a i—4 (dashed line). The latter value generates a flat-top emission profile.

It is worth comparing the profiles o f the singlet and triplet from the same star. For 

example in the case o f W R  8 8 , both profiles cannot be fitted using the same combination 

o f parameters: when the parameters t>oo, and 0:2 are fixed to identical values for both 

profiles (respectively 1100 and 0.5), the stronger absorption and weaker emission o f  the 

singlet (com pared to the triplet) can only be fitted with different values o f the integrated 

optical depth T  ( 0 .4  compared to 0 .2 ) as expected from lines with different optical 

depths. Most interestingly, the different shapes o f the emission profiles also require 

different values for the parameter aq (singlet: 1, triplet: 4), which means that the 2.058 

pm  emission originates from deeper in the wind than the 1.083 pm  emission (see Fig 

4.7) and indicates a greater optical depth in the 1.083 pm line.
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4.5.3 The intensity of the absorption

The intensity o f the absorption trough is a measure o f the density o f the neutral helium 

region. This density clearly varies from star to star. Since the measured absorption 

equivalent-width depends also on the intensity o f the continuum, the characteristics 

o f the wind structure are better estimated by comparing the relative strength o f the 

absorption and the emission components o f the P Cygni profile. Indeed, its emission flux 

does not vary greatly, at least for W C subtypes (see chapter 3). Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 plot 

the ratio between the absorption and the emission fluxes for the 1.083 pm  line versus 

subtype, for W N  and W C  stars respectively.

For W C  stars, the ratio absorption/em ission decreases towards later subtypes (a 

similar trend is observed for the absorption/em ission ratio o f the 2.058 pm  profile). A  

possible explanation could be that their winds are slower and denser. However we find 

no correlation between the absorption/emission ratio and (Fig 4.10). The differences 

in absorption/em ission ratios revealed by Fig 4.8 must therefore be related to differences 

in the wind density structure. For the 1- pm  line in W N stars the correlation between 

the absorption/em ission ratio and subtype is broken by the W N7 star (W R  155) and the 

W N 9 star (W R  108) star, which have an extremely strong absorption/em ission ratio. 

This may indicate that in these two stars the line is not optically thin. We also noted 

(section 4 .4 ) for the latter star that no satisfactory fit could be made to the profile, which 

shows a decrease o f intensity in the red emission wing.

4.6 Do the He i lines yield Voo ?

Tables 4.2 and 4 .3  give, for each programme W N and W C star, derived from the 

fitting o f the He I lines (1.083 and/or 2.058 pm ). There is excellent agreement between 

Voo derived from the two infrared He I absorption (7 stars in common in our two sets 

o f data). We now have to examine whether the velocities derived from the He I lines is
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Fig. 4.8: Ratio of the absorption/emission flux of the 1.083 pm  profile in WC stars.
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WN subtype

Fig. 4.9: Ratio of the absorption/emission flux of the 1.083 pm  profile in WN stars.
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Fig. 4.10: Ratio of the absorption/emission flux of the 1.083 pm  profile versus Voo for the
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Fig. 4.11: Ratio of the absorption/emission flux of the 1.083 pm profile versus vœ for the
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truly the maximal outflow velocity o f the wind.

The first observation is that the from the He I lines are generally lower than 

the terminal velocities obtained through other methods (width o f optical emission lines, 

vedge)i but comparable to those o f the displacement o f ultraviolet narrow absorption 

components (N A C s) where these are observed. Can we infer from this that the He I 

displaced absorption lines are NACs similar to those observed in OB stars, and formed 

in accelerating or possibly decelerating regions o f the wind? Such an interpretation would 

lead to several problems.

Identification o f the He I absorption lines with NACs, whether formed in accelerating 

or decelerating regions o f the wind, requires them to be equally ‘narrow’ (~  0 .1  as 

was observed in W R  140 by Lambert & Hinkle). The observations o f two W N 8 spectra 

at 1Z >  1000 by Hillier (1985) show and resolve the He I absorption line, as do our FP 

spectra o f W R  135 and W R  140. In all cases, the FW H M  is significantly greater than

0 .1  Vqc,. It is probable that we resolve the lines in the FIGS spectra too.

Even if the He I lines in some W R  stars were shown to be as narrow as the NACs, 

there are other problems with this interpretation. As discussed in chapter 3 (see also 

section 4.5.2) the ionization o f helium falls off with increasing radius in the wind. In the 

W N5 star HD 50896 (W R  6 ), the He I emission lines are formed at 10-20 R+ (Hillier 

1987b) and the absorption components must be formed at significantly greater radii to 

be observable.

Another indication that the He I absorption lines are formed far out in the wind 

comes from observations o f the 389 nm He I line in the spectrum o f the close binary CQ 

Cep (HD 214419 =  W R  155, W N 7 + 0 ). The absorption arises from the 2 3S metastable 

level and has a component displaced by 1150 km s 1 which does not take part in the 

large amplitude (K  ~  300 km s_1) orbital motion (Leung, Moffat & Seggewiss 1983; 

Stickland et al. 1984). The line must be formed in the expanding envelope com m on to 

the two stars at a distance much greater than their separation ~  20 R q  or several R* .
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Table 4.2: IR and U V velocities for W C  stars

type WR HD/other ^ 1 .0 8 3 1 ^ 2 .0 5 8 Vblack Vedge
(km s- 1COar—( ) (km s-1 ) (km s~

W C4 143 195177 2750

WC5 111 165763 2150 2415 3500
W C5 114 169010 2000

W C 6 23 92809 2250 2280 3400
W C 6 146 * MR 112 2700

W C7 14 76536 1900 2055 2850
W C 7 + 0 42 97152 1500 1645 2850
W C7 125 * M R 93 2700
W C 7+a 86 156327 1800 1850
W C 7+a 137 192641 1850 1885 2550
W C 7 + 0 140 * 193793 2800 2850 2900 3200

W C 8 60 121194 1900
W C 8 + 0 113 CV Ser 1700 1890 2025
W C 8 135 192103 1600 1450 1405 1920

WC9 69 136488 1350 1275 1615

WC9 70 137603 1250

WC9 81 He31316 900

WC9 88 TH10-27 1150 1100

WC9 92 157451 1100 1300 1870

W C9 103 164270 1100 1190 1310

* non-thermal radio emitters
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Table 4.3: IR and U V velocities for W N  stars

type WR HD/other «1.083 «2.058 Vblack Vedge
(km s_1) (km s- 1 ) (km s- 1 ) (km s-

W N 3+a 97 E320102 1900

W N 4 + 0 133 190918 1650 1625 1770

WN5 6 50896 1800 1720 3140
W N 5 + 0 139 V444Cyg 1600 1785 2325

WN6C7 98 * E318016 1150
WN6 110 165688 2200 2400
WN6 115 IC14-19 1150
WN6 134 191765 1800 1905 2775
WN6 136 192163 1650 1605 2700
WN6 141 193928 1400

W N 7+a 22 92740 1300 1790 2550

W N 7+a 24 93131 1650 2155 2700
WN7 63 LSS3289 1350
WN7 78 151932 1200 1365 2125
W N 7 + 0 155 CQ Cep 1300 1200 1690 1920

WN8 16 S6161 900 855 1000
WN8 40 96548 800 975 1215

WN8 105 * Ve2-47 850
WN8 116 AS 306 1100
WN8 147 * AS 431 1100

WN9 108 E313846 900 800

121

* non-thermal radio emitters
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Thirdly, we can estimate the range o f radii in the wind over which the absorption 

lines are formed from their equivalent widths. Because the lines are weak, we can write, 

for the 2p-2 s singlet line:

I  =  I 0e - sNa" ~  I0( l  -  s N a u) (4.7)

where s is the path length, a u the absorption cross-section and N  the number o f atoms

per cm 3. The equivalent width o f the line is then

W u — [  dv — [  s N a udu =  sN  [  a udv =  s N ^ —f  (4.8)
J Jo J J rnc

where /  is the oscillator strength and e is the dielectric constant. Hence

\ 2 . roo
W x =  - ° - W v =  — ¿-A2/  /  X (2 s )N (E e )  dr, (4.9)

C 771C JrQ

where X (2 s )  is the fraction o f helium in the 2 s 2 1S level, IV^He) the helium density and

the absorption is integrated over a column extending outside the wind to an inner limit

ro-

W e  already know that the radius r0 must be larger than the radius at which the

free-free opacity at 2 pm  is unity (see chapter 3). The variation o f IV(He) with r is given

by the mass loss rate and velocity law. In the asymptotic region we have:

M  =  4m'2pv =  4tvr2N (K e)p  m u  Voo (4-10)

hence

N ( He) r2 =   —  =  2.5 X 1035 cm " 1 (4.11)
4x p  m u Voo

for a helium wind o f typical velocity (1500 km s-1 ) and mass loss (5 X l O ^ M g y r - 1 ).

In a rough approximation we can perform a simple recombination calculation, as

suming ionization from and recombinations into the 2s level only. We have:

ro c  B  ( 'J 1')
IVe(r1)IV(He+)a2s = IV2sa ^ ^ y ^  ~ ~ tr dv (4‘12)

at any radius ra, the dilution factor being ( ^ ) 2. The lower limit o f integration is given by 

the ionization energy hu =  24.6 eV. Assuming that the recombination coefficient into the 

2s level a 2, =  6 x 10-1 5  cm 3s_1 (value given for T  =  10  0 0 0 K by Allen 1973, p. 98), that
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the ionization cross-section a„2t =  1.05x lO“ 17 cm 2 (Allen 1973, p. 98), and that r0 =  2R* 

and N e(ro) =  3 x l 0 10 cm - 3 , we derive abundance fractions X ( 2 s) — N 2s/NUe+ ~  3 x l 0 ~ 6 

to 1.5 x 1 0 - 8  in winds having Ne consistent with the mass loss rate and the radiation 

fields o f 20 000-30 00 0  K stars.

W e can then write for T  <  30 000 K:

' j r  p  2 r  oo
W x  >  — jA 2/  X 10~ 8 /  2.5 x 1035 r~ 2dr (4.13)

me Jro

or

r0 >  3.5 x 108 /W \ cm . (4.14)

For the equivalent widths measured, this implies ro > 3.5 X 1014 cm (~  500 R* for a 

core radius o f 10  R©); that is, that the observed absorption can be built up in the wind 

outside this radius. Only if T  ~  50 000 is X (2 s )  small enough for ro =  10 R* .

This is very uncertain but consistent with our belief that the 2p-2s absorption lines 

are formed outside the accelerating region o f the wind in the later spectral subtypes at 

least. Detailed calculations o f X {2 s )  through the wind are required to refine this result.

W e do not favour the possibility that the absorption lines are formed in density en

hancements in deceleration zones outside the asymptotic regions such as those proposed 

for the displaced Fe in absorption lines in W C9 stars by van der Hucht et al. (1982). 

Clearly, the winds must decelerate where they sweep up the interstellar medium. The 

expansion velocities (10-50 km s_1) o f ring nebulae around W R  stars (c /. Chu, Treffers 

& Kwitter 1983), where there is density enhancement, are very much lower than 0.7 v^ .

A similar argument has been given by Lamers et al. (1982) about O stars NACs.

W e therefore conclude that the He I displaced absorption lines are formed in the 

outer region o f the wind, and that their velocity shifts give a true measure o f v<», while 

the traditional methods ( vedge, width of optical lines) are in error. This is confirmed 

in the case o f the W C 8 component o f 7  Vel (W R  11) by the agreement with the value
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o f Voo derived by Barlow et al. (1988) from the 12.8 pm  [Ne II] emission. Another 

confirmation comes from the work by Prinja et al. (1990), discussed in section 4.7. 

The higher velocities derived by traditional methods can be explained by turbulence in 

the stellar winds (see section 4.1). The lower derived from He I lines have several 

im portant consequences. First, the reduction o f the value o f v^  implies a reduction o f 

the mass-loss rates. Secondly, it is unnecessary to postulate a second wind acceleration 

at large radii (~  1 0 0 ) beyond the region o f emission-line formation to explain the lower 

velocities derived from emission-line fitting (Hillier 1987b; Hamann et al. 1988), or a 

deceleration zone to explain the lower NACs velocities (van der Hucht et al. 1982).

4.7 Comparison between and Vbiack

In their recent study o f ultraviolet lines from O, B and W R  stars, Prinja et al. (1990) 

confirm our conclusion that the terminal velocity o f W R  stars is significantly smaller 

than the value derived by measuring vC(ige. These authors propose instead to measure 

the terminal velocities at the maximum displacement o f the zero residual intensity (or 

the displacement o f the deepest point in a.11 unsaturated absorption profile), which they 

call Vbiack. They argue by comparing ve(ige and Vbiack with the velocity o f the narrow 

absorption components (N ACs) which are observed superposed on saturated P Cygni 

profiles in the ultraviolet spectra o f O stars. The shifts o f the O star NACs increase 

with time and these authors interpret the maximum (final) velocity shift as the terminal 

velocity. They observe that in 0  stars this velocity agrees better with Vbiack than with 

vedge and conclude that Vbiack gives a better estimate o f v^ . They further assume that 

this is also true for W R  stars.

I11 Tables 4.2 and 4.3 and Fig 4.12 the He 1 absorption velocities are compared to 

the black velocity (from P Cygni ultraviolet resonance lines, either the maximum violet- 

shift measured in the saturated absorption or the centre o f the unsaturated absorption) 

and to the violet-edge velocity (from similar lines, but measured at the point where the 

absorption trough intersects the continuum), both values being taken from Prinja et al.
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(1990). In general, there is good agreement between our values o f and Vbiack (22 stars 

in com m on), while the velocities given by vedge are much higher, by a factor o f  up to 

50 %. The discrepancies with vedge can be explained by ‘ turbulence’ , most likely due to 

shocks in the stellar wind (see section 4.1). Now we examine the discrepancies between 

Voo (from  infrared He I lines) and Vbiack■ As shown in Fig. 4.12, these occur mainly 

for stars in established or suspected binary systems (van der Hucht et al. 1981; Balona, 

Egan $z Marang 1989, Gosset et al. 1991). This suggests that the discrepancies might 

be related to binarity.

Prinja et al. also note discrepancies between the Vbiack derived by them and the 

velocities derived by Schmutz et al. (1989) through profile-fitting of, or measuring the 

width of, helium emission lines in the 0.6-1.1 pm  region. According to Prinja et al., the 

discrepant W N  stars (the four W N7 stars, the W N3 star WE. 46 and the W N 4 star W E  

128) are those with the weakest optical emission lines in the sample, and these authors 

conclude that the helium emission-line method does not yield v<*, in the case o f weak-lined 

W E  stars. However, a close examination o f Table 1 o f Schmutz et al. shows (1) that some 

o f the discrepant stars have stronger lines than some stars which are in good agreement 

(e.g . W E  1 0 ) and ( 2 ) that sometimes the discrepancy is greater for strong-line stars (e.g. 

W E  139, W N 5 + 0 ) than for the weak-line stars (e.g. W E  78, W N 7). On the other hand, 

the stars noted as discrepant are also W R + O  systems (with the possible exception o f W E  

128). It would therefore seem safe to conclude that the reason for discrepancies could 

be related to the presence o f an O-star companion. That most o f these stars also have 

rather weak lines, as noted by Prinja et al., finds here a straightforward explanation: the 

0  star companion is indeed responsible for their continuum flux increase.

W e have already seen (section 4.1) that in case o f W C  +  O binary systems it is difficult 

to estimate the ultraviolet Vbiack o f the W R  component, because the 0  star emission is 

dominating in that spectral region, and distorts the absorption profile, extending further 

the absorption trough (see section 4.1). Prinja et al. (1990) were able to recognize a 

com posite absorption profile in four W C  binaries (the O-star absorption beyond the W R  

Vbiack does not reach zero intensity) and were thus able to measure the W^R Vbiack but 

for the other binaries in their sample the true value o f the W R  Vbiack remains uncertain.
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Fig. 4 .12: Comparison between the velocities derived from ultraviolet resonance lines (vblack)

and from He I lines (i>oo)- There is excellent agreement for the single stars (o). For the double 

stars (•) Vbiack is generally higher.
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It is therefore likely that the discrepancies between various methods to derive v ^  are 

caused by the effects o f the presence o f an O-star companion. We note however that in 

the case o f W R  24 the presence o f a. companion, suggested by the photom etric variations, 

has not been confirmed through spectroscopy. For W R  stars in binary systems, the 

estimates from ultraviolet lines Vbiack must therefore be taken with caution. W e conclude 

that the infrared lines are a better diagnostic o f the W olf-Rayet com ponent’s winds in 

W R + O  binary systems.

4.8 Relation between and subtype

In total, Voo has been derived from He I lines for 41 stars, i.e. ~  25 percent o f the known 

galactic W olf-Rayet stars. Some o f them are not accessible to the IUE high-resolution 

spectrometer owing to their heavy reddening: the value given here is the first accurate 

estimate taking into account the wind turbulence. W ithout waiting for completeness 

o f the sample, some interesting conclusions can be drawn about the distribution o f v 

values and their relation with spectral subtypes.

For the W C  stars, the new data (taking into account the recent re-classification o f 

several stars, see section 4.2) confirm the correlation between v^  and subtype: earlier 

subtypes have larger (Fig 4.13). There are however three exceptions: compared to 

the other stars o f the same subtype, W R  125, 140 and 146 have 40 % higher and 

vwidth (the emission FW H M ) even higher. These three anomalous stars coincide with 

the non-thermal radio emitters in our W C  sample (A bbott et al. 1986, Felli & Massi 

1991). They are also known to have anomalous line ratios in the optical (Torres et al. 

1986) and the infrared (see chapter 2): the C /H e and O /C  line ratios are much smaller 

than in other stars o f their subtype, the subtype being determined by the ionization 

ratio (e.g. C i v / C  III line ratios). In chapter 3 we show that, for W R  140 and 146, 

the C /H e abundance ratio is comparable to that o f stars with later subtype (we do not 

have spectra o f 125). It seems therefore that these stars should be looked at from a 

different viewpoint: that the subtype classification breaks down for such cases because
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WC subtype

Fig. 4.13: Distribution of vœ versus WC subtype.
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Fig. 4.14: Distribution of voo versus WN subtype.
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the ionization itself should be considered anomalous. If these stars are then compared to 

stars o f later subtype (i.e. with similar com position), the value o f would seem even 

more out o f range. The superionization may be caused by shocks in the wind. Indeed 

these stars are also x-ray sources (Pollock 1987). The case o f W R  140 has been well- 

studied and revealed that the W R  wind is strongly interacting with that o f the 0  star 

companion, causing periodical bursts o f dust formation and enhanced non-thermal radio 

emission. (W illiam s et al. 1987, 1990). The large value o f voo is then easily related to 

the additional energy in the wind. Anomalously high Uqc could therefore serve to point 

to stars possibly similar to W R  140.

The correlation between v^  and subtype is less clear for W N  stars (Fig. 4.14). Later 

W N  subtypes have lower v but W N4-5 subtypes do not have higher than W N 6 , 

due to the large dispersion in the latter subtype.

4.9 The asymmetric He i emission profiles

In our 1987 A A T  spectrum o f W R  81, we observed an emission feature near 2.062 /im , 

superposed on the 2.058 pm  He I line. We attempted to match the observed wavelength 

with that o f a transition from ions present in W R  winds (following the method described 

in chapter 2 ), but without success: no ionic identification could be found for the 2.062 

pm  feature. It was therefore suspected that it was part o f a complex He I profile. One 

way to check this hypothesis is to look for the presence o f similar subpeaks on top o f  the

2.058 pm  emission profile in other stars. The emission from an unidentified transition 

o f a. given ion would always fall at the same wavelength, while the structure o f the He I 

emission profile would be expected to depend on . Unfortunately, the emission is 

blended in most subtypes, in particular those with the broadest lines. Only for some o f 

our 1989 A A T  spectra is the He I emission unblended. Indeed, subpeaks are seen in the 

spectra o f the W N 8 star W R  40 and the W C9 stars W R  70, 8 8 , 92, 103. However these 

have narrow lines, and the subpeaks cannot be resolved with our resolution and signal 

to noise ratio (S /N ). It was therefore decided to observe the unblended 1.083 pm  triplet
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equivalent, with improved resolution and S/N .

In our 1990 UKIRT spectra, the He I emission profile is resolved, especially in broad- 

line stars, and the high S /N  allows for the study o f its fine structure (unfortunately W R  

81 cannot be observed with UKIRT, because o f its declination). Am ong the 15 broad- 

line stars observed at 1 /tm, 12 show a subpeak on top o f the He I emission profile. 

Examples are given in Fig 4.15. Subpeaks are observed in the spectra o f early as well 

as late W N  and W C  stars, o f single stars as well as stars in binary systems. The three 

exceptions are W R  125, 140 and 146. We can therefore expect that higher resolution 

spectra could reveal similar subpeaks on top o f the 1.083 pm  line in narrow-line stars 

(e.g. W R  81), as was observed on the 2.058 pm  line. The subpeaks are strong (up to ~  

10  per cent o f the total emission flux). In our sample, they are observed on any part o f 

the emission profile, corresponding to negative, zero or positive Doppler shifts. This is 

the first time that such He I profiles have been noted in W R  spectra. The fact that the 

subpeaks on the 1.083 pm  line do not have the same wavelength in all stars confirms 

that they are part o f a complex structure o f the He I profile, and definitively rules out 

an ionic identification. This also confirms our hypothesis that the feature at 2.062 pm  

in the spectrum of W R 81 is due to an asymmetric He I profile.

The characteristics o f the best-defined subpeaks are summarized in table 4.4. Their 

FW H M  and relative flux ( normalized to the total emission flux o f the 1.083 pm  line) 

are given. At least in four cases, the subpeaks are resolved. There is no correlation 

between either their FW HM  or their flux, and Voo- Table 4.4 also shows that the subpeak 

displacements can take any value. W ith the present S /N , the uncertainties in these shifts 

are estimated to be 50 km s- 1 . It should be noted that displacements beyond the edge 

o f the top o f the profile would be difficult to detect unambiguously, because o f blending 

with the violet-displaced absorption feature or with the 1.094 pm  emission line.
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W avelen gth  pm

Fig. 4.15a: Examples of spectra of the 1.083 pm line in W C stars, showing prominent emission

subpeaks.
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W avelen gth  pm

Fig. 4 .15b: Same as Fig 4.15a, but for W N+O  binaries.
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W avelen gth  pm

W avelen gth  pm

Fig. 4.15c: Same as Fig 4.15a, but for single WN stars.
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Table 4 .4 : Characteristics of the best-defined subpeaks

W R Voo shift t FWHM flux $
(km s *) (km s *) (km s *)

110 2300 1440 880 0.03

111 2150 1190 500 0.02

134 1800 1030 510 0.04

137 1850 -80 630 0.08

139 1600 -430 710 0.07

143 2750 0 620 0.09

fRelative to 1.083 pm 

^Normalized to the total emission flux

4.9.1 Variability

In the optical spectra o f several W R  stars, subpeaks have been observed on the emission 

profiles o f lines o f He II, C III,  C IV and N IV (see e.g. Robert, Moffat & Seggewiss 1991). 

The Doppler shifts o f these subpeaks vary with time. Recently, the variability o f optical 

emission lines in one star (W R  134, a single W N 6 star) has been studied in detail by 

several authors (M offat et. dl. 1988, Underhill et al. 1990, Vreux et al. 1991). These 

subpeaks appear and die away on a timescale o f several hours, without any periodicity. 

According to Moffat et al. the absolute Doppler shift o f a subpeak increases with time,

i.e. the subpeaks move away from the line centre (before disappearing) and they can be 

explained as condensations ( ‘blobs’ ) moving outwards with the wind.

The behaviour o f the He I lines in the optical spectrum of W R  134 is quite different. 

Contrary to what happens with lines o f higher ionization species, no variability is ob

served in the He I emission profile. The 587.6 nm line presents a subpeak, located at the
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red edge o f the emission, with constant Doppler shift (Underhill et al.). W e have looked 

for signs o f variability in the infrared He I lines in the spectrum o f W E  134 and other 

W E  stars. For one star (W E  110), we have two high-resolution 1- pm. spectra taken at 

an interval o f ~  two hours. We have also compared our spectra with earlier spectra 

published by Schmutz et al. (1989) and by Vreux, Andrillat & Biemont (1990) and with 

our 1988 UKIRT spectra (see chapter 2). Although these earlier spectra have a lower 

spectral resolution and often a lower S /N , subpeaks can be recognized with hindsight 

on the 1.083 ^m line. There is no evidence for variation in their size and position. In 

particular, the strong subpeak observed at the red edge o f the 1.083 pm  He I emission in 

our 1990 June UKIRT spectrum of W R  134 is clearly seen in the 1989 September OHP 

spectrum published by Vreux et al., as well as in the 1990 August INT spectrum taken 

by Howarth (private communication). It seems therefore reasonable to assume that the 

He I subpeaks do not vary in wavelength with time, although further observations with 

better time coverage will be needed to confirm that hypothesis. It should also be em

phasized that the subpeaks observed on the infrared He I lines are much larger than 

the fine structure 'bum ps’ on lines o f other ions. This different behaviour o f the He I 

emission lines may be related to the fact that they are formed further out in the wind 

than emission lines from ions, because o f the ionization stratification. There are not 

sufficient data to tell whether the variability observed in absorption lines (which must 

be formed even further out) is related to that o f emission lines.

The stability o f the He I subpeaks rules out many usual models, such as the acceler

ating ‘b lobs’ , the corotating shocked regions, or even randomly moving spots or eddies. 

The fact that in some stars the subpeaks are located far from the line centre rules out the 

interpretation o f the stable Doppler shifts in terms o f projection o f undetected motions 

(taking place in the plane perpendicular to the line o f sight). However the m odel pre

sented for W R  134 and W R  6 by Underhill et al. (1990 and 1991) also presents serious 

difficulties. These authors propose that the He I emission line region is like a hollow disk 

or ring around the star, while the ions emit from filaments linking the ring to the star. 

They base their conclusion on the presence o f peaks at each edge o f the 587.6 nm He I 

emission line in W R  134, and on the absence o f a violet-displaced absorption. However 

its absence is not certain, in view o f the difficult atmospheric transmission in the spectral
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region around the blue edge o f that line (Vreux et al. 1991). Our observations o f the 

1- pm  and 2- pm  He I profiles reveal the presence o f a P Cygni absorption in the spectra 

o f the two stars studied by Underhill et al. (1990 and 1991), in contradiction with the 

assumptions o f their model. Our observations also show that the subpeaks are not nec

essarily double and located at the edges o f the emission profile, but they can have any 

Doppler shift.

4.9.2 Interpretation

The simplest explanation for the enhanced flux leading to the formation o f subpeaks 

is an increase in ionic density o f the corresponding species in some region o f the wind. 

This might be caused either by an overall enhancement o f the density in that region or 

by ionization effects which favour the observed ionization fraction in that region. In the 

context o f the latter explanation we would expect a correlation between ionization po

tential and the velocity in that region o f the wind; moreover, no plausible mechanism for 

changing the ionization balance appropriately is known, especially at the large distances 

from the photosphere where the He I absorption is formed. Because o f the similarity 

between the profile o f the infrared He I lines and the 587.6 nm He I line in the spectrum 

o f W R  134, it is unlikely that the flux increase is due to an increase in the opacity in 

the ultraviolet transition from the same upper level as the infrared lines (see section 4.5 

and Fig 4.6). We can therefore assume that the subpeaks are indicators o f an increase 

o f the overall density.

In any case, the perturbation can be shown to be confined to a limited region o f the 

wind. Indeed, the narrow FW HM  of the subpeaks implies that the increase o f flux takes 

place over a small range o f Doppler shifts. This small range corresponds to a small range 

o f both velocities v and angles 6, since the Doppler shift is given by v (r ) cosO where 

8 is the angle between the velocity o f the gas and the line o f sight. A  small range of 

velocities can be achieved by assuming that the density increase takes place either over a 

small range o f radius in the accelerating region o f the wind (as in the model suggested by
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Moffat and collaborators to explain moving subpeaks) or in the terminal velocity region. 

The small range o f angle means a breakdown o f the spherical symmetry. For example, 

in the case o f moving subpeaks, the region o f enhanced density cannot be extended over 

a whole shell but (excluding the case o f a ring centered around the line o f  sight) must 

be limited to a small angular region (e.g. blobs). The enhancement o f density can be 

caused by reverse shocks in a high-speed wind (see e.g. Owocki et al. 1988).

From the width o f the subpeaks, we can derive an upper limit to the angular aperture 

2(3 o f the cone subtended by the enhanced-flux region (see Fig 4.16). Assuming first a
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Fig. 4.16: Geometry of the enhanced-flux region.

laminar outflow (no turbulence) and a constant velocity v, we have:

A v  =  v co s (9 - ( 3 ) - v c o s ( 9  +  (3) =  2usin#sin/3 (4.15)

where 0 is the angle between the axis o f the cone and the line o f sight and A v  is the 

FW H M  of the subpeak, i.e. the range o f observed Doppler shifts. If the enhanced-flux 

region is in the terminal velocity region, then sin# =  v /v ^ ,  where v is the velocity at 

the centre o f the cone, projected on the line o f sight (~  the Doppler velocity at the
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centre o f tlie subpeak). For example, in the case o f W R  143, 6 ~  90°, hence v =  and 

/3 =  arcsin( A v/ 2v ) ~  7°. This value would be only an upper limit if the width o f the 

subpeaks were partly caused by turbulence. Turbulence could play an im portant role in 

the broadening o f the subpeaks, since vturb ~  0.15 voo, e.g. in the case o f W R  143, vturb 

~  0.6 A v.

The reasoning above shows that the inhomogeneity is confined to a small angle. The 

strength o f the subpeaks implies a significant increase in flux in that region o f the wind. 

If the stability o f the Doppler shift o f the subpeaks can be confirmed, then the strong 

fluxes involved in the subpeaks imply significant asymmetries in the wind. Owing to the 

small angle, this asymmetry is best described as a jet.

The existence o f jets in the wind o f one W R  star (W R  134) was also suggested by 

Vreux et al. (1991). These authors performed a extensive study o f the variability of 

optical lines o f He II and N IV in W R  134. The subpeaks observed on top o f these 

lines vary in strength, they appear and disappear on a timescale o f several hours, but 

their Doppler shifts do not always vary with time as described by Moffat et al. (1988). 

Instead, in several cases the variation is better described as an in situ growth o f the per

turbation, sometimes followed on a short timescale (a few hours) by a complete reversal 

(an absorption feature taking the place o f a previous subpeak), thus leaving unchanged 

the flux at given wavelengths ( ‘nodes’ ). Such variability patterns can repeat themselves 

after a few days. Vreux et al. observed that these nodes (minima o f variability) prefer

entially happen at selective Doppler shifts ( ‘nodes’ ) and that the maximum variability 

o f the lines also occur at preferential Doppler shifts. They concluded the existence o f a 

particular mechanism taking place in specific regions o f the wind characterized by given 

Doppler shifts. Similar variability patterns were observed in other W R  stars (Vreux, 

private communication).

The existence o f jets may be related to inhomogeneities in the ejecta (ring nebulae) 

around some W R  stars (see e.g. Goudis et al. 1988). In single stars (like W R  134), the 

existence o f a jet could be related to the possible rotation o f the star or a magnetic
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field (see Poe et al. 1989). Other evidence for asymmetric winds have been provided 

by polarimetry studies o f stars like W R  6 and W R  134 (Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1990; 

Robert et al. 1989) and by the analysis o f the radio light-curve o f W R  140 (W illiams et 

al. 1990).

We have noted earlier that no subpeaks are seen on the infrared He I lines in three 

stars. These stars are the three W C  stars with non-thermal radio emission in our sample. 

They are also known for their anomalously broad lines, explained by increased turbulence 

(see section 4.8). These peculiar conditions in their winds could account for the absence 

o f jets.

4.10 Conclusions

Our study o f infrared He I lines has demonstrated that their absorption components, 

being formed at large radii, are best suited to derive the terminal velocity o f W R  winds. 

Because these lines are easily observed, even from heavily reddened stars, they can be 

used to determine v^  for stars not accessible to IUE. Using new infrared spectra, we 

derived t>oo for a large sample o f galactic W R  stars. Our values are significantly lower (~  

40 percent) than those from the conventional methods, based either on the violet edge o f 

ultraviolet P Cygni profiles o f resonance lines, or on the width o f optical emission lines. 

Our fits o f the He I P Cygni profiles with profiles obtained with the SEI method provide 

an excellent agreement, showing the need to allow for ‘ turbulence’ in the wind, and to 

adopt the lower values from the infrared lines. We also demonstrate that, in the case 

o f W R + O  binaries, the velocities derived from the black absorption trough o f ultraviolet 

resonance lines may be in error.

As a consequence, previous determinations o f W R  mas-loss rates must be revised 

downwards, as must those o f their inputs o f momentum and energy into the interstellar 

medium. Also, it will be necessary to extend this this analysis to other W R  stars, to 

obtain better values o f v^  and o f M, and to search for possible correlations between
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these and other stellar parameters. We confirm a correlation Voo/subtype, clear for W C  

(excluding the non-thermal radio emitters), but loose for W N  stars. However, the He I 

line fitting suugests that stars with similar v^  or o f the same subtype can have different 

wind structures. We plan to study further these differences, as they are im portant to 

our understanding o f W R  winds.

W e argue that the intriguing subpeaks on the He I emission lines have a different 

origin than the fine structure variation seen on lines o f ions, and we suggest that they 

indicate significant asymetries in W R  winds. If confirmed, this might help alleviate the 

momentum problem, if for example the denser regions o f the wind do not reach the high 

velocities attained in polar outflows. Further observations are needed, and planned, to 

study the intensity, the profile, and possible variations, o f the subpeaks. In particular, the 

monitoring o f W R  binaries with known inclination, should help determine the geometry 

o f such outflows.
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Conclusions

This research has shown how much infrared spectroscopy can contribute to our un

derstanding o f W olf-Rayet stars. We have identified all observed lines in the 1 .0  -  3.4 

fim  range for W C  subtypes, thus solving the puzzle o f the strong previously unidentified 

1.435 //m  line, and correcting several previous identifications. These new identifications 

include oxygen lines, needed to determine the relative abundances o f these species and 

check the prediction o f evolutionary models. The transitions with A n  =  0 are important 

for the understanding o f the differences between subtypes and to identify the contribu

tors to blends at hydrogenic wavelengths. We gave preliminary criteria to identify W C 

subtypes from their infrared spectra, especially useful for heavily reddened stars. We 

have shown that spectral differences between subptypes cannot be explained by only one 

parameter, but are affected by both the ionization and the composition o f the stellar 

wind. This has to be taken into account when studying possible evolutionary scenarios 

for W R  stars, and in the interpretation o f the traditional optical classification criteria. 

In order to derive C /H e abundance ratios, we have designed a method which overcomes 

the main limitations o f the recombination analysis. The method is easy to apply, yet 

it gives results consistent with those from the most sophisticated models. Our derived 

C /H e ratios agree with the predictions o f evolutionary models for W C  stars, confirming 

their evolved status, but are lower than predicted for the W O star analyzed. Our results 

also showed that not all W C  stars fit the correlation between C /H e and subtype, owing 

to differences in the wind ionization structure.

We have introduced a new method to determine the terminal velocities o f W R  winds 

from infrared He I lines, and applied it to 41 stars. Our values are systematically lower
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than those given by traditional methods (blue edge o f resonance ultraviolet P Cygni lines; 

width o f optical emission lines). We suggested that these higher values are contaminated 

by shocks or turbulence in the stellar winds. The need to reduce the accepted values o f 

the terminal velocities (and hence o f the mass-loss rates) has since been confirmed by a 

recent study, in which those velocities are measured from the maximum displacement of 

the zero residual intensity. However the latter method is not suitable for reddened stars 

nor is it suitable, as we have argued, for W R  stars in W R + O  binary systems. In both 

cases our infrared method is preferable. In our study o f infrared profiles, we have shown 

that stars from the same subclass can have very different wind structures. W e have 

presented the first evidence that strong subpeaks on He I lines are widespread among 

W R  stars and we suggested that they might indicate asymmetries in W R  winds, with 

im portant implicatioxrs for the derivation o f mass-loss rates and the possible solution o f 

the momentum problem. We have repeatedly noted the anomalous behaviour o f W R  non- 

thermal radio emitters: their winds show an excessive ionization, they have extremely 

high expansion and turbulent vélocités, their He I emission lines do not exhibit subpeaks. 

This is consistent with their being affected by violent shocks.
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